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Use of Residual Redundancy in the

Design of Joint Source/Channel Coders

Khalid Sayood, Member, IEEE, and Jay C. Borkenhagen, Member, IEEE

Abstract--The need to transmit large amounts of data over
a band-limited channel has led to the development of various
data compression schemes. Many of these schemes function by
attempting to remove redundancy from the data stream. An
unwanted side-effect of this approach is to make the information
transfer process more vulnerable to channel noise. Efforts at pro-
tecting against errors involve the reinsertion of redundancy and
an increase in bandwidth requirements. We present a technique
for providing error protection without the additional overhead
required for channel coding. We start from the premise that,
during source coder design, for the sake of simplicity or due
to imperfect knowledge, assumptions have to be made about
the source which are often incorrect. This results in residual
redundancy at the output of the source coder. The residual
redundancy can then be used to provide error protection in much
the same way as the insertion of redundancy in convolutional
coding provides error protection. In this paper we develop an
approach for utilizing this redundancy. To show the validity of
this approach, we apply it to image coding using DPCM, and
obtain substantial performance gains, both in terms of objective
as well as subjective measures.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE utilization of redundancy removal techniques is mo-
tivated by the need for more efficient channel utilization

for data transmission and reduced memory requirements for

data storage. The source coder removes redundancy from the
data, and this redundancy is later reinserted at the receiver.

The design of the source coder is, in general, based solely
on the source statistics. The removal of redundancy makes

the transmitted data especially vulnerable to channel noise. To
combat the effect of channel noise, channel coding is used,

which entails the controlled insertion of redundancy into the

transmitted data [1]. The channel coding procedures are de-

signed without any reference to the source characteristics. This

approach is justified in some sense by an important result of

Shannon [2] which shows that the source and channel coding
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operations can be separated without any loss of optimality.

However, in Shannon's work there is no constraint on the

complexity of the coders involved. In practical systems, where
there are limits on complexity, this separation may not be

possible [3].
Shannon showed that for systems transmitting at a rate

below the capacity of the channel, essentially error-free trans-
mission can be attained. If the link between the source coder

and decoder is error-free, there is no need for the effect

of errors to be taken into account in the design of the

source coder/decoder pair since there are no errors. However,
most communication links are not error-free, and the effect

of these errors has to be studied and if possible mitigated.

Modestino, Daut, and Vickers [4] in their study of transform

coding of images for transmission over noisy channels have

shown that for moderate input signal-to-noise ratios, the use

of a greater average number of bits per coefficient actually

degrades the performance of the system, and reduces the output

signal-to-noise ratio. To combat this effect, they examine
tradeoffs between allocating bits for source or channel coding.

Comstock and Gibson [5] extend this work and provide an

explicit mechanism for allocating bits between the source

coder and a Hamming channel coder. A similar situation is

evident for DPCM systems. As can be seen from Fig. 1,

while the higher rate DPCM system performs better under

relatively noiseless conditions, its performance drops below

that of the lower rate system under noisier conditions. Thus,

under very noisy channel conditions, the DPCM system that

provides the lowest source coding distortion turns out to have

the highest overall distortion. Chang and Donaldson [6] present

an analysis of the DPCM system operating under noisy channel

conditions. Examining the case where no separate channel

coding is being used, they demonstrate the usefulness of

incorporating both channel and source statistics in the design
of the source coder.

It seems clear from the above that there is a need to consider

the effect of channel errors when designing source coders. An

early effort in this direction was the difference detection and
correction scheme of Steele, Goodman, and McGonegal [7],

[8] for broadcast-qdality speech. In this scheme the receiver
infers an error has occurred whenever an individual sample-
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difficult to analyze unless several simplifying assumptions are

made about the quantizer input and the quantization noise.

This is usually the strategy followed, with the quantizer being
viewed as a source of additive white noise [20]. (It should be

noted that this assumption is incorrect ([21]-[23]), however,

its use simplifies the analysis which in turn provides useful

insight into the workings of the overall system). Second, while

the predictor design is based on a model for the source, this

model might not be (and usually is not) matched to the source.
This results in some residual correlation in the DPCM output,

especially at low bit rates. However, most analyses which take
into account the source model are based on the assumption that

the model accurately represents the source.
In this section we study DPCM systems designed under

the assumption that the source is an autoregressive process
of unknown order. The predictor design is based on this

assumption of an autoregressive source. However, as the order
of the source process is unknown, the predictor may still be

mismatched to the source. By mismatch we mean that the

order of the process and hence the predictor coefficients are

different from the autoregressive coefficients of the source.

First we will develop some results for the DPCM system

without the quantizer in the feedback loop. The motivation

for this is the same as the fine quantization assumption used

by McDonald [25] and others; namely, simplicity. Without

the quantizer in the loop, the DPCM encoder becomes a

simple linear filter and consequently easy to analyze. Later, the

quantizer will be introduced into the feedback loop, and using

the results derived for the quantizerless system, the statistical

structure of the encoder output will be studied.
The source is assumed to be an autoregressive process of

order M, generated according to the difference equation

M

x(n) = Z a. (n - i) + (1)
i=1

2
where en is a zero-mean white sequence with variance tr,.

The following relationships can easily be obtained for the

quantizerless system. If in the design of the DPCM system

the source is assumed to be an autoregressive process of order

N, the predictor output is given by

N

x(n In - 1) = E bix(n - i). (2)
i=1

The prediction error e(n) is given by

e(n) = x(n) - x(n In - 1). (3)

If N is equal to M, and bz is equal to ai for all i, then, of

course,

e(n) = e(n). (4)

We have assumed our source to be an autoregressive process

of order M. Such a process can be viewed as the output of a

linear filter driven by white noise. Let H1 (z) be the z-domain
transfer function of a discrete time linear filter such that

1

HI(z) = 1 - )'-_M 1 aiz -i" (5)

Then, mixing operator and time domain notation,

x(n) = Hie(n).

Similarly, defining H2(z) as

N

H2(z) = 1 - E biz-i
i=1

e(n) = H2x(n).

Substituting the expression for x(n) from (6)

where

Therefore,

(6)

(7)

e(n) = H2Hle(n) (8)

H2(z)Hl(z) = 1 - _-_i'=1 biz-i (9)
M "

1 -- Ei=I aiz-*

M N

e(n) = Z aie(n - i) - Z bie(n - i) + _(n)
i=l i=1

(10)

and e(n) is an ARMA (M,N) process. Notice that if M = N

and a_ = bi for all i, then

H2(z)Hl(z) = 1 (11)

and again

e(n) =

If the quantizer is now introduced into the loop, the pre-

diction, and hence the prediction error, becomes contaminated

by the quantization noise. For this situation, we obtain the

following analogs of (2) and (3). The predictor output is given

by

M

k(nln - 1) = Z bi_(n - i) (12)
i=1

and the contaminated prediction error _(n) is given by

_(n) = x(n) - _(nln- 1). (13)

Using an additive noise model for the quantizer, we can write

the output of the quantizer _(n) as

_(n) = _(n) + q(n) (14)

where q(n) is the quantization noise. The output of the DPCM

receiver (and the input to the predictor) k(n) is given by

= - 1) + (15)

Substituting the expression for _(n) from (14)

3c(n) = k(nln - 1) + _(n) + q(n). (16)

_(n) = x(n) +q(n) (17)

Then using (13)
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As a first step towards this objective, we use the definition
of conditional probability to write L as

L=P[Oi=_j,Oi-l=am, Oi=an]

P[8i-1 = am,Oi = an] (25)

This can be rewritten as (26) shown below. In (26),

P[Oi-1 = a,,] appears both in the numerator and the

denominator and can therefore be canceled. Also, assuming

a memoryless channel, and using conditional independence,

(27)

L thus becomes

L= P[°'= ,_oto,=,_j]e[o,=o, to,_l=,_ml

The numerator of L is now in terms of the transition

probabilities of the source encoder and the channel transition

probabilities. To obtain the denominator of L in the same form

we make the following claim.
Claim:

P[Oi = a,_lO_-i =am]

=E{P[0i=a'_t0':al]P[0'=at]0'-i :am]}. (29)
1

Proof of Claim: Let

D=E {/_[0,--ooiot=o,]pco,--o,io,__--o_1}
l

(30)

{ [ ],'to,-_,,o,__: Oml_=Z P 0,=,_oj0,=,_, e70-2_;-_ j
l

(31)

1

P[0i-1 = am]

• Z {P[0i = an[0i =at]P[Oi-1 : am,0i :at]}. (32)
1

Assuming a memoryless channel,

_[o,--o_io,=o,]--_?,=oo_o,=o,,o,___-o_]
(33)

Therefore,

1
D

P[Oi-1 = _m]

{P[0i-1 = am,Oi = a,]P[0, = aT, ]0i = al,0,-i = a,,]}

__ 1 Ep[_ ' = an,Oi-1 = om,0i = at]
P[Oi-1 = O_m] I

_,_[_,=o_,o,_1=oq
(34)

P[Oi-t = a,_]

which by the definition of conditional probability proves the
claim.

Thus, the L(j, m, n) metric can finally be written as

v[O,=,_1o, = ,_j]e[o,= _1o,-, = _..l
L=

_,t {P[O, = a,_lOi = at]P[Oi = allOi-l = a,_]t35)

(alternate derivations can be found in [27], [28]).

If we examine the expression for L we notice that it is made

up of two sets of conditional probabilities

P[O, = a2 [Oi = _n], j,n = 1.-.. _N and

P[O, = a t 10i-1 = a,_], j,m = 1,...,N (36)

where N is the size of the source coder output alphabet. Thus,
to obtain L we need to estimate 2N _ quantities• For most data

compression systems this number is usually quite small. The

estimation of these quantities was clearly not a large burden

on the two-, three-, and four-bit DPCM systems we studied
where 2N 2 was 32, 128, and 512, respectively. Notice that

the first set of conditional probabilities depends only on the

channel statistics, and the second set of transition probabilities

depends only on the source coder and source statistics. If we

assume a binary symmetric model for our channel, then given

the binary code used over the channel and an estimate of the

channel probability of error, it is a simple task to obtain the

first set of transition probabilities. To obtain the second set of

transition probabilities, we found it most convenient to use a

training sequence. The use of a training sequence raises the

question of how robust this approach will be if the training

sequence is not exactly similar to the test sequence. Our results

in the next section show that the approach is reasonably robust

in terms of differences between training and test sequences.

IV. RESULTS

We simulated the proposed approach using differential PCM

(DPCM) as our test system. It should be emphasized that

L

P[O, = an 10i = c*j,0i-1 = am]P[O, = aj I0,-, = amlP[O,-, = c,,_]

,[o,=o_1o,_,=,q,lo/_,--o_l
(26)

.3
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Fig. 7. Two- and three-bit proposedsystemperformance in the presenceof
channel noise.

dictor coefficient is 0.778625. Notice the large improvement

in the noisy channel performance over the previous figure.

While the performance improvement with the JSCD is still

on the order of 3 dB, the absolute value of the signal-to-
noise ratio is such as to make the system feasible at relatively

high probabilities of error. Figs. 5 and 6 repeat the results of

the previous figure except the two-bit quantizer is replaced

by three and four-bit quantizers, respectively. Notice that the

performance improvements are in the range of 6-8 dB. The

results are especially striking in the four-bit case where the

use of the joint source/channel decoder improves the signal-

to-noise ratio of the RDPCM system by about 8 dB at high

probability of error. The improvement of the RDPCM system
with the JSCD over the DPCM system is about 16 dB!

Because of the improvement in noisy channel performance

obtained by using the Chang and Donaldson predictor, we

have incorporated that into our design, and from now on when

we mention the proposed system we mean a DPCM system

with a 1 tap Chang and Donaldson predictor and the JSCD
in front of the source decoder. The performance of the two-

and three-bit proposed system is shown in Fig. 7. In some

ways this is the most interesting of all the graphs• Notice
that contrary to the classical DPCM system behavior shown

in Fig. 1, the three-bit DPCM+JSCD consistently outperforms

the two-bit system. Thus, the paradoxical situation of getting

poorer performance for a higher rate no longer exists. Also the

performance curves remain relatively flat, which is in marked
contrast to the performance shown in Fig. 1. This indicates

a more graceful degradation in performance as the channel
becomes noisier.

While the objective performance of the proposed system

(in terms of signal-to-noise ratio) is impressive, the final
arbiter for any image coding scheme has to be the human

eye. Figs. 8-10 present images coded using DPCM and the

proposed system and transmitted over channels with different

probability of error. Fig. 8 contains the test results for a two-
bit system, while Figs. 9 and 10 contain results for three-

and four-bit systems, respectively. In each case the image

labeled "(a)" is DPCM coded with a channel probability of
error of 0.02, while the image labeled "(b)" is coded with the

proposed system under the same channel condition. The image
labeled "(c)" is DPCM coded with a channel probability of

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. U.S.C. GIRL image coded at two bits per pixel (a) using DPCM with

channel error probability of 0.02, (b) using the proposed system with channel

error probability of 0.02, (c) using DPCM with channel error probability of

0.1, (d) using the proposed system with channel error probability of 0.1.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. U.S.C. GIRL image coded at three bits per pixel (a) using DPCM

with channel error probability of 0.02, (b) using the proposed system with

channel error probability of 0.02, (c) using DPCM with channel error

probability of 0.1, (d) using the proposed system with channel error probability

of 0.1.

error of 0.10, while the image labeled "(d)" is coded with the

proposed system, with a channel probability of error of 0.10.

The improvement in the perceptual quality of the images is

truly striking, especially in the case of the channel with 0.10

probability of error. In this case the DPCM coded image is

reduced to a nearly indistinguishable blur, while the image

coded with the proposed system is reasonably clean. This is

especially encouraging as it means that even for such high

error rates the proposed system makes the channel usable for

image transmission•

Finally, we examine the issue of performance indicators

which could be used by the system designer to get an idea

about the performance improvements available through the

'i
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1. INTI_ ()DUCTION

(..)Jle O[ ShlLnllml'S II_rtlly I'_ll_Irt'mellt_.l colltr]l)ltt_ol,s ",_.$...$Ilis lesult

that source coding nnd chnnnel ¢odillg c_It be trealetl sep_ll.tely with-

out :ale)" Joss o[pctYorm_,ce for tile over,_ll s)._tem [1]. The b_ic design

procedure is to select _ SOtlrc¢ eltcoder 'whlcll changes the source se-

quellCe ]llto a stlles of independent, e(l%lally likely binary digits folJo*e_

by a channel encodrr which accepts binary digits attd puts thcn_ into

^ fo:lu suitable for reliable tt.,,nsmlsslon over tile ¢hen_tl. However,

the sep,,rntion algument no Io_ger holds ircithei of the following t_'o
situations o(c%ll:

i. The input to the soitrce decoder is diII'erent from tile

outpt:t of the source encoder, which ]tP.i>ptns "._'hell the

li,_k between tilt sou/re ¢neoder *lid source decoder is

no longer error lice, or

ii. :vltell Clio Sotlre¢ cncoder OtllpUt contrails redundancy.

Of course, case (1)OCCIIIS %"]1Cll tit" chnn_me] coder dots not zcl:]¢_'e

zero erzor probability and c_se (ii) occurs when the sou;c¢ encoder is

subo_I.in_al. These t',vo situations _.tt com_Y_on occ_lrtncts in prltcticzl

s)'steJus _vhtze sou:co or channet iI_odt]s _re in_pttfcctl;," known, conx-

ple.xity i._ _ serious issue, or ._ignifirnnt delny is tint tolerable. Ve.rious

apploachr.'_ have be'ca developed for sHch situations. They are _sually

gto_prd _ludtr 1.1_¢ gel_ctnt he_din_, ofjoi1_t soutct/cl_:".nl_t| cOd;ha.

.Most of the vnriotzs joint .tource channel coding approaches cnn

be cI.',_siIied in two mnln categories; (A} app:oachcs which eat^i] the

modific^tion of the soulcc codtr/(]eco_ei .',tructutc to itdltCC the eiTcct

of chnllt_el erlot_, ntxtl (t3) nppIoachts which cxall:int tl_t distriblxtiol,, of

bits between the souzce nnd channel eode:s. The first set ofappzoaches

Call be divided still f,_rther into twoele..sses. One class ofzpproachcs

examh_es the modification orthe overall s[ructule, while the o:],e; deals

with the l_odifi¢_tiox/ of the dccodiug procedure to t_ke _dv_ntagc o[

the zcduntlanc',' in the outpnt of the sot_zce code_.

To the t_rst class bcIo_gs the work of Dunhanl _ C;ra3" i2] _vh.,:,

proved tile existence ofjoil;t sneerer channel trellis codht¢, systems for

ceztz,.ir, fldclity ctitexia,-al_d ^ design ol'a. jolr, t .to_ree channel trellis

coder preseztted by A)'nl_o_lu and (.;ray [31, _vhcx¢ the design procedure

is the geiternllsrd Lloyd algorithnt. Farther, hla.'_ry [..I] aud ,%;,ehetn

[,S] showed that for distorl.ioitles_ tlnn_mission of/he .touter tt.t{rlg., l{ne.'_r

joliet ._oltlce cIlam_e] el_collcr_, erlllivnlen_ ]:,erl'orlnnllce call hc obtained

with a .tigHiIieaHt re(luetion i_t cotHl:lcxity. C:hang a,d 1)o,,ahl_.o_t I6]

propose ),odificatlo),s to the DP(.:NI system to reduce the eITrct of

channel errors, while I(urte_tL, neh nn*d Wills [7J nlt¢l Farvardln at_d

Voishalllpay_.m [8] .',t_(ly the problem of opt]reran (iur'.nti:tr drslgn rot

nolsy ehaz_l_els. Goodman nud Sultdberg [9,101 propose an embedded

DPC.M sysle;,i which co_:sists of a two bit DPCh_ _d a t,_o bit PCAI

s)'stem in parallel.

In the second cl_'.._s of category A, "We inch_de the _,'ork of Rein]nice

and Gibson [l]L who use the fact that coefficients ilx neighborh_g blocks

il', a transforlll codittg S¢lltll_¢ will not vary greatly, and thttS use cocl"_-

cicnts fro;_l ntlglnborlng blocks to correct n posslble error, and tile work

of Sterle, Goodl_l_n nl_(l McGonegnl [I2,12J, who pIopose a t_ilTtlel_ce

deleclio_l nntl cotrcctlon scheme for broadcast rtu_lity speech. Izt this

schetlle the receiver infers nn crane whes_evcr an il;dlv;dttal Salllple to

s_.nlp]e dilTertitce IS grcllter thP.n the Ilieall Sqtlated difference of z 21

s_,,u_ple slid{rig block. Whel_ an rigor is detected, the zerei','ed sample

is replaced by the output ofn smooth;ha circuit. Ngt_n end Steele [14]

I_se a '_[illi]nr Iltetho(1 for rreovelill_ I'rOIII errors ill nil image lrnn$llllS-

s_oH ._)'stc:u. Sr_)'oo_] n,d 13o:kcnhngen [15,JOj ,_sc t],t rcd,nda_cy _t

t[_¢ ...olttcc ¢o_.(¢r oriel)tit to ]_,tti'oIl_l selltlellce _'sti|llntlo:l.

",m,,Iq,,,rl-,fI,Y ,'_,%._A|.e,;,I(._,,,','.'I,tee,H.,INA(; :_-._t)';I _,,,I ,%'A_,%(:..,hl_,,l

Nl'_,'- ]'}_KI'I I Illllt_ INI_I ; i. 1,111|
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The work of Modcstino, Daut ,'%lid Vickers 117} belongs to category

B. In Shell st_ldy of transforl_ coding they txl.n'tlt,,c ttodeoffs betweetl

allocating bits for source and chanter] coding• Coltlslock and Gibson

[181 extend this work and provide zn explicit Ille¢llanlSlli for allocating

bits between tt source coder and a Hanunln$ challl'te| coder• Addi-

tlot_Llly. Moore and Gibson [lg] study the ^lloc_tion of bits between _,

DPCNf coder and self orthogon-I convolutionnl codil_g.

In this paper we present t max.hnum zposteziori probability (MAP)

approach to joint source/channel coder dcsign, which l)¢]ongs to cate-

gory A, at_d hence w¢ explore _. technique for d_iguing joint source/

channel coders, rather than ways qf distributing bits between source

coders and channel coders. We _sum¢ that Lh¢ two nonldcal siLualiolls

refereed tO el.flier I_.r¢ pr_ent. Out appsoaoh is _._ follows. For a

noaid¢,,I source c0dct, wc use MAP argunxcuts to design _. decoder

,_'hlch tak¢..t _dv_.nLage of zcdltndancy ill the source coder output Io

perfor,u error ¢o_reetlon. Onc¢ Lhc decoder is obLalned, we nn^|ysc

it with Ihe purpose Of obLalnlng *'desirable piopert_es" of the chortle|

input sequence foz ilnproving overall system pr:/orlnance. XVc then

propose _sn cncodcr des_sn which inco:poratcs these pzopertles.

2. T_E MAP DESIGN CR/TER/ON

For a discrete memory]ess channel (DMr-.:), let the channel illput

alphabet be denoted by A = {no, nl,...,n.,t./-i, }, ntld the chn,utvl

input nnd output Se(lucnees by }t .= {_,_dl ..... y/._|), nlltl _" ."=

{_,Vt ..... _'t.-t}, respectively. If.4 = {.,l;} is the set of:,rt,,ence_

A_ = {O¢,o,O;.l,...,oi.l.-I}, a;,tcA, thetl the OI)t]nlttill rrcelvrr (i.

the sense of maxJmislng the probability ofln_,king a correct decision)

me.._nl]res P[C}, where

P[c] = _ P[CD"]P[_"].

This in turn implies that the opthnun_ recelvcr maxhuizes P[C'])"].

When Lhc receiver selects the output to bc .,4,, lhen PLcI_} = PrY =

A_]I']. Thus, the opt{n'_um coco{vet sclccls the sequclxce At such that

PD" = ,_19)_> PD" = ,_,l_l v,.
"Le m:r',% a 1

Let y; be the triplet to a DMC. Given y_._,y; is condit_ol_^lly ]*_dc-

pendent of y,__.,k > 1. Ifgo = Yo theft the opthnu,n recelvcr selects n

sequence .,4_ to maxinlizc n_-,tp(ydy;_,. 90.
Proof:

From the preceding result, the z¢celvet tries to n_axlnn_ze P(Y]_').

Us{ng the chain tulc w¢ can write this

P(YlY) = P(_,w ..... v=-_1%,9_ ..... 9_-_)

= P(w.-_Iy,_-_, w-s,. •., vo, _,-.., 9_-t)
P(_- _l_-s ..... _o,_o..... _.-d.-. P(_I% ..... 9_-_)

The I_t factor on Ihe right hand s;de (R}IS) is e¢lunl to one. Us}rig

the a.._sumptlo_ of the DMC, ",','c obt^in

P(YlY) _-'= n;=_p(wlw-_,_J. (_)

ct

The lemlua addresses the sltuntion in c_sc (it), i.e., the situation

in w]_lt'}t tire SOllrCe coder Ollt])tlt (%¥hlt|t is n]so the eh.,xr, nt] i_l_t_t

sequence) CO,_t,'.i,tsrt(tlllldal|cy. Usillg thi.'t lelntntla, we r,_.tl ¢lcSlg_t a

tlc¢odtr _vhleh will take ndw_ttnS_'of,h'pe_drt_'r il_ the cha,,ttt'l i_,l_tt

_(llle IIC e.





3. DECODER DESIGN

The lcmmn of the prtvio.s section ptovidts tht mtd|,¢mrttical struc-

t.:c for the decoder. 'L'hc phy._icr, I stt.c{u,c can bc er,.sily obtr.ined

b v e_caml.ing the qur,.tlty to b¢ maxhllhcd. The decoder ma*h.iscs

P(r'O"} or ¢,_ui,'alc.,tly IogP(YIf'), but

_osPO'lf')= _"_logP(wl_.y,-,) (-_)

end various solutions t.Est for the maxlnli:atlon of additi','c path tact-

tics. Toimphment thls decoder we nctd to be able to compute the

path metric. This task is considerably cased by the following lemma.

Lemma 2 Let Abc tilt channel input alphabet and {Y,} and {_,) bc

the h, put and output scqlten¢c$ oft DMC. Then

P[w = "/v:-_ = 0=, _,_= o.1 =

Pl._..... Iv, = %]?{vt =.oslV,-, ..... } (3)
_£,s'iv,= _,ly,-_= ...}PI-_= a,,Iv_= _,1

Pr,,-fi Set [15].

The eXl)lession o,t the IlltS c.f (3), while it Iook.t .tore r,.nq,li,-:d,',l.

is :,rtunlly ,tm.¢h tn_ttc traet,tlflL' form of the desired r..dlti..,ml l:.rub-

.16lily. Note that this expression is a f.nctlo, of two dlstim'L ..., ts of

tra.siLion prolmhUit;es, the cha.._e] transition prohabilith's :t.d the

so.roe coder output tea.sit:on probabilities. As the channel transition

probabilities depend ozll)" or: the channel, and tile source roller output

transition probabilities depend only on the source coder and source

ptobabilitlcs, the two sets of trans_tlon probabilities call be esthnatcd

hxdtpcndct/t]y. The two can then be cotnbhlcd according to (3) to cc_n-

struct a M x M x M lookup table for use ill decoding. If the source

cooler or source changes, the only patalu.¢tcrs to be modified are Hit

so.zc¢ coder output trat_sltlon probabilitlcs. Results tt$1ng a DPCM

source coder wit]t all image _ the source arc ptcscnted in Section 6.

4. DECODEII ANALYSIS

In the previous sect{on we developed a scheme for providing error

cotlcctlon using the rcdundency ia the channel input sequence, or the

source coder output. \Vc looked at the design of the decoder glvcn

a source coder ot ther, r, cl input sequence with some rather centre..1

st_.thtical properties. In this section wc examine th¢ rive:so problem.

That is, glvcn tilt decoder obttincd in the previous section we look

for "duhed prop¢:tics _ of the chal:ncl input sequence and, hence, the

soutce coder.

To obtain the dcsilecl properties wc need to ex'anlln¢ tilt factors

htvoJvcd hi Lh¢ error correcLing capability of Lh¢ decoder. '.toward

this end IcL us cxr, luhlc the following situation. P.tfcrrlttg to Figure 1,

t_sum¢ thee the collect sequence of transmitted codcwords is ncacn0.

An error occurs if the peth nlctrlc for aoajt:0 is greater than the path

tllCttiC Of G-Og'.O{: O. ./_.tSi.lllle _l = Oa alld _ ---- Co, All error Occurs if the

following quantity is positive, i
i

P(._,= o_lw = oilP(w = osl_ = _1
log2:,P[---y:= otl----_-=L;]>7_7----ZT.to7;-;,1

.Pf_;._= _Tv: = oo]?(w= aoly_ = os)

__(9__- o. lv.___-. _]P[v__._- __olvo= _o]
-log 2, _[_t = o,lvo = oo)_h:',= 7__ _=7,1

(_)

Dc_,th_g

d,j --- Heir, nitriC distance between oi end a l'

then ush_g (5) and shuplifying (4), an error occuls if

P

(,t,,, - ,_,,01_os¢,_-7-7,)+ log _ + log _ - Io_ Z;,(_/" _,,w oo_ _,(,!',.)"""" > o I_)

Dcfiniug c* = £:2 (6) can be rewritten asr *

or

___W_(n -'l"' VO )
(d,,o - d._)logo + Iog 9_° + log v"2 - Io$

9oo '.;,_ v',(n't'"!_" ')
. (;)

_'_.t °-d"gU
l goo + log 9oo + log

d.o - d.i > _ log g..o '.,'oi ]__.t o-'t"9_o,
(s)

lThe left hand side is mnxi.tized w],ea j = ,t(,l.,j = 0). Th.s a,, error

'octuts when tile ,,uml)er of bit errors, which i,, this ea,_e is d,,o, ;s

greater titan the ,l.antlty on the LIIS of (S) or

I (1oi,; g°° + h,i.; -9°° .I log _t °-'t''g'' ) (.q)'l"o > logr'--"_ gjo 90j }._l "''t"Y t. "

Th¢ nlter.,ntlve i.,th shower in Fiv.-r," 1 is t,.ly _ntc uf p.x_ildc i*,dhs.

Another longer r.lternatlve path is xl,c,w, i. Fig.re 2.

In this cn._c the 11111111}er t)fertor.,t r,'qt,lrcd ic, t,_k_' thc .Itt'ttmtlvt" i.dlt

is glvcn I)y

I ( ,,'oo +log 9oo' /d,, o> d,,,o+ _ Iogg ..... $'o,,,1

I ( ___.o-'_'g,. +log X-'_c,-'.,g,. ) (lO)

Notice that the Uxlln]_tr Of errors tcq.lred to tnke n Io.gcr iucolreet

path (^ puth wlth mort branches) is lt_rger than for . shorter incorrect

pe, th. TO IllUme" Otlr str_teJlletn[.,t ItIOre cotlerete, "eve define n IlttlllllletCr

wt call t],¢ error correction cnpt..bility / as

I = J-HC)'.,I)',,__)/IogM =

I

1 -_-:_(v,,=o,,v,,__=_._)losp(v.,=_)lv,,_,=._)

_._ (_)= _- 7_-_'__Iv. = o,,vo-t= ._)_og
1,_. gtk

whe:e M is the slz¢ of the channel input atpl,r, brt. We immediately

, note t],¢ following propertle..s of I

(i) I iS _. COtlVCX CUp fUltCtiOtl of the condiLionr,1 prol),',bilities

O,Cwlv,-,)).
(ill0< I< 1.

Further p:opert_es of I ate developed ill the following ]r,l_nms.

Le.."nma 3: If I is :ezo for a particul^t channel i.put SeCltlence t Lhe

decoder will not co:sect ally crIo/s.

Proof:

I is zero wheil

_'__p(y_,y.,_l}log g-l-_,_ = log_:f

This is true when g;_ = log _ for all /,L'. Tn Ihlt COIIClii[olt the right

bend sldc of (9) is zero giving tile desired result.
O

Lemma 4: If I is one foe n particular input sequence, the th'coder

obtains the coercer seq.cncc with prohnbility o,te.

Proof:

For I to be one, ][(y,,[!/,,-i) ]_."t.,_ to he zero. This is tr.c if r,,t ,'_rh

k 0 there cxisLs nn Io s.ch thnt

I, t=4gt_. = O, l#4.

This in turn implies that there exists $OtllC ;O $lt(']l Li_ot

1, i=iov(.t_) = o, i # io.

Thus

I, i=ioP(_" = ,I;I?) = 0, ; ¢. _,l

4"





and the decoder willp_ck the correct sequence will, probability one.
0

The above two lenu,_ provide a relationship between thr vah_e of

I ^nd the error co:,ecth,g capobility of the decoder, foe the extreme

vrd,cs of 1. To obt_h_ cn iuslght i,to the relationship for othes va],es
of f we look ot n sh.plified ve,slo,I of (g). Ass.me fl,at the slze of the

ehn,,.eli_p_t ^lphnbet ix two, then (g) _hnp);fics Lo

,rio > _ Iogs,o 9el

h'Olil,g time .0oo = ] -9z0,9o, ---- ] --Pet, end for the right he.nd side

to be positive 900 > _ end 90L < _ wc ca], rewrite (]2)

elo> _ iogg,° +o_,.,,:) . 113)

h, (1.3) the Iorge: the right haud side the greater is the error cot:eeliug

cap_biIityof the receb,'eL The right haud side con be incrca.sed by

dcczcr_h_g 9el below {. Th,_s the error co:recting cupability increc_es

a-_ 9or clecre_es below _. ]ewe c_c.Jnluc ! we fil_d thsl / i.cre_es n.s

9oL rlecrco.ses br]ow _. '.['his is bccnusc

= (c oollog.+.+.log
+p, lo. +p,<l-  01 ,og (i.)

decre_cs with g0: dccrc_h_g below 1. Thus for this simple example,
an incrc_e in ] _ueaz:s au inc:e_e in the error corzcctlng cap_biIity of

the decoder.

S. ENCODER DESIGN

In the previous section we oblslr.ed desirable properties for the

ch_nr, d i_put/encodc: output sequence. In this section ,_.'e examine

ways oflncorpor_.till_ these des_reable p_opttlles into the e,,eoder. We

wish to do this w_thout dccrc_i:,g the redlu_dancy remov-_l eap.',bi]ity

of the source coder, r.,d if possible, without h_czezsi;xg the traz,smltted

bit rate. To see how to approach this problem let us first ex-miue the
source coder for i_olse]ess cl,anllels in some detail

In general, c sou:co coder co:_sists of two operttious, date cour-

prc.sslo:_ and d_t_ cc:npaction [20]. The data compression oper-tion;

usually consists of red_nd_l_cy remov,.1 end involv_ some loss of infof

n:atiox_. Ere.topics of data compression sc]lern_ ere DPCM, transform

coding end vector clua_t_zetlon. The de'.a compaction schemes arc

information prose:vie:& They n_y result in a variable r_te out. Ex-,

_.lpIes include HuV:u_n coding _nd rulllc_gtll coding. Gener_l_y..h_"
discussior_s of joint so'azce/ch_.nncl coder design, the data compaction

operations ere not i,c]uded. The rcmon for this is that due to the vari-

able rate output, the deta compaction schem_ ere hlgh]y vulnerable

to ehennel no_se _nd, therefore, are not consldcred for noisy chan,_e|
app]icatlons. •

A possible w_y of _c_cv;,ng our objectives is to insert _.nofl;er op-'

czation between the date co:r.presslon ai_d data compection steps

shown in Figure 3.

To satisfyour objec'ivcs, the I"Ioperator should have the following

properties.

Ca) The _ operator should perform distortlonlcssencoding.

(b) The rloperator should increa._ethe error correcting cnpa-

billty.

re) The rl operntor sho,hl troti,cz¢_-sethe hit rate. For the

e_e where the dntn eol,pnct_on scheme _3n II,i/l'.Inucoder,

this is erl.isnh'.t to the co,,diLio,, thnt the o.pt.t c.iropy

.or he grr.hr thr..uthe il,pul c.hopy.

An exn.,plc of the II oprrntor which snt_sl"_es(n) n,,d (h) ,,,,d ,+hid,

en, be modified to s_t;sfy (e} ru,,ctlons _ follows. Let the i,p,t Io II

be selectedfrou_ the c!phabct

x = {o0._-I...... ___),

end let the output cl_h_.bet be denoted by

s= 0o,_,......,.,,-,).

Then the input/output mappi,,g ;s give;t by

z. = n_,=,,_, = n i _ V,, = L_t¢+_. (_5}

The effect of the n operator is to ;t,cren.se the distn.ce betwee,,

nlternt_tlvt seQIIeI_ces. To see this. let .s ¢o.stzurt n sl.,ple ¢xa.,l)]e.

_,et4 = (.o._,)...._s = {,o.,,,.,,,_._}u....

Y,, = .+o if :".."-" ,n o -.u,l :r,,. :'_ "c,,

_. _ JI if _,, _" II I _tl.l _',,. :": 'Hh

y,. --= a:. if _',, _ n o i,u,l x,, --._,

V,, = aa if _-., ---:.t ..d _',,. .-..t.

Ill [h{s (l_._.e if y,, = .t0, U,,+I CallBOt I)e ._._ nr ._-, hern._r .V.. ": -'0

" IIICP.IIS 2". _--"00, nnll I_.4l = a 2 or .,ca ltl,':'tJl_, t. = _l I . "]'IIllS :l *l.',',..l,',l

!seqttc,tce COItltOt ]IGVC .12 Or aS following So.

: For slntpllclty let its ignore the ||ttfflnnn cnth'/ :,t_d n_.,t;_,, llxed

• length codewords to the s;

•'In : 00, s t : 01, s.- : Itl, .,.._ : II

Now suppose lhc tr,_nsmitled ._rq.cnec wa_ ll..:dl :.._'r,, _cq.v.,'," ,

the metric ,,sect ".va.,_the Ilnu.uing ,li._ta.ee, n,,d the rrreivcd _r,l,,etxee

is 00001000000000; that is. there is nit error i. the fifth lilt. If the

Iccelver decoded the f_rst foul bits a_ S_So then it cannot decode the

fifth,;,d sixth bits _ ._:for tl;ece_o, noted nbove. '.['heonly two

options are decoding them m s0 or st. Ifwe decoded them _ *o, we

could continue decoding the rest of the sequence _ SoSo..., and the

Hamming distance between the received and decoded sequence would

be one. Ifwe decoded them _ at, we would have todecode the nczt

set of two bits _ ._ or aa because a0 cannot followst. Decoding

_: gives the sins]lest Hamming dislauce so wc decode the seventh a.d

eighth bit aa s:. This gives a total Harumhxg distance of two for the

incorrect path. Thus the recelvc: will st]cot the correct path (the peth

with the smallest Hart;ruingdista,ce).

0. SZN'LULATTOF/ RESULTS

We present the z_utts of simulating two different systems h, this
section. The fizst set of results were obtained using a nonidral source

coder will,the decoder proposed in Section 3. The scco_,clset ofr_ults

pcrtaln to the system proposed in the previous section. In both c_

the date compression scheme is a DPCM system with a fixed one tap

predictor utld a no,.mlform Lloyd-Max q_:antizer.

The source for the first set of zesu)ts is the uSe:GIRL imnge.

The source coder output transition probabilities were obtni.ed usi,g

a troinh,g set. The training image w_ the use COUPLE in, t_ge.

The pctfozmanee |,;ea.sule WM the Pcnk-signal-to.-I_olsc-zatio(PSN!rl)
defined

where z; ]s the h,pnt to the source coder while zl is the ontp,,t of the

source decoder. Figure 4 shows the performance comparison foea two

bitper plxelsystem. Most ofthe pezfozmence impzoveme,t isavailable

at hlgh p:obabititles of error. AL these probabilities of erzor, however,

the huprcvement is substantial. Figure 5 shows the same klrld of results
los a four bit per pixcl system. The perform^nee improvenle,,t for this

case are cvcn more substa,,tinl thol, those for the two-bit *qyStell,. ']'WO

t],h_gs nee e_l)eCln)Iy ,,otcworthy h, the._e res,,Its. The fir._t o,,e is Lh_t

t],c j,crfornlnncc h,,i,rovc._e,,t (lu,'s .oL renlly 1)ero,nr signl/;rn,,t ,,,,tll

the ehnn,,e] ix very i,olsy. The other ix t],nt the l_rrfnr.,,.,e, . r,,rve

h, tl,c hiEh ,,olse rrglt, n is re]ntlve]y tint. '['hi., .lenns th,t ,'v,.,, v,'ry

• .oi_y thnn,,el...],,,'xyhc ,tsnhlef,,ri,,,ngel,n,,_,.i.'_,.i,,,,.F,,rLhrrrc...,lls

: h,r],,di,lg l_erc,_l,t,,.l ,e.*,.Its en,,l,e f,,,,,,,li,,[lt;[.

The ._ecol,,I set nf re.,_u]Dt were .hln;,,ed ,,sh,g the a,ppr,_.,'h I''"

posed i,,Seetin,r 5. The so,,ree e,,e+,drr w_s r,.idnerd hy the i,r,,i.,sed

joint so,rce/chn,.lel coder. "/'lie I1 npernlnr ,,srdi_ the n,,e,I,'serihe,1

hi the previous seeLio.. The so.roe a_nhl ,,,._,, thr USC(;I]|I. h.,:,ge,

and cud of ihxe syliehror1_s,lz.[iOll 1_'aF n._.Sllllle¢l. °_h@ l.erf.-.rn,a,,¢_,'.,,,,.

parison is shown h_ Figure G. Note LhnL unlike Ihe prrvlons <a.,.. the

perform.,nce i,nprovement occ.rs nL bulb low aud high error pr,d,nhil.

itles. This ,uukes t],r scheme esp,'einlly .srful for I_n,,smls_i,,,_ :,t low
eliot Ii_ t es.





7. CONCLUSIONS

111 t]d._ pnpct we have i)ze._ent¢(I a MAP apt)roach t,).ioiut ._outcc/

,h:_nzzrl ro,lrr ilrq.i_/I. 'rhr approach i.s bn._rd Ell lisle[ Ull the fnt't that

_,_llter rodrts :lr,'. hz Krzlrlnl. imll;dc.q.I _11(I, thrtcf,')tr, rD.lllint [e'|ilOyr

:all rcdumhu_ry fzom n sunrr=. This nonhh'nl;t_, is tnh'n i_dvant._r

,,r, h 7 n +L,¶A]' ,Ir,'mlrt, tu furtrrt errors. The tlrrndrr is ,Ln,,I.'cT.L'd t_

c,ht,_hl dc_ited ]_tOl>erL;r-_ rot the eneoliet OIItl)n[ *_('lllt¢'llttl'. _ j_lllt

sou:re/eh,nn,l rl.:odrr dc.s;gn apptoe.rh is presented which incor])o-

:_tes the desired l):Oprttlc_, ^nd examples ate giveu whirh show thnt

conside:ab]c petfo:man¢¢ huptovtmcnts ce, n be obtained with the p_o-

posed approach.
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ABSTRACT

One of 81,.annorl's mai_y ItmdanlentaI contributions was his result

that somce coding and channel coding can be implemenled

separately without any loss of optimality. However, the assump-
tion underIying this resuIt may at times be violated in practice.

Various joint source/channel coding approaches have been

dcvclopc'd for handling such situations. A MAP approach to joint

source/channel coding has been ploposed which uses a MAP

decoder and a modlf_cation of the source coder to provide error

correction. '6'e present various impIementation strategies for this

approach and provide results for an in:age coding application.

_I. Introduction

One of <h_nno:fs :nnn 7 fundamental contributions was his result

that source coding and channel coding can be treated separately

without :..",y loss cf performance as compared to an optimum

s.vstem Ill The basi_- d._sisn procedure implied by Shannon's

theorems consists of d.csigning a source encoder which changes the

source sequence into a series of (approximateIy) independent,

equally like, l), blear?, digits followed by a channel encoder which

accepts binary dip:its and puts them into a form suitable for

reliab!e t;.-:::cn:'.s_inn o',cr the chant, el 9 [2]. One aspect of the
overall ..:;.'ti:uu:n ssstem not addressed by Shannon is an)' increase

in sxsten: ,: .mp],.'xity that results from this separation, and Massey

[S] and ,,\nc?-et:l [-1] show,_',ff that for distortionless transmission of
tl,e source under the c.o:'_s:raint of linear source and channel

co,sloes, a significa_:t reduction in complexity with equivalent

performarce can be acl;ie'ed by using a linear joint source/
channc:l coder. Their scheme also differs from most data com-

pression soslems in that the bulk of the system complexity is
transferre:l to the receiver.

The theorem that provides the justification for the separate design

of the source coder and the channel coder, often called the

h_formation Transmission Theorem [2], assumes that both the

source cheerier/decoder pair and the channelencoder/decoder pair

are operating i:'_ an optimal fasMon. Specifically, the source

encoder is assumed to present the channel encoder with a sequence
suitable for optimal channel coding, and the channel encoder/

decoder pair is assumed to reproduce the source encoder output at

the source decoder input with negligible distortion. Unfortu-

nately, there are practical situations where these assumptions are

violated--nameDy, when the source encoder output contains

redundancy, whict_ occurs if the source encoder is suboptimal, and

when the source decoder input differs from the source encoder
output, which is a result of channel errors. These two situations

are common occurrences in practical communication systems

where source and/or channel models are imperfectly known,

Supported by NASA Lewis Research Center (NAG-3-806) and

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (NAG 5-916).

complexity is a serious issue, or significant delay is not tolerable.

Various approaches have been developed to handle timse two

situaions. These include approaches in which the source and

chan:_el coding operations are truly integrated [3-6], :lpp,o;lches
that cascade known source codels with known channel coders and

allocate the fixed bit rate to tile source coder alld chanuel coder

to maximize system performance [7-15], approaches in which the
source coder an,t/or receiver is modified to account for the

prescnceofrlgiven noisy channel [16-26], and approaches which

use sonic knowledge of the source and source codo.r properties to

detect channel errors and compensate for their effects [27-35].
The research described in this paper is concerned with the

imph:mentation of a joint source/channel coder design which was

an extension of the work presented in [31,321 . This approach
utiliTes structure in the source encoder output by using a MAP

decoder to correct errors introduced b.v the channel.

lI. Previous Work

Based on the MAP design criteria, a decoder structure was

propased in [32] which takes advamage of redundancy in the
channel input sequence to provide.error correction. The decoder

maximizes the quantity log 2(Y [ Y) '.,,'here

y = (yl.)'2.....)'L)

is the chann, el h',put sequence ,kAle

is the channeleu:putsequence, lfaMarkov model is imposed on

the c:hannel input sequence, the path metric can be written as

log P(Y] f/) = E log P(Yi I ;'i'Yi-1) (1)

and

^

P(Y'i = ai I )'i-t = am'vi = an)

P('Pi = an I Yi = aj)P()'i = aj I 3'i-_ = am)

E I P(3' i = a n I Yi = aiJP(Yi = at lYi-1 = am)

(2)

The proof of the above can be found in [31,32].

Based on analysis of the decoder a parameter called the error

correction capability was defined in [35] as

[ = ] - H(Y n I )'n-1)/log )'f (3)

We noted that a desirable property of a joint source channel coder

would be to increase I. The approach proposed for this requires
the modification of,the source coder. In general, asource coder

consists of two operations, data compression and data compaction

[36]. The data compression operation usually consists of redun-

dancy removal and involves some loss of information. Examples

of data compression schemes are DPCM, transform coding and

vector quantization. The data compaction schemes are informa-

tion preserving. They may result in a variable rate out. Exan, ples
include Huffmaa codin,9, and runlength coding. Generally in

J





discussions of joint source/channel coder design, the data

compaction operations are. not included. The reason for this is

that due to the variable rate output, the data compaction schemes

are highly vulnerable to channel noise and, therefore, are not

considered for noisy channel applications.

A possible approach to achieving the objective of increasing I is

to insert an invertible transoperation between the data compres-

sion and data compaction stages. An exanlple of such an opera-

tion called the rr operator, was presented in [35]. The operation

can be described as follows. Let the input to the rr operator be

selected from the alphabet

S = (s o, s 1, sa....,s,.vL

and h'[ Ihc oull>ut :llphabct I)c demue(I by

,4 = (a O, a 1, a2.....n_+2.1 ),

Then the input/output n'al)ping is given by

X n = 5 i, Xn. 1 = .t"j --, Yn = (tj_++i"

This operator and its effects are described in more detail in [35].

While this :_.I'prLach achieves the objective of increasing the error

correctir, g c:_!w.?q]iL,', i: ?:so results in a variab!e rate s:,'stem. For

this situati-,n the brarch metric of the form of (2) becomes

difficuh to impl?ment. ;Ye ex;:lain these diffieullies and propose

irnplen'en:c:::'c[u al;i.'ro:,:imatior, s cf the metrics in the next section.
Section V contcXns simu!adon results which demonstrate the

viabilit)' c:" :i:c::e aI:,'2-.c:<imatbgms. The use of a variab!e r:_te cotter

als,L, complicates the st;ucL_te of the decoder. Ira Section IV v,e

present :_. :noJ. ified Viterbl deccder v,,t, ich can Le used with
varini;ie r:_:,: or:dec

iII I):>et,Tm_:<,nt of '_._ l'ath :',.%rric

Befo;e v,e tc; in our dbcussion of the path mcttic for varial'_le rate

case we.z,._, t,._ ;ummar_ze tire derivation of(2). Thedcrivation
cous[sts of ".....:, s;,_,ps. First ,:.e shov,' that

?(:i = ::il-_i -I = %,-"+ = c,_) (4)

v, = Or,]Yi = aj)l'Y)'i]3'i-I)
=

?(Yi = 'a,-, I)'i-1 = an)

Then ",_e sho,v th::t th.:: ,Jenominator can be _ritten as

:_:._i: _',-!vi-'_ : %) : s_ :'(}i : % I .vi (5)

= -':t )P(')" i = a t I Yi-1 = g'rn)

Note first that in this derivation the channel input alphabet and
output alphabet are the same. We have assumed hard decision at

tile output of the channel ant] for a fixed rate coder this traoslates

into identical alphabets at the input and output of the charmel.

f:or the case where we have variable rate codes there is a subtle

differepce. In fact, there are two different ways in which we can
view the output of the channel. The first approach is to assume

that there, is a Huffn;an decoder at the output of the channel. The

Huff man decoder ou:put alphabet is the same as the joint source/

channel (JSC) coder output alphabet. Thus the branch metric as

derived in (2) can be used directl'.,'. Ilowever, now thecomputa-
tion of the individual factors of the branch nletric becomes

somewhat more invotved. Specifically, consider the calculation of

P(Yi = ?el)' = a,), where the channel is assumed to be a binary
symmetric channeJl wid] known crossover probability 0. Let l(ai)
be the number of bits in the binary code;vord corresponding to the

symbol a i .

If lice?n) = :(::j), as is the case v,,hen a fixed rate code is used, then

P(-['i = ar_ I )'i = aj) = pdr, j(l - p)n'dnj (6)

where dn. is the Itamn_ing distance l'etwceu the binary codewordsJ . . . . .

correspondmc, to a n and a. and n _s the number o_ bits m each of

thecodewords. However when/(? n) / Ira ) thecalculauonrnav
not be as sinlp e. To see tlus we need o introduce some more

notation. Let the codev, ord corresponding to a n be represented by

a n = (nnt,Ona,....ant(an))

Then, if /(a n ) is less than Ira j)

= = II t (an) P,(ank [ (7)P(._'i an [Yi aj) = k=l aJk)

and the calculation is still relati,,'ely straightforv,'ar,.l. Hov,,ever, it"

l(an) is greater than l(aj),

I"(]'i = an [Yi = aj) : E t l"(.[' i = _,_n.)'i+l = ('_L]-I'i = a j) (S)

or in more familiar terms

P(]'i = an I.vi = aj) =- El P(['i = (!n I'l'i (Q)

= z]j,.Vi, 1 = ni)J)(yi+ 1 = at lY i = a n)

where we have used tl, e chain rule ai?d the Markov property of

JSC ,coder output. The second factor in the summand is simply

the transition probability of the JSC coder output while the first
t'act_n can be calculated as

P(-'7'i = nn [)'i = ai'Yi*_ = at)

= IIt('_j)._r(a [ a )Ilt(an ) Pr(nnk [ czt )
k=l r'k ;k k: (aj)*l k-t(aj)

as lC,;'_I' aS Ire:r. ,) iS less than or equal to /(r:j) ,. /(v.t). If not v,'e
sirnFIy repeat the process as?in to obtuh_

P(_'i = (gr', l)"i = 'aj')'i÷l = at/ = Eh P(]'i = 'Tn')'i+2 = lTh [ "l'i (I0)

= nj'-Vi,1 = at,)= )an D(Yi = ten [;'i = _j'Yi+i = °t'.;'i÷2

= ahjP(:/i, z = ch [ .';i. _ = eel)

Ag,a,",,t I(nm) should be less than [(aj) + [(c:{) + :(,','h).

Obviously this process can continue it" there is a large variation in

the codeword le:_gths. Therefore, this approach +cecomcs cumber-

some for moderately large codebooks.

A somewhat different v.ay of looking at this issue, suggested in a

sligl-tly different context by blasse.,.' [37], is to bloc[: the channel
,vn,ru the fixed lengthOUtl:Ut bit stream late fixed lengti_ words ' '_ _ -

is ]onger than the longest binary codeword in the channel input.
Then, the path metric becomes the logarithm of

P('Yi = ;l.v_)Hy_ I Yi-_) (i l)

Et P()'i = i t)'i = nt)P()'i = at 1-1'i-1

where ; denotes the word corresponding to a recei,.'ed block of
bits. V','hile there are some complications here as ',veil, in the

interpretation of P([, 1), ), the main difficulty is a computational
one. T_e simp estimpementation of the JSC decoder requires

that the path metrics be stored in a lookup table. In the case of

ictentical input and output alphabets of size M, the lookup table

size isM 3. Ho',vever, with this approach, the lookup table size is

,*,[22L+1 where L is tile longest code,,vord. This exponential

increase with even moderate codeword lengths makes this

approach impractical at least for a lookup table implementation.

An implementation which does not use a lookup table, and instead

computes the path metric at each step may still be possible with

special purpose dedicated hardware.

.





(;i',,en the difficulties involv,.,,.I with hlq)lemcntatlon o1" the exact

I)alh nlelric OP" tile MAP JSC decoder, we have proposed two
approximations v,,hicll provide a high level of error protection

while being computationaliy simple and easy to implement- First

consider (4). \Ve approxi:na[e the denominator as

l'(._'i = ;l -I'i-1 ) --- P(-)i = ;)"

and therefore the entire expression as

P(Yi = aj [ Yi = ;"Yi-1 = am) (12)

of^

[lYi = ;[Yi = aj)P(Yi = ajlYi_l =a )

P(_,_= ;.)

v,'t-,ere the n'Jn;ber of bits in ; is the number of bits used to

represent a.. The denominator is further approximated by
J

assuming equalh_' likely reception of bits as

,_,'_,+= ,_)= 4-)t<q ) (xa)

v. here /(a.) is the numbc'r of bits in aj and therefore Jn i. ThE
comput+"_ti_n of the path metric then proceeds as fo][o',,,,s: the

conditional prol'abi]it.v 2(yi. _ aj [_.,-1 =nj-_) is read from a
look.u,,) table aT'd the tran:utaon pt_nl)abiltty is cmuputed by

aSgk_!]_i]le; _t l.:,][_ar)' s'.¢n:rAetric ci_annel v,,ith kr_o,.vn crossover

proh:_bility'. This fo_m of the path metric is easy to implement
a;_C{ L}_l: S_;_P,]I,_ ]()[_ [ C_:U]_S of Scction V show the scheme to be

highh, eff_:cti',e

,_%n e_.e[_ si!npler ap!)1_.xi:[;aticln iS tO _Jse the Hamming distance
_et\\een the aecei,,,et! bi:s 2nl.'-I [he cn:_didate sequence elements as

the br:mch and pati_ mu_ric. Of course the candidate sequence

element_ are_'-ulectcd from alb:,,aedsequence values. (Recall that

the :v operatar, h-C¢li'-_:rL:Ction, dis'alIows certain sequences.) WE
present [C:;Leltg URiF,:_ trY, iS i-;etric in Section V. This approxinmtion

causes :l '!:_ I, ITS' p_tt!ormance f_om abc,ut 2 h:t[f dB its. the low

anise rezi2;_ :l_ .__2{_t: : i .5 [l_ 2 dB in the high noise region. Given

the ._;m; lici:y ,,t {n_plc:nentation for this :-theme, this may very

v.'cH L'c _:l acce;:L1b!e cost.

I\'. I):!,"c,,:[er Structu:e

ihe form of the p:uh n:e:ri,z En (i) is a familiar one and several

dcco.icr strue;ureS exist v.hich nxlxhuize (or minhuize) additive

I):![h Ili_.'tLiI:S _,'," 111i:; {'L)[+]ll+ 011'2 oF the most popuLlr ones is the
Viterbi decoder _tructu;e. I._eca[l that the Viterbidecoder Iimhs

the tClta [ [_U[;_[:C I" CPf candidate p;lths (solutions) to some finite
nur_ber ,_,f where ?,f is the number of different values a solution

can t&_Lo L£t Lilxy gi',,e: 1. time increment. This is done by using a

ne'.!is structu,_e ti'?:t on',y inch:des allowed paths or transitions.

For the probh:ra consii.{efed here 31 would be the size of the

output alphabet of the r, operator. In most applications ;vhere the

'/iterbi decoder is used, the codewords are of fixed length and

therefo:e ti:ec:ndidate paths are of the same length. This is not

true in the current case. However, this problem can be resolved

rather simpl'.,' by associating a pointer with each candidate path.

The poinzer counts the number of bits used to form the path it is
associated with.

To see how this 'aort:s consider the fotlo,,ving examplE. Let the

input alphabet to the r, operator be of size two; S = (so,s_}.
Suppose the input sequence to the rr operator is

s O s o s o s 1 s o s o

then the output of the : operator will be

°O nO nl _2 nO

I1" tbc I lul'fnuln code for the x o[)cI;llof output is

n0..0 , nl.10 , o2:110, tryIll

then the transmittcd binary sequence will be

00101t00

Suppose there is an error in the fourth bit and the received

sequence is

00111100

The decoder operation is shown in Figure l, where the metric

being used is the Hammiug distance. Tl_e branches are labelled

with a pair of numbers. Tl_e first number is the accumulated
number of bits used by the path that includes that branch v,'hile

the second number is the Hammir, g distance between the received

bits and the candidate solution. The receiver assumes a starting

value era o. In the first step there are two possibilities, that the

transmitted word ','.'as o o or rev If we assume the transmitted word
,,','as a o ,,ve use up one bit and the llamndng distance is zero. Ifa_
is assumed then we use two bits and the Hamming distance is one.

Therefore, the lower branch (to e:c) iS lnl;eIted 1,0 while the

b;anch to a t is hl.'elled 2,1 ibis proce_!ure is continued whh
conflicts bemg resol,,ed b_' piCI-Zialg the path with the lower

tIam:uing distance. The prc, ce/,t_e _s si_own in [:igure 1.

The tuchniques p]escnted in this Ixper were appliud to an image

coding scheme. The data compression scheme was a DPCM

system with a fixed four level nonuniform Max quantizer and a

one-t::p predictor. The dat._ cog:pnction scbeme is a sixteen-level

Huffmnn coder. Ihe average rate for this s.,,s:em was 2.3 bits per

pixel. Endofline resynchrc::i::ation isassu_ued forthe receiver.

A block diagram uf the s)'s[em is sho'._ n in tqgu_e 2.

7he I:e+formance with both metrics is shown in Figure 3 a;:d

Figure. 4. I_oth figures plot tl:e s::me tcsutts _here Fi.',',u_c 3

emph',_sizes the pe_ fortunate in the low noise re!,,Eon an(I Fi!,u_c ,1

emphasizes pert'ormance at high ch:,n::el error _ates. The cu_es

are labeled "App;ox 1," "Aplxox 2," and "No 1hotection." Ihe

curve Iabeled App_-ox I is the perl'o[n/ance cu[',e for the s)'stenl

whict_ uses the metric approximation of (12-) and (13). The curve

labeled Approx 2 is the ss, stem v, hich uses the second ;approxima-

tion, i.e., the tlamming distance between the recei, ed bits and the

candidate sequence etements. The curve labeled "No I'ro{ection"

is the system whhout :.he joint source/channel coding scl_eme.

Both :nettle app_oxlmatioos provide a high degree of protection

for low to moderate channel error rates. At high channel error

rates, while both the systems provide substantial performance

improven_ents over the unprotected system, the system with the

lqammh_g distance metric provides lower performance than the

system with the approximation of (12) and (13). However, as

mentioned before, this might be a small cost to pay for the

simpl city of implementation.
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Abstract

Source coders and channel coders are generally de-

signed separately without reference to each other. This

approach is justified by a famous result of Shannons.

However, there are many situations in practice in

which the assumptions upon which this result is based

are violated. Specifically, we ezamine the situation

where there is residual redundancy at the source coder
output. We have previously shown that this residual

redundancy can be used to provide error correction us-

ing a Viterbi decoder. In this paper we present the sec-

ond half of the design; the design of encoders for this

situation. We show through simulation results that the

proposed coders consistently outperform conventional
source-channel coder pairs with gains of up to 12dB at

high probability of error.

1 Introduction

One of Shannon's many fundamental contributions

was his result that source coding and channel coding
can be treated separately without any loss of perfor-

mance for the overall system [1]. The basic design pro-
cedure is to select a source encoder which changes the

source sequence into lid bits followed by a channel en-
coder which encodes the bits for reliable transmission

over the channel. However, the separation argument

no longer holds if either of the following two situations
occur:

i. The input to the source decoder is different from

the output of the source encoder, which happens
when the link between the source encoder and

source decoder is no longer error free, or

"This work was supported in part by NASA Lew|s Resea_.h

Center (NAG 3-806) and NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(NAG 5-016)

! On leave from Dept, of Electrical Engr. Texas A&M Univ.

it. The source coder output contains redundancy.

Case (i) occurs when the channel coder does not

achieve zero error probability and case (it) occurs

when the source encoder is suboptimal. These two
situations are common occurrences in practical sys-

tems where source or channel models are imperfectly

known, complexity is a serious issue, or significant de-

lay is not tolerable. Approaches developed for such

situations are usually grouped under the general head-

ing of joint source/channel coding.

Most joint source channel coding approaches

can be classified in two main categories; (A) ap-

proaches which entail the modification of the source

coder/decoder structure to reduce the effect of chan-

nel errors [2-10], and (B) approaches which examine
the distribution of bits between the source and chan-

nel coders [11, 12]. The first set of approaches can
be divided still further into two classes. One class of

approaches examines the modification of the overall

structure [2-5], while the other deals with the modifi-

cation of the decoding procedure to take advantage of

the redundancy in the source coder output [6-10].

In this paper we present an approach to joint

source/channel coder design, which belongs to cate-

gory A, and hence we explore a technique for design-
ing joint source/channel coders, rather than ways of

distributing bits between source coders and channel
coders. We assume that the two nonideal situations

referred to earlier are present. For a nonideal source

coder, we use MAP arguments to design a decoder

which takes advantage of redundancy in the source

coder output to perform error correction. We then
use the decoder structure to infer the encoder design.

2 The Design Criterion

For a discrete memoryless channel (DMC), let

the channel input alphabet be denoted by A =

.





{a0, at,...,aM-l,}, and the channel input and out-

put sequences by Y = {Yo,Yl,..., Yl.-1} and _" =

{30,/h,..., !)L-l}, respectively. IfA = {As} is the set

of sequences A_ = {arc,0, ai,l,..., arC,L-l}, ar¢,keA, then

the optimum receiver (in the sense of maximizing the

probability of making a correct decision) maximizes

P[C], where

P[C] = P[Cl?lP[?].
Ai

Tiffs in turn implies that the optimurh receiver max-
imizes P[CIY]. When the receiver selects the output

to be then P[CIY] = P[Y = Akl?]. Thus, the
optimum receiver selects the sequence Ak such that

P[Y= A_if'] _> P[Y = A_lf'] V,.

approximations to this quantity with some success. In

[8, 9] P(yilY/, yi-l) is approximated by P(Yi]gi, Y,-l)
with excellent results. Other approximations can be

found in [13].

In [9] we showed that the use of the decoder led

to dramatic improvements under high error rate con-
ditions. However at low error rates the performance

improvement was from nonexistent to minimal. This

is in contrast to standard error correcting approaches,

in which the greatest performance improvements are

at low error rates, with a rapid deterioration in per-

formance at high error rates. In this work we combine

the two approaches to develop a joint source channel

codec which provides protection equal to the standard

channel encoders at low error rates while providing

significant error protection at high error rates.

Lemma 1

Let Yl be the input to a DMC. Given yi-l,Vl

is conditionally independent of yn-_,k > 1. If

_0 = Y0 then the optimum receiver selects a se-
quence Ai to maximize L-In,=t P(y;I_,-1,9,) where Yk =

{ffk,_k+l,...,_L-1}.

The lemma addresses the situation in case (ii), i.e.,

the situation in which the source coder output (which

is also the channel input sequence) contains redun-

dancy. Using this lemma, we can design a decoder

which will take advantage of dependence in the chan-

nel input sequence. The lemma provides the mathe-

matical structure for the decoder. The physical struc-

ture can be easily obtained by examining the quantity

to be maximized. The optimum decoder maximizes

P(YI_') or equivalently log P(Y[_'). but

log P(Y]?) = __logP(y,]_.,y,__) (1)

which is similar in form to the path metric of a convo-

lutional decoder. Error correction using convolutional
codes is made possible by explicitly limiting the pos-

sible codeword to codeword transitions, based on the

previous code input and the coder structure. In this

case, while there is no structure being imposed by the

encoder, there is sufficient residual structure in the

source coder output that can be used for error cor-

rection. This structure can be quantified in light of

the Lemma. That is, the structure is reflected in the

conditional probabilities, and can be utilized via the

path metric in (1) in a decoder similar in structure

to a convolutional decoder. However, to implement
this decoder we need to be able to compute the path

metric. Unfortunately the quantity P(U;l_,l/;-l) is
difficult to estimate. We have therefore used various

3 Proposed Encoder Structure

In the conventional error protection approach we in-
troduce structure in the transmitted bitstream. In the

approach proposed in [9], we use the residual structure

in the (generally nonbinary) source coder output se-
quence. To combine the two approaches, we need to

introduce additional structure without disturbing the

structure already present. Because of the nature of the

decoding approach, a convolutional encoder would be

most appropriate for introducing structure. However,

a standard binary convolutional encoder will tend to

destroy the structure in the source coder output. To

preserve the residual structure while introducing ad-

ditional structure we propose to use nonbinary convo-

lutional encoders (NCE) whose input alphabet is the

output alphabet of the source coder.

Let z,_, the input to the NCE, be selected from the

alphabet A = {0, 1,2, ...,N-i}, and let y,, the output

alphabet of the NCE, be selected from the alphabet

S = {0, 1,2,...,M - 1}. Then, two of the proposed

NCEs can be described by the following mappings

1. M = N2; Yn = Nz,-I + zr,

The number of bits required to represent the output

alphabet using a fixed length code is

[log:(M)l = [log2(N:)l = ['2 log:(N)l

Therefore in terms of rate, this coder is equivalent to a

rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. The encoder memory

in bits is 2[log2(N)] an each output value depends on
two input values.

As an example, consider the situation when N = 4.

ThenA= {0,1,2,3}andS= {0,1,2 .... ,15}. Given





theinputsequencez, : 01302 11033andassum-
ing theencoderis initializedwith zeros,theoutput
sequencewill bey, : 0 17 1229 543 15.

Theencodermemoryisfourbits.Noticethatwhile
theencoderoutputalphabetisofsizeN 2, at any given

instant the encoder can only emit one of N different

symbols as should be the case for a rate 1/2 convo-

lutional encoder. For example if Yn-1 = 0, then Yn

will take on a value from {0, 1,2,...,(N- 1)}. In gen-
eral, given a value for y,_,, y,_ will take on a value

from {aN, aN + 1,aN + 2,...,aN-P N - 1}, where

a = y,__l(modN). This structure can be used by the

decoder to provide error protection. The encoder is

shown in Figure la.

2. M" = N3; Yn "- N2z2n-2 + Nz2n-I + z2n

The final encoder we consider is equivalent to a rate

2/3 convolutional coder. Notice that while the input

output relationship looks similar to a rate 1/3 encoder,
we generate one output for every two inputs. Thus,

while the number of bits needed to represent one let-

ter from the output alphabet is three times the bits

needed to represent a letter from the input alphabet,

because two input letters are represented by a single

output letter, the rate is 2/3. Again, assuming a value

of 4 for N, the output alphabet is of size 64, and for the

input sequence used previously, the output sequence

isy_ : 0 52 35 22 49 3.

The encoder memory is again 6 bits. A block dia-

gram of the encoder is shown in Figure lb. The rate
of the encoder can also be inferred from the fact that

while the encoder output alphabet is of size N 3, at any

instant the encoder can transmit one of N 2 (instead

of N) symbols. Given a value for y,_-l, y,_ can take on

a value from the alphabet {TN2,TN 2 + 1,...,TN 2 +

(N 2 - 1)) where 7 = y,-l(modN).

4 Binary Encoding of the NCE Output

We will make use of the residual structure in the

source coder output (which is preserved in the NCE

output) at the receiver. However, we can also make

use of this structure in selecting binary codes for the

NCE output. An intelligent assignment of binary

codes can improve the error correcting performance

of the system. Our strategy is to try to maximize the

Hamming distance between codewords that are likely
to be mistaken for one another.

First we obtain a partition of the alphabet based

on the factthat given a particularvalue forY,_-t,Y.

can only take on valuesfrom a subset of the fullal-

phabet. To see this, consider the rate 1/2 NCE; then

the alphabet S can be partitioned into the following
sub-alphabets:

Sj-(jN, jN+I,...,jN+N-1) j=O,1,...N-1

where the encoder will select letters from alphabet

Sj at time n if j - y,_l(modN). Now for each
sub-alphabet we have to pick N codewords out of

M (= N 2) possible choices. We first pick the sub-

alphabet containing the most likely letter. The let-

ters in the sub-alphabet are ordered according to their

probability of occurrence. We assign a codeword a
from the list of available codewords to the most prob-

able symbol. Then, assign the complement of a to
the next symbol on the list. Therefore the distance

between the two most likely symbols in the fist is

K = pog 2 Mq bits. We then pick a codeword b from
the list which is at a Hamming distance of K/2 from

a and assign it and its complement to the next two
elements on the list. This process is continued with

the selection of letters that are/_'/2 k away from a at

the k th step until all letters in the subalphabet have

a codeword assigned to them. We then pick the sub-

alphabet that contains the next most likely letter. It is

assigned the available codeword at maximum distance

from a. The procedure for assigning codewords within

the sub-alphabet is then repeated. The assignment for

a rate 1/2 with N = 4 code is shown in Table 1.

5 Simulation Results

The proposed approach was simulated using a two-
bit DPCM system as the source coder, and the three
NCE described in section 3. The source used were

standard test images USC Girl, USC Couple and a

256x256 portion of Lena. The decoder structure used

was that of a Viterbi decoder with branch metric log L

L = P(_tiiyi)P(yl]yi-l,Yi-2)
P

where yi denotes the NCE output and 91 denotes

the corrupted channel output. The probabilities

P(Yi l Y_-t,Yi-2) were estimated using a training se-

quence. This requires estimating MN 2 probabilities,

which were estimated using the USC Girl image. The

test images were the USC Couple and Lena images.

The proposed scheme was compared with a con-
ventional source coder-convolutional coder combina-

tion. The source coder and source sequence were the

same in both systems. The eonvolutional codes se-

lected were the codes with maximal dire, and the





samerateandmemorycharacteristicsastheproposed
NCEsfrom[14].Theperformancemeasurewasthe
signal-to-noise-ratio(SNR)definedas

SNR= 10 log_o _u_:

where ul is the input to the source encoder and fil is

the output of the source decoder.

The results show consistent improvement in perfor-

mance for the proposed system. At low probabilities

of error both systems perform very well. At high prob-

abilities of error (> 10-2), however, there is a substan-

tial improvement in performance when the proposed

system is used.

In Figures 2a and 2b we show the results of one

of the simulations for the rate 1/2 codes. The bi-

nary assignment of Table 1 was used in the simula-
tion. Notice the flatness of the performance curve for

the proposed system. While the proposed system con-

sistently outperforms the conventional system, it is at

higher probabilities of error that the differences really

become significant. At a probability of error of 10 -I

there is almost a 6dB difference in the performance

of the two systems! This "flattening out" of the per-
formance curve makes the approach useful for a large

variety of channel error conditions.

Similar performance improvements can be seen for

the rate 2/3 system of the second mapping. The per-

formance curves are shown in Figure 3. Notice that

again the proposed system consistently outperforms
the conventional system. In this case at a probability

of error of 10 -1 the performance improvement is more

than 12dB! In fact, the proposed rate 2/3 system per-

forms better than the conventional rate 1/2 system.
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6 Conclusion

If the source and channel coder are designed in a

"joint" manner, that is the design of each takes into ac-

count the overall conditions (source as well as channel

statistics), we can obtain excellent performance over

a wide range of channel conditions. In this paper we

have presented one such design. The resulting perfor-
mance improvement seems to validate this approach.

Table 1: Codeword Assignments

Symbo Code Symbol
0 0000 8

1 0011 9

2 1100 10
3 1111 11

4 1110 12

5 1101 13

6 0001 14

7 0010 15

Code
1011

0111

0100

1000
0101

1001

1010

0110
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Abstract

Source coders and channel coders are generally designed separately without reference to each

other. This approach is justified by a famous result of Shannons. However, there are many situa-

tions in practice in which the assumptions upon which this result is based are violated. Specifically,

we ezamine the situation where there is residual redundancy at the source coder output. We have

previously shown that this residual redundancy can be used to provide error correction using a

Viterbi decoder. In this paper we present the second half of the design; the design of encoders for

this situation. We show through simulation results that the proposed coders consistently outperform

conventional source-channel coder pairs with gains of up to 12dB at high probability of error.

1 Introduction

One of Shannon's many fundamental contributions was his result that source coding and channel

coding can be treated separately without any loss of performance for the overall system [1]. The

"This work was supported in part by NASA Lewis Research Center (NAG 3-806) and NASA Goddard Spaze

Flight Center (NAG 5-916)

.





basic design procedure is to select a source encoder which changes the source sequence into a series

of independent, equally likely binary digits followed by a channel encoder which accepts binary

digits and puts them into a form suitable for reliable transmission over the channel. However, the

separation argument no longer holds if either of the following two situations occur:

i. The input to the source decoder is different from the output of the source encoder, which

happens when the link between the source encoder and source decoder is no longer error free,

or

ii. The source coder output contains redundancy.

Case (i) occurs when the channel coder does not achieve zero error probability and case (ii)

occurs when the source encoder is suboptimal. These two situations are common occurrences in

practical systems where source or channel models are imperfectly known, complexity is a serious

issue, or significant delay is not tolerable. Approaches developed for such situations are usually

grouped under the general heading of joint source/channel coding.

Most joint source channel coding approaches can be classified in two main categories; (A)

approaches which entail the modification of the source coder/decoder structure to reduce the effect

of channel errors, and (B) approaches which examine the distribution of bits between the source

and channel coders. The first set of approaches can be divided still further into two classes. One

class of approaches examines the modification of the overall structure, while the other deals with

the modification of the decoding procedure to take advantage of the redundancy in the source

coder output.

To the first class belongs the work of Dunham & Gray [2] who proved the existence of joint source

channel trellis coding systems for certain fidelity criteria, and a design of a joint source channel

trellis coder presented by Ayano_lu and Gray [3], where the design procedure is the generalized

Lloyd algorithm. Further, Massey [4] and Ancheta [5] showed that for distortionless transmission





of the source using linear joint source channel encoders, equivalent performance can be obtained

with a si6nificant reduction in complexity. Chang and Donaldson [6] propose modifications to the

DPCM system to reduce the effect of channel errors, while Kurtenbach and Wintz [7] and Farvardin

and Vaishampayan [8] study the problem of optimum quantizer design for noisy channels. Goodman

and Sundberg [9,10] propose an embedded DPCM system which consists of a two bit DPCM and

a two bit PCM system in parallel.

In the second class of category A, we include the work of Reininger and Gibson [11], who use

the fact that coefficients in neighboring blocks in a transform coding scheme will not vary greatly,

and thus use coefficients from neighboring blocks to correct a possible error, and the work of Steele,

Goodman and McGonegal [12,13], who propose a difference detection and correction scheme for

broadcast quality speech. In this scheme the receiver infers an error whenever an individual sample

to sample difference is greater than the mean squared difference of a 21 sample sliding block. When

an error is detected, the received sample is replaced by the output of a smoothing circuit. Ngan

and Steele [14] use a similar method for recovering from errors in an image transmission system.

Sayood and Borkenhagen [16, 17] use the redundancy at the source coder output to perform

sequence estimation. Sayood and Gibson [18] examine "desirable" properties for encoders which

enhance sequential estimation performance.

The work of Modestino, Daut and Vickers [19] belongs to category B. In their study of transform

coding they examine tradeoffs between allocating bits for source and channel coding. Comstock

and Gibson [20] extend this work and provide an explicit mechanism for allocating bits between

a source coder and a Hamming channel coder. Additionally, Moore and Gibson [21] study the

allocation of bits between a DPCM coder and self orthogonal convolutional coding.

In this paper we present an approach to joint source/channel coder design, which belongs to

category A, and hence we explore a technique for designing joint source/channel coders, rather





than waysof distributing bits betweensourcecodersand channelcoders.We assumethat the

two nonidealsituationsreferredto earlierarepresent.For a nonidealsourcecoder,weuseMAP

argumentsto designa decoderwhichtakesadvantageof redundancyin the sourcecoderoutput to

performerrorcorrection.Wethenusethe decoderstructureto infer the encoderdesign.

2 The Design Criterion

For a discrete memoryless channel (DMC), let the channel input alphabet be denoted by A =

{a0,al,.--,aM-1,}, and the channel input and output sequences by Y = {Y0, Yl,..., YL-1} and

= {Y0, 91,.-., 9L-I}, respectively. IfA = {Ai} is the set of sequences Ai = {ai,0, ai,1,..., ai,L-1},

ai,keA, then the optimum receiver (in the sense of maximizing the probability of making a correct

decision) maximizes P[C], where

P[C] = _ P[CIYIP[Y].
Ai

This in turn implies that the optimum receiver maximizes P[C[}r]. When the receiver selects the

output to be Ak, then P[C[Y] = P[Y = Ak[Y]. Thus, the optimum receiver selects the sequence

Ak such that

PlY = Ak[Y] >_ PlY = Ai[] 5] Vi.

Lemma 1

Let Yl be the input to a DMC. Given yi-l,yi is conditionally independent of y,,_k,k > 1. If

Y0 = Y0 then the optimum receiver selects a sequence Ai to maximize IIL-11P(yi[yi-l,_) where

]kk = {gk, Yk+_,..., 9L-1}. (The proof is given in the appendix.)

The lemma addresses the situation in case (ii), i.e., the situation in which the source coder





output (whichisalsothechannelinput sequence)containsredundancy.Usingthis lemma,wecan

designa decoderwhichwill take advantageof dependencein the channelinput sequence.The

lemmaprovidesthe mathematicalstructurefor the decoder.Thephysicalstructurecanbeeasily

obtainedby examiningthe quantity to be maximized.Theoptimum decodermaximizesP(YIY)

or equivalently log P(Y[Y), but

log P(Y]Y) = _]log P(yil_'i, yi_l) (1)

which is similar in form to the path metric of a convolutional decoder. Error correction using

convolutional codes is made possible by explicitly limiting the possible codeword to codeword

transitions, based on the previous code input and the coder structure. At the receiver the decoder

compares the received data stream to the a priori information about the code structure. The

output of the decoder is the sequence that is most likely to be the transmitted sequence. In the

case where ther is residual strucure in the source coder output, while there may not be an explicit

limitation on the codeword to codeword transition, the structure makes some sequences more likely

to be the transmitted sequence, given a particular received sequence. In other words, while there

is no structure being imposed by the encoder, there is sufficient residual structure in the source

coder output that can be used for error correction. This structure can be quantified in light of

the Lemma. That is, the structure is reflected in the conditional probabilities, and can be utilized

via the path metric in (1) in a decoder similar in structure to a convolutional decoder. However,

to implement this decoder we need to be able to compute the path metric. Unfortunately the

quantity P(yilf'i, yi-a) is difficult to estimate. We have therefore used various approximations to

this quantity with some success. In [16, 17] P(yilf'i, Yi-x)is approximated by P(yi[_)i, Yi-a) with

excellent results. Other approximations can be found in [22]. In the current work we use the





followingapproximationfor thebranchmetric L.

P (9i I Yi) P (Yi I Yi-1, Yi-2)

L = log P (_)i)

In [17] we showed that the use of the decoder led to dramatic improvements under high error

rate conditions. However at low error rates the performance improvement was from nonexistent

to minimal. This is in contrast to standard error correcting approaches, in which the greatest

performance improvements are at low error rates, with a rapid deterioration in performance at

high error rates. In this work we combine the two approaches to develop a joint source channel

codec which provides protection equal to the standard channel encoders at low error rates while

providing significant error protection at high error rates.

3 Convolutional Encoders and Joint Source/Channel Decoder

As convolutional coders provide excellent error protection at low error rates, and have a decoder

structure similar to the JSC decoder, one way we can combine the two approaches is to obtain

the transition probabilities of the convolutional encoder output and use the Joint Source/Channel

(JSC) decoder described above instead of the conventional convolutiona] decoder. We simulated

this approach using a two bit DPCM system as the source encoder. We used the three images

shown in Figure 1 as the source. The USC Girl image was used for training (obtaining the requisite

transition probabilities) and the Lena 256 and USC Couple images for testing. The output of the

DPCM system was encoded using a (2,1,3) convolutional encoder with connection vectors

9 (1)=64 g (2)=74.
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The convolutionalencoderwasobtainedfrom [23].The performanceof thedifferentsystemswas

evaluatedusingtwo differentmeasures.Onewasthe reconstructionsignal-to-noiseratio (RSNR)

definedas

RSNR = 101oglo _ui2

where ui is the input to the source coder (source image) and fii is the output of the source decoder

(reconstructed image). The other performance measure was the decoded error probability. The

received sequence was decoded using a standard convolutional decoder and the JSC decoder. A

block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. The results are presented in Figure 3. Notice the

significant improvement in performance when the JSC decoder is used instead of the convolutional

decoder. At a probability of error of 0.1 there is an improvement of about 5dB for the training set

and an improvement of about 4 dB for the test set!

The simulations were repeated with a rate 2/3 (3,2,2) convolutional coder [23] with connection

vectors

1

The results are presented in Figure 4. Notice that while the rate of the code is less (2/3 as opposed

to 1/2) the performance using the JSC decoder is actually better! The reason for this lies in the

fact that the JSC decoder is making use of the structure in the nonbinary output of the source

coder. When we used the (2,1,3) coder we destroyed some of this structure because the source

coder was putting out two bit words while the channel coder was coding the input one bit at a

time. However, in the case of the (3,2,2) coder, the input alphabet of the channel coder exactly

matches the output alphabet of the source coder. Thus the structure in the source coder output

is preserved in the channel coder output/channel input, providing better channel error protection.

To verify this we conducted another set of simulation with a rate 1/2 (4,2,1) convolutional code





with connectionvectors

In this caseagainthereis a one-to-onematchbetweenthe sourcecoderoutput andthe channel

coderinput, andthe resultsshownin Figure5 reflectthis fact. Thereis abouta two dB improve-

mentat higherrorratesoverthe (2,1,3)rate 1/2 code,andabouta onedBimprovementoverthe

rate2/3 code.Theseresultsjustify thecontentionthat for bestuseof the JSCdecoderthe input

alphabetsizeof the channelcodershouldbe the sameasthe sizeof the output alphabetof the

sourcecoder.In thenext sectionweproposea generalchannelcoderdesignwhich is motivatedby

this requirement.

4 A Modified Convolutional Encoder

Given that the preservation of the structure in the source coder output requires the channel coder

input alphabet to have a one-to-one match with the generally nonbinary source coder, we propose

a general nonbinary convolutional encoder (NCE) whose input alphabet has the requisite property.

Let z,, the input to the NCE, be selected from the alphabet A = {0, 1,2, ...,N - 1}, and let

y,_, the output alphabet of the NCE, be selected from the alphabet S = {0, 1,2, ...,M - 1}. Then

the proposed NCEs can be described by the following mappings

1. M = N2; y,, = Nz,_-i + x,_

The number of bits required to represent the output alphabet using a fixed length code is

[log2(M)l= [log_(N2)l= [2log_(N)l

Therefore in terms of rate, this coder is equivalent to a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. The encoder





memoryin bits is 2[log2(N)] aseachoutput valuedependson twoinput values.

Asanexample,considerthesituationwheng = 4. Then A = {0, 1,2, 3} and S = {0, 1,2,..., 15}.

Given the input sequence x,_ : 0 1 3 0 2 1 1 0 3 3 and assuming the encoder is initialized with

zeros, the output sequence will beyn: 0 17 1229543 15.

The encoder memory is four bits. Notice that while the encoder output alphabet is of size

N 2, at any given instant the encoder can only emit one of N different symbols as should be

the case for a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. For example if Y,_-I = 0, then y,_ will take on a

value from {0, 1,2,...,(N - 1)}. In general, given a value for yn-1, Y,_ will take on a value from

{aN, aN + 1,aN +2,...,aN + N- 1}, where a = yn_l(modN). This structure can be used by the

decoder to provide error protection. The encoder is shown in Figure la.

2. M = N3; Yn = N2x2n-2 + Nx2n-1 + z2,_

Th_s encoder is equivalent to a rate 1/3 convolutional encoder with an encoder memory in bits

of 3[log2(N)]. Given the same input as the previous example, the output alphabet for the NCE is

S = {0,1,2,...,63}

and the output sequence for the same input sequence is

y,_: 0 1728509372019 15

The encoder memory is six bits. In this case even though the encoder output alphabet is of size

N 3 , at any instant the encoder can only emit one of N symbols. In general, given a value for

Y_-I, Yn will take on a value from {fiN, fiN + 1, ..., fiN + N - 1}, where fl = Y,_-I (modN2) • A block

diagram of the encoder is shown in Figure 6.
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3. M=N a

Yn = N:x2,_ + Nx2n-1 + x2,_-2

The final encoder we consider is equivalent to a rate 2/3 convolutional coder. Notice that

while the input output relationship looks similar to a rate 1/3 encoder, we generate one output for

every two inputs. Thus, while the number of bits needed to represent one letter from the output

alphabet is three times the bits needed to represent a letter from the input alphabet, because two

input letters are represented by a single output letter, the rate is 2/3. Again, assuming a value of

4 for N, the output alphabet is of size 64, and for the input sequence used previously, the output

sequence isyn: 0523522493.

The encoder memory is again 6 bits. The rate of the encoder can also be inferred from the fact

that while the encoder output alphabet is of size N 3, at any instant the encoder can transmit one

of N 2 (instead of N) symbols. Given a value for Yn-_, Y,_ can take on a value from the alphabet

{'_N2, TN 2 + 1,...,TN 2 + (N 2 - 1)} where 7 = yn_l(modN).

5 Binary Encoding of the NCE Output

We will make use of the residual structure in the source coder output (which is preserved in the NCE

output) at the receiver. However, we can also make use of this structure in selecting binary codes

for the NCE output. An intelligent assignment of binary codes can improve the error correcting

performance of the system as can be seen from the following example.

Let N be 2, and let us use the rate 1/2 NCE. In this case if yn = 0, yn+l cannot be 2 or 3

because y,_ = 0 means xn = O, and yn+l = 2 or 3 means x,_ = 1. Thus a decoded sequence cannot

have 2 or 3 following 0.

Let us assign fixed length codewords to the NCE outputs as
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0:00, i:01, 2:10, 3:11

Now suppose the transmitted sequence was the all zero sequence, the metric used was the

Hamming distance, and the received sequence is 00001000000000; that is, there is an error in

the fifth bit. If the receiver decoded the first four bits as 0, 0 then it cannot decode the fifth and

sixth bits as 2 for the reason noted above. The only two options are decoding them as 0 or 1. If

we decoded them as 0, we could continue decoding the rest of the sequence as 0,0..., and the

Hamming distance between the received and decoded sequence would be one. If we decoded them

as 1, we would have to decode the next set of two bits as 2 or 3 because 0 cannot follow 1. Decoding

as 2 gives the smallest Hamming distance so we decode the seventh and eighth bit as 2. This gives

a total Hamming distance of two for the incorrect path. Thus the receiver will select the correct

path (the path with the sma/lest Hamming distance).

If the assignment had been chosen as

0:00; 1:11; 2:10; 3:01

then the Hamming distance for the closest incorrect path would have been three instead of two.

When each allowable sequence is equally likely, there is little reason to prefer one particular assign-

ment over others. However, when certain sequences are more likely to occur than others, it would

be useful to make assignments which increase the 'distance' between likely sequences. While, for

small alphabets it is a simple matter to assign the optimum binary codewords by inspection, this

becomes computationally impossible for larger alphabets. We use a rather simple heuristic which,

while not optimal, provides good results.
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The numberof M bits codewords that have to be assigned are exactly 2M. Our strategy

is therefore to try to maximize the Hamming distance between codewords that are likely to be

mistaken for one another.

First we obtain a partition of the alphabet based on the fact that given a particular value for

y,_-l, yn can only take on values from a subset of the full alphabet. To see this, consider the rate

1/2 NCE; then the alphabet S can be partitioned into the following sub-alphabets:

So = (0, 1,2,3...,N- 1)

$1 = (g, N + 1, ...,2N - 1)

SN-, = (N (N - 1),N(N - 1) + 1,...,N 2 - 1)

where the encoder will select letters from alphabet Sj at time n if j = yn_l(modN). Now for

each sub-alphabet we have to pick N codewords out of M (= N :) possible choices. We first pick

the sub-alphabet containing the most likely letter. The letters in the sub-alphabet are ordered

according to their probability of occurrence. We assign a codeword a from the list of available

codewords to the most probable symbol. Then, assign the complement of a to the next symbol on

the list. Therefore the distance between the two most likely symbols in the list is K = Flog 2 M]

bits. We then pick a codeword b from the list which is at a Hamming distance of K/2 from a and

assign it and its complement to the next two elements on the list. This process is continued with

the selection of letters that areK/2 _ away from a at the k th step until all letters in the subalphabet

have a codeword assigned to them. As an example, consider the case where N = 4. The partitions
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are

5'o= {0, 1,2,3}

$1 = {4,5,6,7}

$3= {S,9, 10, 11}

$4 = {12, 13, 14, 15}.

Assuming that 0 is the most probable symbol, we start by assigning codewords to the So sub-

alphabet. Suppose

P(0) > P(1) > P(2) > e(3).

We first pick a 4 bit codeword for 0 as 0000. The next most probable symbol in this sub-alphabet

is 1; therefore the codeword for 1 is the complement of the codeword for 0; 1:1111. The codeword

for 2 is at a Hamming distance of two from the codeword for 0. The codeword 0011 satisfies this

requirement; therefore the codeword for 2 is 0011 and the codeword for 3 is 1100. Suppose the next

symbol which is close in probability to the symbol 0 is 4. We select the sub-alphabet containing that

symbol which is S1. To the symbol 4 we assign a codeword from the list of unassigned codewords

which is furthest from the codeword for 0. There are several possibilities for this; we pick 1011.

We then follow the same procedure for the S1 sub-alphabet. Continuing in this manner we get the

assignments shown in Table 1.

6 Simulation Results

The proposed approach was simulated using the same setup as was used in the preceding simula-

tions. The rate 1/2 NCE and rate 2/3 NCE were simulated. The results are shown in Figures 7

and 8. Notice that the performance for the rate 1/2 NCE is about the same or slightly better than

the performance of the (4,2,1) convolutional code. Similarly the performance of the rate 2/3 NCE
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is aboutthe sameasthe rate (3,2,2) convolutional code. Note that the memory requirements for

both the NCE and the convolutional coders in both cases are the same. While the performance of

the NCEs and the properly matched convolutional coders are about the same, the NCEs can be

designed using a general algorithm for a source coder with any alphabet size.

7 Conclusion

If the source and channel coder are designed in a "joint" manner, that is the design of each takes

into account the overall conditions (source as well as channel statistics), we can obtain excellent

performance over a wide range of channel conditions. In this paper we have presented one such

design. The resulting performance improvement seems to validate this approach, with a "flattening

out" of the performance curves. This flattening out of the performance curves makes the approach

useful for a large variety of channel error conditions.
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Table 1: Codeword Assignments

Symbd _ode Symbol _ode
0 0000 8 1011

1 0011 9 0111

2 1100 10 0100

3 1111 11 1000

4 1110 12 0101

5 1101 13 1001

6 0001 14 1010

7 0010 15 0110
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An Edge Preserving Differential Image Coding Scheme"

Martin C. Rost

Sandia NationalLaboratories

Albuquerque,NM

Differentia] encoding techniques are fast and easy to implement.

However, a major problem with the use of differentialencoding

forimages isthe rapid edge degradationencounteredwhen us-

ing such systems. This makes differentia] encoding techniques

of limited utility especially when coding medical or scientific
images, where edge preservation is of utmost importance. We

present a simple, easy to implement differentia] image coding
system with excellent edgc preservation properties. The coding

system can be used over variable rate channels _hich makes it

espedaI]y attractive for use in the packet network environment.

introduction

The trar.smisslon and storage of digkaJ images requires an enor-

mous expenditure of resources, necess;tating the use of co.'r,pres.

siontechr,}ques.These techniquesincluderelativelylow com-

plexitypredictive techniques such as Adaptive DifferentiaJ Pulse

Code Modulation (ADPCM) and its variations, as well a_ tel.

atively higher corr.plexJty techniques such as transform coding

and vector quar, tization [1,2 I. Most compression schemes were

originally deveJoped for speech and the}r application to images is
at times problematic. This is especia]kv true of the low complex-

ity predictive techniques. A good example of this is the highly

popular ADPCM scheme. Origln-,dlv designed for speech [3], it
has been used with other sources with varying degrees of suc-

cess. A major problem with its use in image coding is the rapid

degradationin qu',ditywhenever an edge is encountered.Edges

are perceptually very important and occur quite often in most

images. Therefore, the degradation of edges can be perceptua]kv

very annoying. If the images under consideration contain medi-

cal or scientific data, the problem becomes even more important,

as edges provide position information which may' be crucial to

"This _ork was supported by the _ASA Goddard Space Flight Center
under Grant SAG 5-915.

KhaJid Sayood
Department of Electrical Engineering and

Center for Communication and Information Science _/:
University of Nebraska

Lincoln, NE 68588-0511 *
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the viewer. This poor edge reconstruction quality ha_ been a

major factor in preventing ADPCM from becoming as popular

for image coding u it is for speech coding.

While good edge reconstruction capability is an important

requirement for image coding schemes, another requirement that

is gaining in importance with the proliferation of packet switched
networks, is the ability to encode the image at different race's.

In a packet switched network, the available channel capacity is

not a fixed quantity, but rather fluctuates as a function of the

load on the network. The compression scheme must therefore be

capable of operating at different rates as the available capacity

changes. This means that it should be able to take advantage

of increased capacity when it becomes available while providing

graceful degradation when the rate decreases to match decreased

av_lable capacity.
In this paper we describe a DPCM based coding scheme

which has the desired properties listed above. It is a low com-

ple:fity scheme with excellent edge preservation in the recon-

structed image. It takes full advantage of the available channel
capacity' providing ]ossless compression when suf'Zcient capacity

is available, and very graceful degradation when a reduction in
ra_e is required.

Yotation and Problem Formulation

The DPCM system consists of two main blocks, the quantizer

and the predictor (see Fig. 1). The predictor uses the correlation
between samples of the waveform to predict the next sample

value. This predicted value is removed from the waveform at

the transmitter and reintroduced at the receiver. The prediction
error is quantized to one of a finite number of values which is

coded and transmittedto the receiver.The differencebetween

the predictionerrorand the quantizedpredictionerroriscalled

the quantization error or the quantization noise. If the channel

iserrorfree,the reconstructionerroratthereceiverissimplythe

quantizationerror.To aee this,note (Fig.i)thattheprediction
errore(k)isgivenby

eCk)= ,(k)- pCk)

where the predictedvalueisgivenby

O)

and

p(k) =_p(k -j) (2)

l
{
i
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_(k)= e,Ck)+p(_). (33

Assuming an additive noise model, the quantized prediction

error eq(k) can be represented as

e,(k)= e(k)+ _,(k) (4)

where nq(k) denotes the quantization noise. The quantized pre-

diction error is coded and transmitted to the receiver. If the

channel is noisy this }sreceived as i_(k) whkh isgiven by

_(k)= e,(k)+ ,_,(_-) (s)

where ,,(k) represents the channel noise. The output of the

receiver _(k) isthus given by

where

_(k)= _(k)+ i,(k) (6)

the additional term n;(t-) being the result of the introduction

of channel noise into the prediction process. Usir,g (I),(4), (5),

and (7) in (6) we oblain

._(k)= .,(;:)+ n,(_,)+ n_(J:)+ ,;(k). (s)

If the channel iserror free,the last two terms in (S) drop out

and the difference between the original and reconstructed sign'd

is simply the quantization error.

When the prediction error is small, it fallsinto one of the

inner levels of the quan_izer, and the quantization noise }s of a

D'pe referred to as granular noise. If ,,he prediction error falls in

one of the outer le_ e'.s of the quantizer, the incurred quantization

error is tailed overload noise. Because of the way the grar, u]ar

noise ]s generated it is genera2]y smMIer in magnitude than the

overload no!se and is bounded by the size of the quantiza:ion

interval. The overload no!so on the other hand is essenti_ly

unbounded and can become very large depending on the size of

the predict]on error. As edge pixels are rather difficuhto predict,

the corresponding prediction error is generally large, and this

leads to large overload r,oise values. Furthermore, because this

error effects not on])' the reconstruction of the current pixe],

but aJso future predictions, the prediction errors corresponding

to the next few pixe]s also tend to be large, leading to an edge

"smearing" effect.

Reduction of the edge degradation can therefore be obtained

by reducing or eHmir, eting the slope overload noise. Reduc-

tion of the slope overload noise can be obtained by' improving

the prediction process. Gibson [4] analyzed ADPCM systems

with backward adaptive prediction, and showed that the track-

ing ability of the adzpth'e predictor can be improved by the

addition of zeros in the predictor. M'otivated by these results,

Sayood and Schekall [5] designed ADPCM systems for image

coding whh ARMA predictors. Their results show that some

reduction in the edge degradation is possible with the use of

adaptive zeros in the predictor. While the use of these predic-

tors improves the edge reconstruction there is stillsignificant

degradation in the edges. One technique to further improve the

edge performaz_ce was developed by $chekall and Sayood 16],

which uses the Ja.vant quantizer as an edge detector. The over-

load noise is then reduced by sending a quantized representation

of the noise through a side channel. The advantage of this ap

proach is that it can be added to existing ADPCM systems.

The disadwantage is that the use of a side channel introduces

synchronization problems. In this paper we propose a different

approach for edge preservation which does not require a side

channd. This approach is described in the following section.

Proposed Approach

The approach taken in this paper is a variation on the standard

rale-dislonion tr_eoff. The basic idea is that the slope over.

load noise can be reduced by increasing the rate. However rather

than increasing the rate for encoding each and every pixe], there

is only an instantaneous rate increase whenever slope overload

is encountered. Th_ way this isimplemented is outlined in the

block diagram of Figure 2. A DPCM system is followed by a

]oss]essencoder at the transmitter. At the receiver the inverse

operations are performed. The DPCM system differsfrom stan-

dard DPCM systems in that the quantizer being used has an

unlimited number of levels. In practice what this means is that

if the input has 256 levels, which is s',andard for monochrome

images, then the DPCM quantizer will have 512 levels. This

effectively eliminates _he overload noise making the distortion

a function of the quantizer stepsize A. Of course by itselfit

also eliminates any compression that may have been desired, in

fact it requires an increase of one bit in the rate. The com-

pression isobtained by use of the ]osslessencoder. The lossless

encoder output alphabet consists of P,"eodewords. These code-

words correspond to N consecutive levels in the quantizer. Let

the smallest levelbe labeled z/. and the largest levelbe labeled

zH. If the quantizer output e_(k) is a level between zf and

.rH, the_ the ]ossless encoder puts out the correspondir, g chan.

nel symbol. If, however, e,(k) is greater than zH the encoder

puts out the symbol corresponding toz/_. A new valueeo(k )

is then obtained by subtracting z H from %(k). If this value is

less than zH then it is encoded using the corresponding code-

word in the ]ossless encoder output alphabet. Otherwise, zH is

again subtracted from eo(k ) to generate eq:(k). This process is

continued till some e_(k) where

and e¢,_(k) is less than zj¢. A similar strategy is followed when

ee(k) < at.. Thus the instantaneous rate is increased by a func-

tion of n whenever the prediction error falls outside the closed

interval [ZL, z_].

Example : Consider a DPCM system with a stepsize A of 2

where the input output relationship is ghen by

Q[z]=2k if 2k-l<z<2k+l; k=O,'+l,_:2,...

Let the ]ossless encoder output alphabet be of size eight with

at. = -4, and zH = 10. If the input e(k) is 7 the quantiger out-

put eq(k) is 8, which is in the ]oss]ess_encoder output aiphabet

and therefore this value is encoded as a single codeword. If e(k)

is 15 then eq(k) is 16, which is larger than zH. In this case,

the encoder puts out the codeword corresponding to zn and

generates e_l(k) = 16 - 10 = 6 which is in the encoder output

•%]phabet. Therefore, the encoder output consists of two code-

words representing z.,,¢(]O) and 6. if the input is -7,%(k) = -6

which is less than za. Thus the ]ossless encoder output consists

of two symbols. One corresponding to the value of zz.(-4) and
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one corresponding to the value of -2. Note that if the input is
l0 or -4 (i.e. zH or z/.) then the output will be the sequence
10,0 or -4,0.

One of the consequences of this type of encoding is that it
can generate runs of zL and z# whenever the image contains
a large number of edges. Fortunately the encoding scheme also
provides a significant number of special symbols that can be used
to encode theseruns. For example, the sequence z# followed by
a negative value and the-sequence zl. followed by a positive value
would not occur in the normal course of events. These sequences

can therefore be used to encode the runlengths of zt. and z/./.
Consider for example a system in which A is 2 and zz, is - 4.

The output of the ]ossless encoder therefore corresponds to the
values -4,-2,0,2,4. In the standard system a value of 4 is

always followed by a value of 0 or 2. Similarly a value of -4 is
always followed by a value of 0 or -2. Therefore.the sequences
4-2 and -4 + 2 can be used as special symbols to denote runs of

4 or -4. A simple strategy is to replace every two 4's.(or -4's)

after the initial 4 by a -2 (or 2). For example a value of l0
would still be represented by 4 4 2. However a value of 14 would
be represented by 4 -2 2 instead of 4 4 4 2. Similarly a value

of 18 would be represented by 4 -2 4 2 and a value of 22 would

be represented by 4 -2 -2 2. For this particular scheme, a run of

length n would be represented by n - [-_] codewords. When
the size of the ]oss]ess encoder output is increased, the number

of special .,ymbols available also increases and the coding of the

runs can be performed more efficientl.v.

These special sequences can also be used to s_gnal a change

of rate for applications in which the available channel capacity
changes with time. The actual change can be accomodated by

changing the stepshe arid reducing the Iossless encoder codebook
size by the same amount. Several of the systems proposed above
were simulated. The results of these simulations are presented

in the next section.

Resuhs

Four systems of the type described in the previous section have

been simulated. Two of the systems simulated use a one tap

fixed predictor, while the other two use a one pole four zero

predictor with the zeros being adaptive. One of the systems in

each case contains the ]ossless encoder followed by a runlength

encoder wh_le the other contains only the lossless encoder with-

out the ru_length encoder. The test images used were the USC

GIRL image, and the U$C COUPLE image. Both are 256 X

256 monochrome eight bit images and have been used often as
test images. The objective performance measure were the Peak

Signal to .NoiseRatio (PSNR) and the Mean Absolute Error

(MAE) which are defined as follows:

2552

PSNR = lOloglo < (_(k)) - ._(k)2 >

._AE:< 14k) - s(_-)I>

where < - > denotes the average value.

Several initial test runs were performed using different num-

ber of levels, different values of z/, and different values of A

to get a feel for the optimum values of the various parameters

(Given z/. and A, xl./ is automatically determined.). We found

that an appropriate way of selecting the value of z£ was using
the relationship

where [zJ is the largest integer less than or equal to z, and N

is the size of the alphabet of the loss]ess coder. This provides
a symmetric codebook when the alphabet size is odd, and a

codebook skewed to the positive side when the alphabet size is
even. The zero value is always in the codebook.

As the alphabet size is usually not a power of two, the binary

code for the output alphabet will be a variable length code. The
use of va.riable length codes always bring up issues of robustness

with respect to changing input statistics. With this in mind,
the rate wu calculated in two different ways. The first was to

tind the output entropy, and scale it up by the ratio of symbols
transmitted to the number of pixe]s encoded. We call this rate

the entropy rate, which is the minimum rate obtainable if we

assume the output of the lossless encoder to be memoryless.

While this _sumption is not necessarily true. the entropy rate

gives us an idea about the best we can do with a particular
system. We will treat it as the lower bound on the obtainable

rate. We alsocalculatedthe rate usinga predeterminedvariable

length code. This code was designed with no prior knowledge

of the probabilities of the different letters. The only assumption
was that the letters representing the inner levels of the quantizer

were always more likely than the letters representing the outer

levels of the quantizer. The code tree used is shown in Figure 3.
Obviously, this will become highly inefficient in the case of small

alphabet size and small ,x, as in this case, the outer levels z/.
and zn will occur quite frequently. This rate can be viewed as

an upper bound on the achievable rate.
The results for the system with a one tap predictor and with-

out therunlengthencoder are shown inTables1 and 2. Table 1

containsthe resultsfor the COUPLE image,whileTable 2 con-

tains the results for the GIRL image. In the table //L denotes

the entropy rate while .Re, is the rate obtained Usingthe Huffman

code of Figure 3. Recall that for image compression schemes,

systems with PSNR values of greater than 35 dB are percep-

tually almost identical. As can be seen from the PSNR values

in the tables there is very little degradation with rate, and in

fact if we use the 35 dB criterion there is almost no degrada-

tion in image quality until the rate drops below two bits per

pixel. This can be verified by the reconstructed images shown

in Figure 4. Each picturein Figure 4 consistsof the original

image, the reconstructed image and the error image magnified

10 fold. In each of the pictures, it is extremely difficult to tell

the source or original image from the reconstructed or output

image. In fact, in the case of the image coded at rates above

two bits per plxel it is well nigh impossible. This subjective ob-

servatlon is supported by the error images in each case which

are uniform in texture throughout without an)','of the standard

edge artifacts which can be usually seen in the error images for

most compressionschemes.
We can see from the resultsthatifthe valueof A and hence

zL isfixed,the sizeofthe codebook has no effectinon the perfor-

mance measures.This isbecause the onlyeffectofreducingthe
codebook sizeunder theseconditionsisto increasethe number

of symbols transmhted. While thishas the effectof increasing

the rate,because of the way the system isconstructed,itdoes

not influencethe resultingdistortion.The drop in ratefor the

same distortion as the alphabet size increases can be clearly seen
from the results in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 3 shows the decrease in rate when a simple run]ength

coder is used. The runlength coder encodes long str3ngs of zL

and zH using the special sequences mentioned previously. As

can be seen from the results the improvement provided by the

current runlength encoding scheme is significant only for small

alphabets and small values of A. This is because it is under

these conditions that most of the long strings of zL and zH are

generated. ]-Iowever we are not as yet us]ng man)' of the special

sequences in the larger alphabet codebooks, so there is certainly
room for improvement.

The one tap predictor was replaced with an adaptive ARMA

predictor with a fixed pole and four adaptive zeros. The fixed

pole was at a lag of 257 (p]xe] above) while the zeros were at

lags of one, two, three and four. The adaption was performed

using a sample LMS algorithm as follows. Let Bk be the vector

of predictor coef_cients at _.ime k. The adaption algorithm was

B_,] = B_ +/Je¢(L-)E_

where _ is t}_e adap_ion s:eptize and

E, = (e_(k - 1).e_(k - 2),e_(k - 3),e_(k - 4)) 7 .

The results from using this predictor are shown in Tables 4, 5

and 6. \VLi]e there it some irr@rovemer.t ]n all cases, the results
for tl_e COUPLE image show a grea_er improvement than the

results for the GIRL image. This can be explained by noting

that t]_e COUPLE i_.age co:_tains many more edges than the
GIRL image. As the AR:dA predictor tends to improve predio

1or performance when edges are encounlered, the improvement

in performance occurs ir, _he image with more edges.

Cc.xc!_sio_

\Ve have derr, e:_s_rated a s!mp',e image codir_g scheme which is

very eat? _oir,:F]e_,er.t in tea:time and }_asexceller,t edge preset.

va_ic:_ ?rc pcr:_es c_er a wide rar, ge of rares.

Tkis s_:tcm _ou]d be especiaj].v useful in transmitting im-

ages over cLar_nels w!;ere xLc z',ailable ba:_dwidH_ may be vary.

The edge pre:er_h_g qua]i:)' }s especia]]v _:seful in the e:_codlng
of scie:,'_ific and medic'-' in,ages.
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DdtL MAE PSNR(dB)

2 0.5067 51.0830

4 1.4790 42.7898
6 2.4676 38.6565

8 3.3697 36.0009
12 5.1359 32.3682

Size= 3 Size = 5 Size = 8

EL _u EL RU RL RU

6.1615 7.1418 4.9334 6.8635 4.4404 6.6884

3.8909 4.0587 3.3637 2.7982 3.1673 3.6939
2.9577 3.0137 2.6653 2.7729 2.5490 2.7023
2.4314 2.4972 2.2327 2.2?56 2.1682 2.2267

1.8277 1.9800 1.7233 1.7963 1.6930 1.7669

Table 1: Perform_ce results for the COUPLE image, _lphabet size 3, 5 and 8.

Delta MAE PSNR (dB)

2 0.5067 51.0830
4 1.4790 42.7898

6 2.4676 38.6565

8 3.3697 36.0009

Size = 3 Size = 5 Size = 8

Rz, g-u EL RV ,EL RU

6.2_21 7.8120 5.0554 7.4713 4.5635 7.1275

4.0088 4.39?6 3.7414 4.0592 3.2668 3.8740
3.0819 3.2547 2.7570 2.92?9 2.6468 2.8063

2.5543 2.6860 2.3272 2.3783 2.2617 2.2931

12 5.]359 32.3652 1.9426 2.1122 1.8046 1.8439 1.7786 1.8009

Table 2: perfo:m_ce ;_tsfor the GIRL imzge, alphabet s_ze 3,5 and 8.

Delta

Size = 3 Size = 5 Size = 8

Without RL \VithRL Without RL With RL Without RL With RL

Encoder Encoder Encoder Encoder Encoder Encoder

6.16 5.44 4.93 4.34 4.44 4.29

3.89 3.60 3.36 3.25 3.16 3.15

2.96 2.81 2.66 2 63 2.55 2.55

2.43 2.35 2.23 2.22 2.17 2.17

12 1.$3 1.80 1.72 1.72 1.69 1.69

Table 3: CompL'ison of Entropy rates between system with Runlength (RL)

Encoder and wit]=o'at RL Encoder for COUPLE image.

Size = 3 Size = 5 Size = S

Delta MAE PSNR (dB) RL, RU EL ,RU RL RU

2 1.59 46.11
4 _.00 40.71

6 2.96 37.42

8 3.86 35.11

12 5.61 31.79

4.71 5.00 3.94 4.77 3.63 4.69

3.02 3.04 2.70 2.82 2.50 2.']6
2.33 2.38 2.14 2.18 2.09 2.13

1.94 2.05 1.81 1.87 . 1.79 1.83

1,49 1.72 1.42 1.56 1,41 1.55

Table 4: pe:form_ce resets for COUPLE image with adaptive ARMA predictor.

Size = 3 Size = 5 Size = S

Delta MAE PSNR (dB) RL RU R_. RU R_. Ru

2 1.07 45.99

4 2.06 40.55

6 3.06 37.15
8 4.04 34.75
12 6.08 31.23

5.66 6.33 4.59 6.06 4.18 5.92

3.60 3.69 3.15 3.42 2.99 3.32
2.78 2.82 2.51 2.56 2.42 2.43
2.31 2.3B 2.12 2.14 2.0? 2.09

1.79 1.95 1.66 1.73 1.65 1.70

Table 5: Perform_ce resultsfor GIRL image with adaptiveAR.',IApredictor.
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Deha

Size = 3 Size = 5 5i,.,, =

Without RL With RL Without ]_.L With RL "_vitt:(j::_ 1:I _ rh P,L

Encoder Encoder Encoder Encoder E:_co_cr l::,coder

2 4.71 4.25 3.94 3.70 3.63 3.57

4 3.02 2.86 2.70 2.67 2.60 289
6 2.33 2.26 2.14 2.13 2.09 2.00

$ 1.94 1.90 1.81 1.$I 1.79 ].79

12 1.49 1.48 1.42 1.42 ].g] 1.41

Table 6: Comparison of Er.tropv rates between systems with and witho=t

the hunleng_h Encoder for the COUPLE image.

Figure 4(a). GIRL ima9e coded at entropy rate of 1.7 bpp.

Figure ¢(b). GIRL image coded at entropy rate of 1.5 bpp.
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An Edge Preserving Differential hnage Coding Scheme

Abstract

Differential encoding techniques are fast and easy to implement, ttowever, a major problem

with the use of differential encoding for images is the rapid edge degradation encountered

when using such systems. This makes differential encoding techniques of limited utility

especially' when coding medical or scientific images, where edge preservation is of utmost

importance. We present a simple, easy to implement differential image coding system with

excellent edge preservation properties. The coding system can be used over variable rate

channels which makes it especially attractive for use in the packet network environment.

1. Introduction

The lr;,.ns.,ni_ion and storage of digital images requires aa enormous expenditure of resources,

necessitating the u_o of compression techniques. These techniques include relatively low complex-

it3' predicIive techniques such as Adaptive DifDrential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) and its

variations, :,s ,.,:_li as relalively higher complexity t,>chnique.q ._uch as ti'ansform coding aiLcI vector

quan_ iz:t! icm [1,2].._[est compression schemes were originally dev,._loped for speech and tL,ir appli-

catio_z to i,a;,.ges is at times problematic. Tl_is is esi:;c'cially true of the low complexity' predictive

tc,:h:_iq'.l,':-;. A gc,cd c:,:amp!e of il_is is the highly" popu!g:r ADPCY, I scheme. Originally desSgned for

speech [3], it has been used with oth_r sources with vatting degrees of success. A major" probleni

witlt its u.<c_in image coding is the rapid degradation in quality whenever an edge is encountered.

Edg<:_ are p_rceptually very important and therefore 1heir degradation can be perceptually, very

ann%'i_g. If tt_e images under consideration contain medical or scientific data, the problem be-

comes even more important, as edges provide position information which may be crucial to the

viewer. This poor edge reconstruction quality has been a major factor in preventing ADPCM from

becoming as popular for image coding as it is for speech coding. While good edge reconstruction

capability is an impor{ant requirement for inaage coding schemes, another requirement that is gain-

ing in importance with the proliferation of packet switched networks, is the ability, to encode the

image at different rates. In a packet switched network, the available channel capacity is not a fixed

quantity, but rather fluctuates as a function of the load on the network. The compression scheme

must therefore be capable of taking advantage of increased capacity when it becomes available while

providing graceful degradation when the rate decreases to match decreased available capacity.

In this paper we describe a DPCM based coding scheme which has the desired properties listed

above. It is a low complexity scheme with excellent edge preservation in the reconstructed image. It
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takes full advantage of the available channel capacity providing lossless compression when sufficient

capacity is available, and very graceful degradation when a reduction in rate is required.

2. Notation and Problem Formulation

The DPCM system consists of two main blocks, the quantizer and the predictor (see Fig. 1). The

predictor uses the correlation between samples of the waveform s(k) to predict the next sample

value. This predicted vahe is removed from the waveform at the transmitter and reintroduced at

the receiver. The prediction error is quantized to one of a finite number of values which is coded

and transmitted to the receiver and is denoted by eq(Ic). The difference between the prediction

error and the rt,lantized prediction error is called the q_:antization error or the quantization noise.

If the channel is error 1"tee, the reconstruction error at the receiver is simply the quantizaticm error.

To see,, thi,_, m_,e (Fig. 1) that the prediction error c(lc) is given bj

",vl',er++.s(;,')i+ ,+rie;]_,.;dSi+gnrd predicted by p(lc) which is given by

(1)

(2)

Assuming an additive noise model, the quantized prediction error eq(k) can be represented as

where nq(Ic) denotes the quantization noise. The quantized prediction error is coded and transmit-

ted to the receiver. If the channel is noisy this is received as _q(Ic) which is given by

where n_(lc) represents the channel noise. The output of the receiver g(/c) is thus given by

(s)

= + (6)





= p(k) + (7)

the additional term np(k) being the result of the introduction of channel noise into the prediction

process. Using (1), (4), (5), and (7)in (6) we obtain

= s(10+ + + (s)

If the channel is error free, the last two teri_ils in (8) drop out and the difference between the original

and reconstructed signal is simply the quantization error.

Whea the prediction error is small, it falls into one of the inner levels of the quantizer, and

the q_ta_,tization noise is of a type referred to as granular noise. If the prediction error falls in

o_te of tLe outer levels of tire quantizer, the incurred quantization error is called overload noise.

(;ranular noiseis generally smaller in magnitude than l]ie overload noise and is bounded by tim

siz,: of tl_e <p!aastizat]on interval. The overload noise on the other l_and is _'ssel,tially unl)oundcd

aud c:',,a bcco_.;'e very lar_ge depending on the size of the prediction error. As edge pixels are rather

diftic_II; to predict, the corresponding prediction error is generally larg% and this leads to large

OVe?rlc,;t,[ P_O]S,?v:tlues. I",_rthermore, because this error effects not only the reconstruction of the

curre,.tt pi:.:cl, but also fut_re predictions, tim prediction errors corrcspondii_g to the next few pixels

;_]:-.-otcqtd to b,_ l;_rg¢_',l_ea,ling to an edge "slnearing" effect.

Red,,cti<L of the edge d,:gradation can therefore be obtained by reducing or eliminating the

slope overload noise. Reduction of the slope overload noise can be obtained by improving the

prediction process. Gibsoa [.I] analyzed ADPCM systems with backward adaptive prediction, and

showed that the tracking ability of the adaptive predictor can be improved by the addition of zeros

in the predictor. Motivated by these results, Sayood and Sehekall [5] designed ADPCM systems

for image coding with ARMA predictors. Their results show that some reduction in the edge

degradation is possible with the use of adaptive zeros in the predictor. While the use of these

predictors improves the edge reconstruction there is still significant degradation in the edges. One

technique to further improve the edge performance was developed by Schekall and Sayood [6], which

uses the aayant quantizer as an edge detector. The overload noise is then reduced by sending a

quantized representation of the noise through a side channel. The advantage of this approach is

that it can be added to existing ADPCM systems. The disadvantage is that the use of a side

channel introduces synchronization problems. In this paper we propose a different approach for
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edgepreservationwhichdoesnot requirea sidechannel.This approachis describedin thefollowing

section.

3. Proposed Approach

The approach taken in this paper is a variation on the standard rate-distortion tradeoff. The basic

idea is that the slope overload noise can be reduced by increasing the rate. However rather than

increasing the rate for encoding each and every pixel, there is only an instantaneous rate increase

whenever slope overload is encountered. The way this is implemented is outlined in the block

diagram of Fig. 2. A DPCI_I system is followed by a lossless encoder at the transmitter. At the

receiver the inverse operations are performed. The DPCM system ditfers from standard DPCM

syst¢_ms in that the quantizer b¢.,ing used effectively has an unlimited number of levels. In practice

what this means is that if the input has 256 levels, which is standard for monochromeim_j, _.,__.s,'then

the DPC.3,[ q_lantizer will have 512 levels. This effectively eliminates the overload noise making

the distortion _ function of the quantizcr stepsize A. Of course by itself it also eliminates any

compre_-:ic)n lhat inay have been desirt_(t, in fact it requires aa increase of one bit in the. rate.

_l'he compression is obtained by use of the lossless encoder. 217'hc,lossless encoder output alphabet

consists of :V codcv,'ords. These code+words correspond to N consecutive levels in tlLe quantizer.

Let ti'_e, s_nailest level be labeled .rL and the largest level be labeled zt_r. If the quantizer output

%@) is a level t)_,tween a:r_ and zg, then the lossless encoder puts out the corresponding channel

symbol, if, t_;wever, e,7(k ) is greater than zg, the encoder puts out n symbols corresponding to

ztl" and a ssmbol corresponding to ev,_(/c) where

n = [%(I:)/._,,] and e_,,(Ie)= %(k)(rood zH)

A similar strategy is followed when ev(k) < zL. Thus the instantaneous rate is increased by a

function of n whenever the prediction error falls outside the closed interval [zc, a:,,_].

One of the consequences of this type of encoding is that it can generate runs of ZL and x_.

whenever the image contains a large number of edges. Fortunately the encoding scheme also

provides a significant number of special symbols (zlt followed by a symbol for a negative level and

XL followed by a symbol for a positive level) that can be used to encode these runs. When the size

of the lossless encoder output is increased, the number of special symbols available also increases

and the coding of the runs can be performed more efficiently.

These special sequences can also be used to signal a change of rate for applications in which





the available channel capacity changes with time. The actual change can be accommodated by

changing the stepsize and reducing the lossless encoder codebook size by the same amount. Several

of tile systems proposed above were simulated. The results of these simulations are presented in

the next section.

4. Results

Before we provide the results using images, let us examine tile performance of the scheme when

applied to a one-dimensional signal containing a simulate.d edge. This signal was first encoded using

a five-level quaatizer. The results are shown in ]gig. 4(a). As can be seen, it takes a little while for

the DPCh[ system to catch up. In an image this wouht cause a smearing of tlm edge. When tile

proposed systdn with the same parameters is used there is no such effect, as is clear front Fig. d(b).

The quai,_i;.:,q" in this case went into the r(?cursive mode twice, cmce at the leading and once at the

trailing edge. "l_b get an equivalent effect, a svandard DPC.M systom would have to have a f,_rty-level

q_!a',ti::,.r. 'To _!:ov: that this performance is maintained when tl:e system is u_,ed with 2I) images,

two s:,'st,m_s ,.,f t}_o. type described in the plevious section have i>cu simulated. Both systems use the

fol!owiz_g tv:,,dimcnsional fixod predictor [7]: p(h) = 2/3 g(h - 1)+ 2/3 g(h - 25(5) - 1/3 ;(h - 257).

One of tic'. sv_t,_ms contains the tosstess encoder followc:d by a r_:_dength ertcoder while tim oth,vr

coIttainsr,nlv ti'._elossle-¢sencoder wilhout the runlength enco&:r. 'l'he test imag,es used were the

USC (;IRI_ iiinage, ;_.nd the USC COUPLI!; image. Both are 2.56 X 25(5 monochrome eight bit images

and have!)c:cn used often as test images. ]_l>. objective performance measure were the Peak Signal

to Noise R;_.;h) (PSNI{) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) which are defined as follows:

PSNR = 101oglo
2552

< - >

MA ; =< I (k) - >

where < • > denotes the average value.

Several initial test runs were performed using different number of levels, different values of ZL

and different values of A to get a feel for the optimum values of the various parameters (Given

:eL and A, ztf is automatically determined.). We found that an appropriate way of selecting the

value of zL was using the relationship

xz,= - t - l-Ja
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where Ix] is the largest integer less than or equal to z, and N is the size of the alphabet of the

lossless coder. This provides a symmetric codebook when the alphabet size is odd, and a codebook

skewed to the positive side when the alphabet size is even. The zero value is always in the codebook.

As the alphabet size is usually not a power of two, the binary code for the output alphabet will

be a variable length code. The use of variable length codes always bring up issues of robustness

with respect to changing input statistics. With this in mind, the rate was calculated in two different

ways. The first was to find the output entropy, and scale it up by the ratio of symbols transmitted

to the number of pixels encoded. We call this rate the entropy rate, which is the minimum rate

obtainable if we assume the output of the lossless eneoder to be memoryless. While this assumption

is not necessarily true, the entropy rate gives us an idea about the best we can do with a particular

system. We also calculated the rate using a predetermined variable length code. This code was

designed with no prior knowledge of the probal)ilities c_f the different letters. The only assumption

was that tli,e letters representing the inner levels of tt_e quantizcr were always more likely thaa

the letters representing the outer levels of the quantiz_r. The code tree used is shownin Fig. 3.

Obviously, t!_is will be.come highly incfticient in the case of small alphabet size and small A, as ia

this c_,se, tl_e outer levels zI. and zlt willoccur quite frequently. This rate can be viewed as aa

upper bound on the achievable rate.

Tl_e rcst',tts for tire system witho_lt the runlcugIh enc_der are shown in Tables 1 and :2. Table 1

contai.:ls lhe rcslllts for the COUPLE image, while Table 2 contains the results for the GIRL image.

In tl_e table tQ. denotes the entropy rate while ]_t,' is the rate obtained using the lIuffman code

of Fig. 3. Recall that for image compression schemes, systems with PSNR values of greater than

35 dB are perceptually ahnost identical. :ks can be sees front the PSNR values in the tables there

is very, little degradation with rate, and in fact if we use the 35 dB criterion there is ahnost no

degradation in image quality until the rate drops below two bits per pixel. This can be verified by

the reconstructed images showit in Fig. 5. Each picture in Fig. 5 consists of the original image, the

reconstructed image and the error image magnified 10 fold. In each of the pictures, it is extremely

difficult to tell the source or original image from the reconstructed or output image. This subjective

observation is supported by the error images in each case which are uniform in texture throughout

without the edge artifacts which can be usually seen in the error images for most compression

schemes.

We can see front the results that if the value of A ar, d hence ZL is fixed, the size of the codebook

has no effect on the performance measures. This is because the only effect of reducing the codebook





sizeundertheseconditionsis to increasethe numberof symbolstransmitted. While this hasthe

effectof increasingthe rate,becauseof the way thesystemis constructedit doesnot influencethe

resultingdistortion.The dropin rate for the samedistortionasthe alphabetsizeincreasescanbe

clearly seen from the results in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 3 shows the decrease in rate when a simple runlength coder is used. The runlength coder

encodes long strings of ZL and zH using the special sequences mentioned previously. As can be seen

from the results the improvement provided by the current runlength encoding scheme is significant

only for small alphabets and small values of A. This is because it is under these conditions that

most of the long strings of :eL and x_r are generated. However we are not as yet using many of the

special sequences in the larger alphabet codebooks, so there is certainly room for improvenmnt.

FiaaI'_y to s]to',v the effect of changing rate on the perceptual quality, the USC GIRL image was

(._:_cot!_.,.1usi.'%_ thr(_e different rates. The top quarter of the image was encoded using a codebook

size of eight and a ,__Xof two resulting in a rate of,i.37. The second quarter of tim image was

encoded using a codet_ook of size five and a _ of 4 resulting in a rate of 2.86. The bottom half of

the ilna_._;ev,'a_ e,lcoded using a codebook size of three and A of eight resulting in a rate of 2.36.

The original ;_d reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 6. The fact that the image is coded with

thrc,_ ,liK;,r,,_t rates can only be noticed if the viewer is already aware of this fact and then only

after ",,_v clc,_e scrutiay. Tim fact that the image was e.ncoded using three differeat rates is clear

tt:ougl_ iu t_l,_ magnified error image shown in Fig. 7. This property of the coding scheme wo_fld b,_"

exlremely useful if changes in the transmission bandwidth forced the coder to operate at different

rates.

To ._ee how this algorithm performs on a relative scale, we compare it to the differential scheme

propo._ed by Maragos, Shafer and Mersereau [8]. The system proposed by Maragos et. al. uses a

forward adaptive two dimensional predictor and a backward adaptive quantizer. The coefficients

are obtained over a 32x32 or a 16x16 frame and transmitted as side information. The proposed

system (we feel) is considerably simpler, because of the lack of any need for adaptation and side

information; however, the results compare favorably with the system of [8]. Comparative results

are shown in Table 5. The results were obtained by varying the stepsize A until the rate obtained

was similar to the rate in [8], and then comparing the PSNR. As in [8], to obtain rates below one

bits/pixel several coder outputs were concatenated into blocks which were then Huffman encoded.

For the results shown in Table 5, we used a block size of three. Given a five-level recursive quantizer,

this corresponds to an alphabet size of 125, which would be somewhat excessive for a simple





implementation.(In [8]blocksizesof four to eightareusedwith two-and three-levelquantizers.)

The abovecomparisonis not meant to indicate that the two systemsbeing compared are

exclusive. A case can be made for combining the good features of both systems. For example,

the prediction scheme described in [8] could be combined with the quantization scheme described

here. However, it was felt in this particular case that the advantages to be gained by the addition

of a forward adaptive predictor were offset by the increase in complexity and synchronization

requirements.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a simple image coding scheme which is very easy to implement in tea!time

and has exccll,_nt edge preservation properties over a Wide rauge of rates.

This svst,_m would be especially useful in transmitting images over channels where the available

bandwidth may be vary. The edge preserving quality is c:specially useful in the encoding of scientific
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Delta.

2
4
8
16
32

MAE

0.50

0.96

1.86

3.54

6.82

PSNP_

51.12

46.56

41.17

35.63

30.04

Size = 3

RL Ru

4.45 4.89

2.82 2.85

1.78 1.85

1.06 1.37

0.56 1.14

Size = 5

RL Ru

3.88 4.79

2.64 2.77

1.74 1.80

1.05 1.35

O.55 1.13

Size = 8

RL _u

3.66 4.79

2.58 2.76

1.73 1.79

1.05 1.34

0.55 1.13

Table 1: Performance results for the COUPLE image, alphabet size 3, 5 and 8.

Delta

2

4

i6

32

MAE

0 A9

0.99

1.98

3.7,1

6.90

PSNR.

51.17

46.37

40.79

35.2,1

29.86

Size = 3 Size = 5 Size = 8

RL RU RL Ru RL RU

5.01 5.78

3.17 3.28

2.02 2.05

1.21 1.4,1

0.63 1.16

,1.26 5.66

2.93 3.17

1.96 1.99

1.19 1.:12

0.63 1.16

4.01 5.61

2.86 3.14

1.95 1.97

1.19 1A1

0.63 1.16

Ta]:,h_'2: Perforulance results for the GIRL image, alphabet size 3,5 and 8.





Delta.
2
4
8
16
32

Size= 3 Size= 5 Size= 8
Without \Vith Without With Without With

RL Encoder RL Encoder RL Encoder RL Encoder RL Encoder RL Encoder
5.01 4.58
3.I7 3.05
2.02 2.01
1.21 1.21
0.63 0.63

Table3:

4.26
2.93
1.96
1.19
0.63

4.06 4.01
2.90 2.86
1.96 1.95
1.19 1.19
0.63 0.63

Comparisonof Entropy ratesbetweensystemswith Runlength
(RL) Encoderandwithout RL Encoderfor GIRL image.

3.95
2.86
1.95
1.19
0.63

Dclta
2
4
S

;)2

Size = 3 Size = 5

Without With \\ l:hout \Vith

IlL Encodcr RL Encoder I{L Encoder Rr, Encoder

-!...15 ,t .05

2.$2 2.69

1.78 1.75

1.06 1.06

0.56 0.55

Table .l:

3.$8 3.66

2.64 2.61

1.7,1 1.73

1.05 1.05

0.55 0.55

Size = S

\Vithout With

RL Encoder RL Encoder

3.66 3.61

2.58 2.58

1.73 1.73

1.05 1.05

0.55 O.55

Coml_arison of Fntropy rates between systems with and without

the tvunleng h Encoder for the COUPLE image.

Rcsults from iS]

(Frame size--32, 3 level AQB)

Results from proposed system

(alphabet size 5)
Ilate PSNR Rate PSNR

0.74 30.3
0.83 31.6

0.93 32.6

1.03 33..1

0.7,1 31.13

0.8,1 32.1

0.9.1 33.1

1.03 33.9

Table 5: Comparison of proposed system with that of [8].
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A ROBUST COMPRESSION SYSTEM FOR LOW BIT RATE

TELEMETRY - TEST RESULTS WITH LUNAR DATA

Khalid Sayood and Martin C. Rost

Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Nebraska

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The output of a Gamma Ray detector is quantized using a 14 bit A/D

converter. The number of each of the 214 or 16,384 levels occurring

in a 30 second interval is counted. In effect, a histogram of the

gamma ray events is obtained with 16,384 bins. The contents of these

bins are to be encoded without distortion and transmitted at a rate

less than or equal to 600 bits per second. Thus the contents of the

16,384 bins are to encoded using 18000 bits. The encoder should be

simple to implement and require only a minimal amount of buffering.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Encoder

The contents of the bins are treated as a sequence for purposes of

encoding. The proposed system encoder can be divided into two stages

(three if a Huffman coding option is used. See Figure i.) The first

stage is a leaky differencer whose input/output relationship is given

by

zn = x n - [ aXn-I ]

where [t] is the largest integer less than or equal to t. The reason

for using a leaky differencer is to allow the effect of errors to die

out with time.
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The output of the differencer forms the input for the second stage

which is a modified runlength encoder. The encoder codebook contains

six different types of symbols.

Mn - symbol used to represent negative differencer

output values, for example, the differencer

output values -I, -2,...,-n, are represented

by the symbols MI, M2,...,Mn, respectively.

Pn - symbols used to represent positive differencer values,

they are coded similar to the Mn symbols. Thus a

differencer output value of +3 would be represented by the

symbol P3.

Zn - symbols used to represent string of zeros of

length n. Since the number of Z-symbols is

kept small, these symbols represent "short"

string of zeros (0-strings), while the SO- and

Sl-symbols to be introduced later represent

"long" 0-strings.

BR - In the encoding scheme that follows, there

will sometimes be a need to specify the end of

a sequence. The BR or break symbol is used

for this purpose.

SOXX - symbol used to represent long 0-strings. The

SO symbol indicates that a 0-string is being

represented while X stands for a four bit

word. XX is thus an eight bit word specifying

the length of the 0-string.

SIXX - symbol used to represent long 0-strings that

are followed by a I. It is constructed in the

same manner as the SOXX symbol.
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Each symbol, Mn, Pn, Zn, BR, SO, and S1 is represented by a four bit

word. The number of symbols in the encoder codebook is

o(M)+o(P)+o(Z)+3 where o(M), o(P), and o(Z) are, respectively, the

number of negative source symbols, positive source symbols, and short

0-strings symbols to be channel coded. As each symbol is represented

by 4 bits, a total of sixteen encoder symbols are possible. In our

coding scheme, o(M) is set to 2, o(Z) to 6, and o_P) to 5.

This means that if the differential output is -i, -2, i, 2, 3, 4, 5 or

a string of zeros of length five or less, it can be represented by a

single symbol. What if the differential output is a positive value

larger than five or a negative value less than -2? In such cases the

largest (in magnitude) Mn or Pn symbol is used as a concatenation

symbol. As an example, consider encoding the value 18.

Since o(P) is 5, the largest positive value that can be coded with a

single symbol is 5. If P5 is also used as a concatenation symbol,

larger source values can be coded. In this case, 18 can be coded as

P5 P5 P5 P3. The receiver accumulates a total for all the P5 symbols

consecutively received until a non-P5 symbol is received. This symbol

is used to complete the current source value. In this case, P3

indicates the source value is 18.

In the case where the source value is a multiple of the maximum P-

symbol value some confusion can occur in the decoding process.

Consider the coding of the source values i0 followed by 8. In this

case, four source symbols are required to code these values but, the

receiver decodes them as a 18. To overcome this problem the break

symbol (BR) is used. This symbol carries no data value but, is used

by the receiver to prematurely stop the accumulation of P-symbols.

Specifically, i0 and 8 are coded as P5 P5 BR P5 P3. The receiver

stops constructing the first source value when the BR is encountered

and start constructing the next with the following P5 symbol.
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If a source value to coded is negative, the above procedure is used

with the allowed M-symbols along with the BR symbol to prevent
incorrect receiver decoding. For example, -3 would be encoded as M2MI
and -4 would be encoded as M2M2BR.

In this particular application, the tails of a given signal frame
contain long runs of zeros that are separated by non-zero data

values. It is very likely that these 0-string separators take the
value i. Thus, it is beneficial to code these runs with one of the

following two symbols, each of which is three code words in length:

S0 x y a 0-string of length xy (base 16).

Slx y a 0-string of length xy (base 16) followed a i.

For example, the symbol, SO 4 0, represents a string of 64 0s, and the

symbol, S1 4 0, represents a string of 64 0s followed by a i. If the

separating data value is not i, then additional source symbols follow

the SO symbol to complete the description of its value. The maximum

length of 0-string that can be coded with this type symbol is 255 (FF

base 16). If a string of length greater than 255 is encountered, a

concatenation rule must be applied.

Since the symbols SO 0 0 and S1 0 0 are not assigned, they are used as

0-string concatenation symbols. They are used to indicate the fact

that a 0-string is to be built whose length is greater than 255. Each

time one of these symbols is used it is assumed that a 0-string of

length greater than 255 is being coded, and additional information is

to be provided on its length by the following symbols. A 0-string is

terminated if the last S0-symbol indicates a length value other than

00 for xy.

For example, if a 0-string of length 300 is followed by a i, two

source symbols (six channel words) are required to code the string: Sl

0 0 S1 2 D. The value for xy of the first symbol is 00, so the 0-

string is continued using the following Sl-symbol(s). In this way, 0-
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strings of arbitrary length can be constructed by concatenating as

many Sl 0 0 symbols as needed to bring the overall reconstructed 0-

string length to within 255 0s of its full length. The final Sl-

symbol in such a series which does not have a 0 0 length indicator
terminates the 0-string concatenation process. Since the Sl symbol is

being used this 0-string is automatically followed by a i. Consider

coding a 0-string of length 300 that is followed by a -i. Two S0-

symbols (six channel words) are required to code the 0-string, and

one M-symbol (one channel word) is required to code the -i: S0 0 0 S0

2 D M1 for a total of seven channel words.

Since the long runlength symbols require three channel words each, an

excessive amount of channel capacity can be wasted when coding short

runs of 0s. As a consequence, a group of short run symbols that use

only one channel word each are used to alleviate this problem. The

identifier for these symbols is Zn (where n represents the length of

the 0-string). For example, a run of 5 0s is represented by the

symbol Z5. The coding length of a short 0-string using Zn symbols

only improves the overall coding rate if the short O-string is coded

with fewer channel bits when using the Z-symbols instead of the S0-

and Sl-symbols.

Consider the following example for coding a string of i0 0S. Since

o(Z) is 6, to code this 0-string using Z-symbols takes two channel

words: Z6 Z4. But, when coded using an S0-symbol it takes three

channel words to code this 0-string: SO 0 A. Therefore, the Z-symbol

coding is more channel efficient. Since an SO- (or Sl-) symbol always

require three channel words, the only way to guarantee that short 0-

strings are coded efficiently is to set the maximum number of short Z-

symbols in a single 0-string coding to two. Thus, for an o(Z) of 6,

the maximum 0-string length to be Z-symbol coded is 12.

The encoder described above has two main characteristics. First, it

has been designed for the specific task noted in the problem

statement. No claims are made regarding its suitability for other
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tasks. The second characteristic is its simplicity. The encoding

operation requires a very small amount of computation. Furthermore,
the onboard memory requirements for buffering are minimal.

If Huffman coding is to be used, the final stage of the encoder is a
Huffman coder. This will, of course, increase the complexity of the

encoder and may make the system more vulnerable to channel errors.

Therefore, if at all possible we will avoid using a Huffman coder.

Decoder

The decoder for the proposed system consists of three stages. The

first stage of proposed system decoder is maximum A Priori Probability

(MAP) receiver (6) . The MAP receiver design is based on the assumption

that the output of the encoder contains dependencies.

The MAP design criterion can be formally stated as follows: For a

discrete memoryless channel (DMC), let the channel input alphabet be

denoted by A = (a0,al,...,aM_l} , and the channel input and output

sequences by Y = {Y0,Yl,-.-,YL-I) and Y = {Y0,Yl,--.,YL-I),

respectively. If A = (Ai} is the set of sequences A i =

(_i,0,_i,l,...,_i,L_l),ai,keA, then the optimum receiver (in the sense

of maximizing the probability of making a correct decision) maximizes

P[C], where

Pie]

This in turn implies that the optimum receiver maximizes P[CIY ]. When

the receiver selects the output to be Ak, then P[CIY ] = P[Y = AklY ].

Thus, the optimum receiver selects the sequence A k such that

P[Y = AklY ] _ P[Y = AilY ] V i.

When the channel input sequence is independent, this simplifies to the

standard MAP receiver (6). Under conditions where this is not true,

the receiver becomes a sequence estimator which maximizes the path
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metric. _logP(yil_i,Yi_l) (5). The path metric can be computed for a
particular system by rewriting it using the following relationship (4).

P[Yi = ajlYi = an,Yi-i =am] =

P[Yi = anlYi = aj]P[Yi = ajlYi-I = am]

_i P[Yi = allYi-i = am]P[Yi = anlYi = al]

Notice that the right hand side consists of two sets of conditional

probabilities (P[YilYi]} and {P[YilYi-l]). The first set of

conditional probabilities are. the channel transition probabilities

while the second depend only on the encoder output. The two are

combined according to the above relationship to construct an M × M × M

lookup table for use in decoding. The structure of the MAP receiver

is that of the Viterbi decoder(4,5).

The second stage of the decoder is the inverse operation of the

modified run-length encoder. The operation of this stage has already

been described in the previous section. The final stage of the

decoder is the inverse of the differential operation with an input

output relationship

x n = zn + [aXn-l]

RESULTS

In this section we present results obtained by using the proposed

system of the previous section. The data used was provided by Ms.\

M. Mingarelli-Armbruster of the Goddard Space Flight Center. This

data was generated according to a Poisson distribution where the

Poisson parameter was obtained from ten hours of lunar data. Both

noisy and noiseless channel performance of the proposed system were

examined via Monte-Carlo simulation. A total of twenty, 30-second

intervals were used in the tests. The performance was compared with

the Rice algorithm(I-3) .

Before proceeding with the results, some caveats are in order. First,
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the name Rice algorithm is a misnomer. What is presented(I-3) is not

an algorithm but an approach. In this approach, a suite of algorithms

is used to encode sections of the data, and the most efficient

algorithm for that particular section of data is selected. In this

way, data with very different statistical profiles can be

accommodated. Thus what is presented(I-3) could more correctly be

called the Rice Universal Coding Approach (RUCA). What we compare

against here are algorithms presented(I-3) as examples of the RUCA.

These algorithms were constructed for use in very general situations.

As opposed to this, the particular algorithm presented here has been

designed for a specific task. A final observation is that the encoder

presented in this paper could very easily be used as the first stage

of the RUCA. However, this would result in a rather complex encoder

and substantial increase in the need for onboard memory over the

proposed design. Therefore, if the algorithm presented in the

previous section satisfies the requirements in terms of rate and

robustness, such a step would be undesirable.

The results of the tests with both algorithms are presented in Table 1

and Table 2. The number of bits required to code twenty thirty-second

intervals and the average rate needed for both algorithms is presented

in Table I. The second and third columns contain the total number of

bits and the rate when the Rice algorithm is used. The average rate

over twenty intervals is 719 bits per second. Columns three to six

present the results obtained by using the proposed algorithm. The

first two columns contain the results for the case where the Huffman

coder was not used while the last two columns contain the results for

when the Huffman coder formed the last stage of the encoder. The rate

without the Huffman coder averaged over twenty intervals is 595 bits

per second while the average rate when the Huffman coder is used is

522 bits per second. These results indicate that the proposed system

will satisfy the specifications (coding rate below 600 bits per

second) both when the Huffman coder is used and when it is not. As

both systems meet the target and as the inclusion of the Huffman coder

increases both the complexity and the vulnerability of the system to
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channel noise, we elected to use the system without the Huffman coder.

Table 2 provides the performance of the algorithms under noisy channel

conditions. Three performance measures are used, namely, mean squared

error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and the number of decoded

values which are in error. Note the very large difference between the

performance of the Rice algorithm and the proposed algorithm. Also,

the proposed algorithm maintains a robust performance at extremely

high error rates. In fact, under even highly adverse conditions the
mean squared error is almost constant, and the number of erroneous

decoded values is about 25% of the total. However, the performance

of the algorithms at high error rates may be irrelevant in this

particular situation. The reason being that the transmitted data will

be well protected by a channel coding scheme consisting of a Reed-

Solomon coder followed by a convolutional coder. This combination is

expected to keep the average probability of error on the coded channel

below 9 x 10 -6

Finally, we examine the relative complexity and buffer requirements

for the two algorithms. The proposed algorithm can be easily realized

with a simple program implemented using a microprocessor. Based on

the memory requirements for the simulation program used in this study,

the memory needed for actual implementation should be about 1 K. The

only time buffering may be required is when a large differencer output

is encountered, and the encoder has to generate several channel

symbols for one input. Depending on the way the entire system is

implemented, the buffer requirements could range from a single symbol

buffer to perhaps a sixteen symbol buffer.

As opposed to this, the Rice algorithm by its very nature, being a

universal coding algorithm, is quite complex. Each block of data is

encoded using a number of candidate algorithms; the algorithm which

provides the most efficient encoding is then selected. Each of the

candidate algorithms is itself relatively complex though some very

ingenious techniques are used to make subunits of one algorithm common
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to several candidate algorithms. Because several passes are required

to do the encoding, the buffering requirements for this approach are
substantial.

These differences in complexity are very natural based on the

different objectives of the two algorithms. The proposed system is
designed for a very specific situation while the Rice algorithm is

designed to handle general situations.
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TABLE 1

Coding rates with the Rice Algorithm and the Proposed Algorithm, (HC)

denotes the results for the case where the Huffman Coder was used.

RICE ALGORITHM PROPOSED ALGORITHM

INTERVAL TOTAL RATE TOTAL RATE TOTAL BITS RATE

BITS BITS (HC) (HC)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

!I

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2O

21,647

21,385

21,530

21,562

21 666

21 424

21 841

21 630

21 719

21 568

21 308

21,509

21.633

21,822

21,296

21,701

21,058

21,312

21,713

21,888

721.6 17,832 594.4 15,733

712.8 17.528 584.3 15,345

717.7 17,784 592.8 15,520

718.7 17,840 594.7 15,691

722.2 18,144 604.8 15,883

714.1 17,504 583.5 15,457

728.0 18,048 601.6 15,882

721.0 18,096 603.2 15,907

723.9 18,132 604.4 15,843

718.9 18,096 603.2 15,695

710.3 17,604 586.8 15,438

716.9 17,728 590.9 15,580

721.1 17,780 592.7 15,581

727.4 18,016 600.5 15,913

709.8 17,564 585.4 15,361

723.4 17,956 598.5 15,872

701.9 17,296 576.5 15,139

710.4 17,688 589.6 15,449

723.8 18,160 605.3 16,033

729.6 18,292 609.7 16,125

524.4

511.5

517.3

523.0

529.4

515.2

529.4

530.2

528.1

523.2

514.6

519 3

519 4

530 4

512 0

529 1

504 6

514.9

534.4

537.5

OVERALL

AVERAGE 718.7 595.1 522.4
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TABLE 2

Performance of the algorithms under noisy channel conditions.

RICE ALGORITHM

MEAN MEAN # OF

PROBABILITY SQUARED ABSOLUTE DECODED

OF ERROR ERROR ERROR ERRORS

10 -6 0.0760 0.023 140

10 -5 4.07 0.45 1,908

10 -4 31.49 3.14 10,177

10 -3 479.22 16.03 15,658

10 -2 8,562.87 76.75 16,189

PROPOSED ALGORITtIM

MEAN MEAN # OF

PROBABI LITY SQUARED ABSOLUTE DECODED

OF ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR

10 -6 2.4 X 10 -5 1.2 X 10 -5 1

]0 -5 0.026 0.016 218

]0 -4 0.17 0.14 1,287

10 -3 0.78 0.28 2,944

10 -2 6.81 0.71 3,765

St;._13}..\hW A'<D (X}NCI.,USIONS

We have presented a robust noiseless encoding scheme for encoding the

gamma ray spectroscopy data. The encoding algorithm is simple to

implement and has minimal buffering requirements. The decoder

contains error correcting capability in the form of a MAP receiver.

While the bW_P receiver adds some complexity, this is limited to the

decoder. Nothing additional is needed at the encoder side for its

functioning.
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Abstract

V,'c t):csent a layered packet video coding algorit[am based on a progressive

t_ap,_:p,:issicn scheme. The alz;clithnl provides good compression aI',d can ha1:d!c

six'l'2cant packet loss with _jracefuI degradaticn in the reconstruction sequence.

Sivc,'_:!::_ic:_ _csults riot va,-qous cop, ditio;',s a_e presented.

i. INTRODUCTION

Duc to t;cc rapid evolution in the fields of imagc proccssing _d nctworking, vidco infor:p, ation

wil.1 be :m impo_t part of tomorrow's telecommunication system. Up to now, video tr_smission

h:-s bccn mainly transpoi-tcd over circuit-switched networks. It is quite likely that packet-switched

a:ct,,vorl,:s will dominate d_e communications worId in d_e near future. Asynchronous transfer mode

(ATM) tcc}miqucs in broadband-lSDN can provide a flexible, independent and high pcrformance

enviren:::ent for video CCmluunicadon. Therefore, it is necessary to develop techniques for vidco

transmission over such networks.

The classic approach in circuit switching is to provide a "dedicated path," thus reserving

a conthquous bandwidLh capacity in advance. Any unused b_dwidth capacity on the allocated

circuit is therefore wasted. Rapidly varying signals, like video signals, require too much

bandwid'da to be accommodated by a standard circuit-switching channel. With a cemain amount

of capacity assigned to a given source, if the output rate of that source is larger than the channel

capacity, quality will be degraded. If the generating rate is less than the available capacity,

the excess channel capacity is wasted. The use of packet networks allows for the utilization

of channel sharing protocols between independent sources and can improve channel utilization.

Another point that strongly favors packet-switched networks is the possibility that the integration

of services in a network will be facilitated if all of the signals are separated into packets with

the same format.

Some coding schemes which support packet video have been explored. Verbiest and Pinnoo

proposed a DPCM-based system which is comprised of an intrafield/interframe predictor, a

This work v,,_ supported by a grant from the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (NAG 5-916)
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nonlinear quantizer, and a variabIe length coder[l]. Their codec obtains stable picture quality

by switching between three different coding modes: inn-afield DPCM, interfrmne DPCM, and no

replenishment. Ghanbari has simulated a two-layer conditional replenishment codec with a first

layer based on hybrid DCT-DPCM and second layer using DPCM[2]. This scheme generates

two type of packets: "guaranteed packets" contain vital information and "enhancement packets"

contain "add-on" information. Darragh and Baker presented a sub-band codcc which attains

a user-prescribed fidelity by allowing the encoder's compression rate to vary[3]. The codec's

design is based on an algorithm that allocates distortion among the sub-bands to minimize

channel entropy. Kishino etal. describe a layered coding technique using discrete cosine

transfonn coding, which is suitable for packct loss compcnsation[4]. Karlsson and Vctterli

presented a sub-band coder using DPCM with a nonuniform qu,'mtizer followed by run-length

coding for baseband and PCM with mn-Icngth coding for nonbascbard[5]. In this paper, a

different coding scheme bascd on a progrcssivc transmission scheme callcd Mixture Block

Coding wi'dl Progressive Transmission (MBCFT) [6,7] is in;'csligatcd. Unlike d_osc methods

mcnt_oncd above, NIBCFT doesn't use decimation and interpolation filters to scparate the signals

into sub-bands. I{owcvcr, it does have the attrac:iv¢ propciiy of de;fling separately with high

ficq,._ency _a:d low frequency infmmation. This separation is obtained by the use of variabh:

blocksiz_: tral__xfom_ coding.

This pa.Tcr is organized as follows. First, some of the important characteristics _md

rcquircn'_cms el" packet video are discussed. In Section 3, the coding scheme called Mixlurc

Block Coding with Progressive Transmission (blBCPT) is prescntcd. In Section 4, a network

si;.',ulat_)r used in testing the schcmc is introduced. In Scction 5, the. simulation resuIts are

distressed. Fina!ly, in Section 6 the paper is summarized.

II. CttARACTERISTICS OF PACKET VIDEO

Ti;e demand for various services, such as telcmetD', terminal and computer connections, voice

communications, and full-motion high-resolution video, "along with the wide range of bit rates and

holding times they represent, provides an impetus for building a Broadband Integrated Service

D@tal Network (B-ISDN). B-ISDN is a projected worldwide public telecommunications network

that will service a wide range of user needs. The continuing advances in the technology of optical

fiber transmission and integrated circuit fabrication have becn driving forces to realize B-ISDN.

The idea of B-ISDN is to build a complete end-to-end switched digital telecommunication network

with broadband channels. Still to be precisely defined by CCITT, with fiber transmission, H4

has an access rate of about 135 Mbps.

Packet-switched networks have the unique characteristics of dynamic bandwidth allocation

for transmission and switching resources, and the elimination of channel structure. They

acquire and release bandwidth as needed. Because the video signals vary greatly in bandwidth

requirement, it is attractive to utilize a packet-switched network for video coded signals. Allowing

the transmission rate to vary, video coding based on packet transmission permits the possibility





of keepingthepicturequalityconstant,by implementing"bandwidthon demand".Thereare
threemainmeritswhentransmittingvideopacketsovera packet-switchednetwork:

1. Improved_d consistentimagequality:if videosignalsaretrat_smittedover fixed-rate
circuits,thereis aneedto keepthecodedbit rateconstant,resultingin imagedegradation
accompanyingrapidmotion.

2. Multimediaintegration:,asmentionedabove,integratedbroadbandservicescanbe
providedusingunifiedprotocols.

3. Improvedtransmissionefficiency:usingvariablebit-ratecoding_d charnelshat-ing
_ong multiplevideosources,_ccnescanbe transmittedwithoutdistortionif other
sources,at the sametime, arewithoutrapidmotion.

I_rowcvervideotransmissionoverpacketnetworksalsohastt:c followingdrawbacks:

1. 2!:_.timetakento transmita packetof datamaychangefromtimeto time.

2. P_ckc_smaybcdcla)'cdto tJ_epoint wl_crc,t_ccauscof constrainksdueto theIIuman
_,i;ualS)stcm,they l_avcto bc discar(!cd.

3. t{caJ.::rsof packetsmaybechangedbecauseof errorsm!ddeliveredtothewrongrcc_Hver.

rt I':,.s"ot:ocmi_hasizcdthatthedcla)'/tosteffectcanreach,,'olD,highlevelsif thecombined
u_;c_s'rcqaircmcntcxcccdstheacquirab!cbandwidd_andmayseriouslydamaged_cq-._alityof
the iv_:_.gc.

V,']:.cnI]'csignalstransmiL_cdin thenetworkarenonstationaryandcircuit-switchingisused
wi'& limi:cdbandv,'idch,a bufferbetweenfl_ecoderNld thechannelis nccdcdto smooIhout
the',';n_'in$rate.If theamountof datain tl_e buffer exceeds a certain d-rcshold, the cncodcr is

instructed to sv,'itch into a coding mode that has lower rate but worse quality to avoid buffer

ovcrilo',v. Jn t_ackct-swhchcd nctworks, Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing (ATDM) can

cfficicn'@ aL'.sorb _cmporal variations of the bit-rate of individual sourccs by smoothing out the

a[:.grcgatc c f several independent su-cmns in the common network buffers[8].

To d.clivcr packets in a limited time and provide a real time service is a difficult resource

a!Iocalion _d control problem, cspecEally when the source generates a high and greatly varying

rate. In packet-switched networks, packet losses are inevitable, buc use of a packet-switched

network yields a better utilization of channel capacity. Howevcr, it should be noted that the

varying rate requirements of the video coder may not be synchronized with the variations in

available channel capacity which changes depending on the traffic in the network. Therefore,

the interactions between the coder and the network have to be considered and be incorporated

into the requirements for the coder. These requirements include:

I. Adaptability of the coding scheme: The video source we are dealing with has a varying

infom_ation rate. So it is expected that the encoder should generate different bit rates by

removing the redundancy. When the video is stiff, there is no need to transmit anything.

2. Insensitivity to error: The coding scheme has to be robust to the packet loss so that

the quality of the image is never seriously damaged. Remember that retransmission is

impossible because of the tight timing requirement.





3. Rcsynchronizafion of the video: Because the varying packet-generating rate and the lack

of a common clock between the coder and the decoder, we have to find a way to

reconstruct the received data which is synchronous to the display terminal.

4. Ccatrol of coding rate: Sensing the heavy traffic in the network, the coding scheme is

required to adjust the coding rate by itself. In the case of a congested network, the

coder could be switched to m_othcr mode which generates fewer bits with a minimal

degradation of image quality.

5. Parallel architecture: The coder should preferably be implenlentcd in parallel. That allows

the coding procedure to be run at a lower rate in many parallel streams.

In the _:cxt section, we investigate a coding scheme to see how well it satisfies fl_e above

rcqk_[rci:'.c::[:_.

I1I.._IIXTURIi; BLOCK CODING WITH PROGRESSIVE

TRANS.\I[SSITON

),1i:.::::::. ]_1_ck Ceding (3_BC) is a variablc-blocksize trarJom_ coding algorithm which

cedes ti.: i;_.::_g,.:v&h diffcrcnt blocksizcs depending upon the complexity of that block area.

l_.ow-(>J::i-!e×ity areas are coded with a large blocksize transfom_ coder wl-dle high-complcxit','

_,.'_;i<_ :..:c ceded with small blocksizc. The coiuplexity of the specific block is determined by

tint dis:o_-:[<l bctt,,vccn the coded and origin',d image when the s:une number of bits arc u_;cd to

c_:dc cad,. U.ock. i\ more complex image block hzs higher distoTtion. The advantage of using

.",I_BCi_ t:,::_,it does not process different complex regions with the same blocksize. That moans

),IBC 1-:_.sti:.,: ability to choose a finer or coarser coding scheme, to de_ wid_ different complex

parts cf _2:csame image. With the same rate, MBC is able to provide an image of higher quality

than a ceding schcmc which codcs different complex regions with the same blocksize coder.

\\:hen using MBC, the image is divided into maximum blocksize blocks. After coding, the

distol_ion betwcen the reconstructed and original block is calculated. The block being processed

is subdivided it,to smaller blocks if that distortion fails to meet the predetermined threshold. The

coding-testing procedure continues until the distortion is small enough or the smallest blocksize

is reached. In this scheme, every bIock is coded until the reconstructed image is satisfactory
and thea moves to t.Iie next block.

Mixture Block Coding with progressive transmission (MBCPT) is a coding scheme which

combines MBC and progressive coding. Progressive coding is an approach that allows an initial

image to be transmitted at a lower bit rate which can later be updated[9]. In this way, successive

approximations converge to the target image with the first approximation carrying the "most"

infom_ation and the following approximations enhancing it. The process is like focusing a lens,

where the entire image is transformed from low-quality into high-quality, In progressive coding,

every pixel value, or the information contained in it, is possibly coded more than once and the

total bit rate may increase due to different coding scheme and quality desired. Because only the





grossfeaturesof m_imagearebeingcodedandtransmittedin thefirst pass,theprocessingtime
is greatlyreducedfor thefirstpassanda coarseversionof the imagecanbedisplayedwithout
significantdelay.It hasbeenshownthatit isperceptuallyusefulto geta crudeimagein ashort
time,ratherthm_waitinga long timeto geta clearcompleteimage.

\_qthdifferentstoppingcriterion,progressivecodingissuitablefor dynamicchin-reelcapacity
allocation.If a predetermineddistortionthresholdis met, processingis stoppedandno more
refiningactionisneeded.Thethresholdvaluecanbeadjustedaccordingtothetrafficconditionin
thechannel. Succcssive approximations (or iterations) are sent through the chatmel in progressive

coding and lead the receiver to the desired image. If these successive approximations are marked

with decreasing priority, then a sudden decrease in chamae[ capacity may only cause the receiv'c.d

image to suffer from quality degradation rather than total loss of parts of the images.

MBCt-'-_" is a multipass scheme in which each pass dcais with different blocksizcs. The

:h-._t I.'ass ccl::s the image with maximum blocksize muI transmits it immediately. Onty those

b!ocks ,c,hici_ faii '_o mcct the distortion thrcsl-o]d go down to the second pass which processes

t.he dl;_c,,,_c"*,....... _,._a..c'",d_ block, co;ni_g flora tke original and coded image obtab_cd in the first pass,

,,,,'i!h sm:_]!cr flocks. The difference image coding scheme continues until the final pass which

deals wkh _;,_:miz',imum size block. At clue receiving cad, a cmdc image is obtained from fine

[]zst [x:_._ in a short time and fl:c dam from following [)_sc's scr-¢c to enhance it. Fig. 1 shows

_:c sm:c:'cr<: of pass c,ot:sisting cf 16xi6 blocks for MBC[-'T. Fig. 2 shows the parallel structure

oC NIBCVF. Codit;g a!gorithms using quad trees have also been proposed by Dreizen[10] and

Vaise;¢' a::d C_:rsho[11]. In the. quad tree coding stn_cturc of this paper, the 16x16 block is coded

and the: distc_ion of the block is calculated. If the dis_cmion is greater thm_ the predetermined

thresI:('Id for I5xI6 blocks, the block is divided into four 8x8 blocks for additionaI coding. This

codiag-chcc',:ing procc{h_re is continued untiI the only image, blocks not meeting the threshold

arc those, cf size 2x2. Figure. 3 shows the :flgo_-iJun.

Ti_e blc-_cksize used in '&c coding scheme should be small enough for ease of processing and

storage requirements, but large eno_gh to limit the inter-block redundancy[12]. Larger block size

resuks in )_gher compression, but it is very difficult to build real-time hardware for blocksizes

larger than 16x16 because of the ix_cre_e in the number of computations. So, 16x16 is chosen

to be the largest blocksize. The minhnum blocksize determines the finest visual quality that is

achievable in the busy area. If the minimum blockslze is too large, it is possible to observe the

blockiness in the coded edge of sphedcal objects because the coding block is square. In order to

match the zonal transform coding used in this paper, 2x2 is the smallest blocksize and there are

four passes (I6xi6, 8x8, 4x4, 2x2) in this scheme. Fig. 4-7 show images from the 4 passes.

After at:pIying the discrete cosine transform, only four coefficients, including the dc and

three Iowest order frequency coefficients, are coded and others are set to zero. The dc coefficient

in the first pass is coded with an 8-bit uniform quantizer due to the fact that it closely reflects

the avera, ge gray level for that image block and is hard to model. The dc coefficient in the

subsequent passes follows a laplacian model, and a 5-bit optimal laplacian nonuniform quantizer

is used to also follow a laplacian model with a variance greater than that of the dc coefficient

and can therefore also be coded using a laplacian quantizer. As an alternative, an LBG vector

quantizer with a 512 codebook size is used to quantize the vector which comprises the three ac





coefficients.Ti_einitial thresholdof eachpassis seIectedbcforeh_dandis readjustableduring
theoperationaccordingto thechannelconditionandquality required.

Becauseonly partialblockswhichfail to meetthe distortionthresholdneedto becoded,
sideinfom_ationix neededto instructthereceiveron how to reconstructthe image.Onebit
of overheadis neededfor eachblock. If a blockis to bedivided,a 1 is assigmcdto be its
overhead;if not, a 0 is assigq_ed.Theexampleshownin Fig. 8 hasthefollowingoverhead:
1,1001,1001,1001,1@01,1001.

Theintcrframecoderusedin thispaperis adifferentialschemewhichis basedonMBC_F.
This coderprocessesthe differenceimagecomingfrom the currentframe,andthe previous
framewhichis locallydecodedfrom the first threepassdata. Fig. 9 showsthe algorithm
of this coder.Fig. 10showsa differentschemewtfichdoesthelocal decodingwith all four
t'asscs.FromF?g. ll, it c_ beseenthat whenthereis nopacketloss,thepcrfonn_ccsof
thesetwo schemesarequitethes_e. But whencongestionoccursin thenetwork,with lhe
p_{oritiesz_._ig¿_cdto packets,packetsfrom pass4 at.:" expected to be di._carded first. In this

c:_.:_c,the I:crform:'.uce (flor:l Fig. 12) of the scheme in FiLL 9 is much bcucr th:m the one in

Fig. 10. Th_:_cforc the coding scheme in Fig. 9 is u:_ed in our simtflation. In this paper, the

Kronkite n:<ion sequence from the USC database with 16 frames is used as the simulation

source. Evcp:' image is 256x25d pixcls wifil graylevcIs raugiug from 0 to 255. It is similar to a

_, :co co_ucrcnczng type image wlnich has _',either rapid motion nor scenes changes. Due. to this

ch:_rac:cris'ic, adv_mced techniques like motion dctcction or motion compensation have not bccn

used but c.culd ['c innplcmentcd when broadcasting video.

Frc:_ the datastream output that is listed in Table 1, we can scc lhat the data in pass 4

rcprescms _0-,0re of the entire data. This pa_l. of the data is involved in increasing the sharpness

of ttnc image, and is usually labeled with the lowest priority in network. We fl_crefore call this the

least significant pass(LSP). \Vith a substantial possibility of being discarded due to low priority,

_osc packers from pass 4 won't be used to reconstruct the locally decoded image and be. storcd

in the frame n_,cmory. This prevents the packet loss crmr propagating into following frames if

tt'e lost packet belongs to pass 4.

IV. SIMULATION NETWORK

The network simulator used for this study was a modified version of an existing simulator

developed by Nelson et al.[13]. A brief description of the simulator is provided here.

A. Introduction

As mentioned in section 2, tomorrow's integrated telecommunication network is a very

complicated and dynamic structure. Its efficiency requires sophisticated monitoring and control

algorithms with communication between nodes reflecting the existing capacity and reliability of

system components. The scheme for communicating information regarding the operating status





iscalledthesystemprotocol.Sincethecommunicationof systeminformationmustflowthrough
thech,'mnd,it reducestheoverallcapacityof thephysicallaycrs,buthopefullyprovidesamore
efficientsystemoverall. Therefore,systemefficiencydependsentirelyupontheseprotocols,
which,in turn,dependuponthe systemtopology,communicationchara_elproperties,nodal
memoryandcomponentreliability.Mostnetworkprotocolshavebeendevelopedto providehigh
reliabilityin topologicalstructureswith reasonablyhighchannelrcliability.

In orderto fit into thepurposeof thisstudy,mostmodificationswhichweremadeto the
simulatorwerein thosemodulesconcerningthenetworklayer.Sincethesimulatoris structured
in moduleswhichrepresent,to somedegrce,theISOModel for packetswitchednetworks,a
moredetaileddescriptionaboutthe networklayermodulesfollows.

B. The Network Layer and Basic Operation

The si:>.ula_ion of a layer at each node is represented by a "processor" m:d one or more

"pecker queues." All cvcnts are scheduled through the "Sim_Q" which drh'cs the simulator.

Ip,ikiaIly, the processors arc all, idle, the packet queues are. all, cmpty and the only t_ks scheduled

a_c d',c anival of messages at the, various nodes. The simulator operation occut-s by examining

the next e,,'cnt and pcrforlning the t:ksk indicated. The task may result in the, scheduling of

additional c','cnts, generally rcfcrrcd to as task completion times. Whcn a mcssage or packet is

placed in the input queue at a node for a gh'cn laycr, the processor for that queue is markcd

a._ busy, _hc packet is rcn',ovcd from the queue, and the task to be perforated by the processor

i:_ sch,:d_?.cd for completion. When the, task is complctcd (as a result of the simulator reaching

that point in time), the "processor" exmnincs the queue. If file queue is empty, the processor

is sc_. idle; o_>,crwise it removes the next message or packet from the queue ,and schedules the

complc[icn of the opcraNon which must be pcrfomacd. "ll_e layers in the simulator are quite

close in operation to the ISO transport, nctwork _d datalink layers.

(1) The Session Layer

In d_. OSI model, the session layer (SL) allows users to establish "sessions" on locrd or

remote systems. In the simulator, as mentioned above, it contains a relatively simple modcl

of the subscribers, participates in flow-control, andacts as a statistics collector for messages

arriving and delivered. At message arrival time (from Sire Q), the session layer generates the

messaoe with all of its randomly selected attributes and if flow control or node hold-down

are net in effect, submits it to the transport layer. It then schedules the next message arrival.

time. During initialization, the task "SL_Rcv Msg" for each node is queued in Sim_Q for the

arrival time of the first message at that node. When this task is executed by the simulator, a

message packet is generated and placed in the transport queue. The arrival of the next message

is then queued in Sim_Q with the same task and with an arrival time determined by the random

number generator (Poisson Distributed). The only other task performed by the session layer is

the "SL Snd Msg" task that simulates delivery of messages to the subscribers, develops message

statistics and "cleans up" the queues for messages delivered.





(2)The Transport Layer

The basic function of the transport layer at the sending end is to receive the message from the

session layer, place it in packets and pass the packets on to the network layer. At the receiving

end, the packets are reassembled into a message for delivery to the session layer. To accomplish

the complex task of assuring reliable delivery, there is a transport time-out mechanism at bott_

the sending and receiving nodes and a message acknowledgement packet that is sent to the

sending node when all packets for the message have been satisfactoiily received. At the sending

end, if a message acknowledgment is not received in the allotted time period, the message can

be retransmitted. In the simulations reported in this paper, the retransmission feature was not

used. At _he receiving end, if a{1 packets are not received in the specified period of time, the

entire message is discarded. It is recognized that in some networks, packetization takes place

at th_ uctwork level, leaving the transport layer responsible only for message-level structures.

Re_scmkly, depending upon the protocol, can take place as low as the datali_ level. These.

tasks v,cre beth placed in the trm_spoi-t layer, but axe modular, and could be extracted and

placed clse,,vl'_crc. Also, the simulator ,,va._ originally dcsi_cd for datagram service, a_'_dsii_ce

the. pac'...cts do not necessarily arrive in order, it is unlikely that asscmbly would take. t'lace
at the datali::k level.

(3) The Network Layer

"i'i_e a0twork layer is cor, cemcd v,'iIh controlling the operation of the network. A key design

issue is determining how packets are muted from source to destination. Another issue is how to

avoid tin,?, congestion caused when too mm_y packets are presented to the network at the same

time. In th,: si_:ulator, the network layer performs allof the functions related to these two

aspects with the exception of that ,aspect of flow control which takes place at the session layer,

and the roe.every protocols which require some service from the datalink layer. It also activates

new ch_:no!s when needed and detem_ines when packets originating at other nodes are to be

discarded. The network layer is currently the most dynmnic with regard to the coding of modules.

Five modules currently comprise the network layer. These include relatively static modules; one

module for capturing lines or chmmels when more capacity is required and releasing them when

the,y are not needed; one module for the network processor and queue handling and one module

for the routines which are common to most routing algorithms. This leaves two modules for the

dynamic parts of the muting and flow control algoritl'uns.

(4) The Datalink Layer

The main task of the datalink layer is to take a raw transmission facility and transfom_ it

into a line or channel that appears free of transmission errors to the network layer. It simulates

the sending of the message over the channel and the delivery at the other end. When a packet is

received, the datalink aclmowledgement is initiated either by the piggy-back acknowledgement

or by generating a datalink acknowledgement packet. As mentioned previously, the datalink

level also simulates the physical layer on a statistical basis, (Entered bit error rates are used in

conjunction with a random number generator to determine if messages are corrupted.) When

a line is "brought up", health packets are used to establish initial connections. Also, when a





line "goesdown",anactivenodewill immediatelyissueheaIthcheckpacketsto ascertainwhen
thechannelis againavailable.

C. Modifications

A major problem of using this system as a simulation tool for the study of packet video

is that as iaitially designed the system did not actually trarksmit messages from node to node.

While a "packet" carrying all the necessgry describing information moved from node to node,

there no actual data in the packet. Therefore, modifications had to be made to the simulator

to acconunodate the ,,'ideo data. In the sending node, a field called "Image" which contains

real image data is attachcd to the record "Packet Ptr" allocated to the message gcncratcd in
i_ C t itthe scssica layer. There are three new modules in this layer. First, Gct_Imaoe puts the

image d:_ta ir::o the image field of a message generated at a specific time _d node. Second,

"Pmage_:\vai_able" checks to see if there is any image data that still needs to be transmitted. If

tl_:,,t is tree., *J'_e.following message, generated at that specific node, is still the image message and

ii • -- _Y iicot:Lains So_uc. image data. Tt_rd, Recetve Image coliccts the image data in the session layer

cf fl_c _ccei',ir_g node when the flag "Image_Complete:" is on. In module "Scssion_Msg_Anive",

dif[c_cl_t _:_ic_i_ics are assigned _.o different mcssagcs. I_1 module "Session Msg_ Send", some

s::uis:.ic:q a_,_"calculated including the. number of lost image packets and tl_e. transmission delay

for ima,._c t:,ackets.

In t1:e efig.in;:l deisgu, the tran:_port layer simply dup]icated fl_c same packct with different

p_<s:ig::e_1sc,_ucntial packet numbers without actually packetizing the message. The module

"Tran_i"om_P::.ckctizc" has been modified to really packctize the image data which resides in the

message lvcord queued in I'Transi)ott_Q" x_hen it is called. The module "Transport_ReassemblE"

is called to reassemble these image packets according to their packet number when the. flag

"Image_Con_cnC' defined in "Packet_Ptr" is true. The. network layer is responsible for routing

c.a_d flo',v-co;urol. This module was already very well developed, so the modifications to be

pcrforn:ed i'_ere were relatively minor. In the dat_ink layer, in order to simulate the delivery, of

packets __ough the channel, a new packet is generated at the receiving node and the information

including the image data from the transmitted packet (which will still be resident at the sending

node) are copied into it. Using existing bit-error-rates, the transmission success rate can be set

and bit errors can be inserted in both the data and control bits in the packet. Errors in the control

bits are simulated separately as long as the error rates are consistent. If an error in control bits

occurs, the transmission is assumed to fail and retransmission will occur, again depending on

the threshold of the timeout number. In addition to the modifications made to the layer modules,

we had to arrange some new memory eIements allocated for image messages and packets. In

order to make sure the simulation is run in the steady state, the image data is made available

to the network after some simulation time has passed.





V. INTERACTION OF THE CODER AND THE NETWORK

When the video data is packed and sent into a nonideal network, some problems emerge.

These are discussed in the following section.

A. Packetization

The task of the packetizer is to assemble video iaformation, coding mode information,

if it exists, _d synchronization information into trmlsmission cells. In order to prevent the

propagation of the error resulting from the packet loss, packets are made independent of each

other and no data from the same block or same frame is separated into different packets. The

segmentation process in the transport layer has no information regarding the video format. To

avoid t!_c bit stream bci[_g cut randomly, the packetization process has to be. intcgratcd wi:h the

encc.dcr, v,1"!ch is in the presentation layer of the user's premise. Otherwise, some overlnead has

to hc :_dd_:4 [,:to the datastream to guide the transport layer to pcrfmm ttne packetization in the

desired n:a_:z:cr. In order to limit the delay of packctization, it is necessary to stuff the last ccll

of a p::c'.,:ct video with dummy bits if the cell is not completely Rill.

1- ., . j.

Lsvcr:' t.a_,et must contain an absolute address which indicates the location of thefirst Mock

it carrlcs. Because every block in NIBC_I_" has the same numl_r of bits in each pass, there is no

need to h;dica_e the relative address of the. following bl(_cks containcd in the same packet. There

a!'.va?'s c-:i:_ts a tradcoff bstwccn packaging efficiency and error resilience. If error resilience

is c()_!dcrai:!e, one packet should contain a smaller number of blocks. However, since each

,_'h::r_:;'clacc.:ss by a station cop,tains overhead, the packet length should be large for transmission

cf!ici<_cy. Fixed Icngth packctization is used in this paper for simplicity.

E.zc:.uss of the structure of ttne coding scheme, the packets are classified into four priorities,

v,'ith the packets from the first pass classified ,as the higi_est priority packets, and the packets

from fl_a fcuN_ pass _ the lowest priority packets.

This priority assi_m_ent also reflects tee impot-tance of the various packets to the

rcconst_cction of fl_e. image sequence at the receiver. Table 1 shows the effect of approximately

the same amount of packets lost in each pass on the reconstructed error in the received sequence.

B. Error Recovery

Them is no way to guarantee that packets won't get lost after being sent into the network.

Packet loss can be mainly attributed to two problems. First, bit errors can occur in the address

field, leading the packets astray in the network. Second, congestion can exceed the networks

management ability and packets am forced to be discarded due to buffer overflow. Effects

created by higher pass packet loss (like pass 4) in MBCPT coding will be masked by the basic

passes and replaced with zeros. The distortion is almost invisible when viewing at video rates

because the lost area is scattered spatially and over time. However, low pass packets loss (like

pass 1), though rare due to high priority, will create an erasure effect due to packetization and

the effect is very objectionable.
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Considc_ng the tight time constraint,retransmission _s not feasible in packet video. It

may also msuh in morn severe congestion. Thus, error recovery has to Ix:performed by the

decoder alone. In our differential MBCr_ scheme, the packets from pass 4 are labcled lowest

priority and form a great part of the complete data. These packets can be discarded whenever

network congestion occurs. That will reduce the network congestion and wotft cause too much

degradati,'on in quality. The erasures caused by basic pass loss are simply covered with the

reconstruct_ values from the corresponding area in the previous frame. This remedy seems

insufficient even when there, is only smNl amount of motion in that area. Motion detection

and motion compensation could be used to find a best matched area for replacement in the

previous franc.

Side. infomlation in the MBCI"T decoding scheme is very importm_t. So, this vital information

is no[ _,_,j'_ ........._,1 to ___t_,'"lost. Two met.hods c_u_ be used for protection. First, error control cedin_,_.

like bk_.ck co,des or convolutional codes, can be applicd in both directions along with and

I.'CrI?Cndi,.'_:h;" to t!",_: packctization. The fonq_er is for bit error in the data ficld while the laucr

is fc, r y:td.:ct l_.bas. "(he minimum distm_ce ,Jaat the error control coding should provide depends

on t1:,_ _:,:tv, ork's probability of packet loss, co_Tclation of such loss and ch_-mct bit error rate.

Scco_d, frc.ta "Fable 2, we can see that the output late of side infonnation and p_s 1 and

cvcn ?:___s2 [s ql_ilc steady. It sccrns feasible to rcscrvc a certain amou__t of chain?el capacity

to thc::c (xt::i:t:'_s [o ensure their timely arrival. That means circuit-switching can bc used for

im[?o_l_-::_ arz(1 s:cad/ data.

C. I"Iow Control

In order to shield the viewcr from scvcrc nctwork congestion, thcre arc some flow control

sche:ucs which arc considered useful. If there is an interactionbetween the encoder and the

Iranspo_-t]a)'cr,then the cncoder can bc informed about _e network condition. Depending on

thaL the cncodcr can adjust itscoding scheme. In the MBCPT coding scheme, if the buffer

is getti,:g Full, that means that the bit gencrating ra:e is ovcrwhclming the packetization rate

m_d tI'e. encoder will switch to a coarse quantizcr with fewer steps or loosens the threshold to

dccre_e its output rate. In this way, smooth quality degradation is obtainable. However, this

also com[.'licatcs the cncoder design.

It is possible to use the congestion control of the network protocols to prevent the drastic

quality change by assigning different priorities to packets from different passes. Without

identifying the importance of 'each packet and discarding packets blindly sometimes brings

disaster and can cause a session shut down. For example, if the side information gets lost

it can have a severe impact on the decoding process. In the MBCPT coding scheme, side

infonnation and packets from pass 1 are assigned highest priority and higher pass packets are

assigned with decreasing priority.
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D. Interaction with Protocols

In tee ISO model, physical, datalink and network layers comprise the lower layers which

form a network node. The higher layers have tr,'msport, session, presentation and application

layers and typically reside in a customer's premises. The lower layers have to do nothing about

tee signal processing and only work as a "packet pipe". The physical layer requires adequate

capacity m_d low bit-error-rate which are determined onIy by technology. Thz data.link layer can

only deal with link-management because all the mechaaics, like requesting retransmission, is not

feasible in packet video transmission. The network layer has to maintain orderly transmission by

deleting tee delay jitter with input buffering. Otherwise, it cal take care the network congestion

by assi_ing transmission priority.

As fl_e.higher layers reside in the customer's premises, it performs all tee flmctions of the

p,c.,ct video coder. The transport layer does tI:e packetization ,'rod reasscmbly. The packet

lcngd_ can t_,: fixed or variable. Fixed pact, el lcz_gkh simplifics se_mncntation and packet haz_dling

v_'i_i!c a va,qable p:.cket Icngfi_ can kecp the packctization delay constant. TEe session Iaycr

supc_-,'iscs so>up and tear-down for sessions wEich have different types a'_d quality. There is

aiv,'ays a uadcoft." between quality and cost. TEe qv:ality of a set-up session can bc dctemfined

by tt_e *]'_rcst',old in the coding scheme asd tl:¢ pff,o,'-ity assignment for transmission. Of course.,

LEe better J:c quali_.v, {Ec higher the cost. Fig. 13 sEows the tradeoff betwccn PSNR and video

ouip'.at ra:e by adjt_s_ing thresholds. The pr-csea_a_on layer does most of tt_c signal processing,

incl_x3ing .:..:parati(.,n :rod compression. Bec:'u._e it knows the video format exactly, if an:,' caor

coI:cc'a[_:_.cnt is required, it will be pcrfom:cd Ecre. Ttae application layer works as a boundary

betv,'cca tee. user and tee network and deals wi_h all the analog-digital signal conversion.

VI. PERFORMANCE RESUUFS

Results obtained in this packet video simulation show that substantial compression can

be ob_ai_',ed wEile maimaining high image quality through thc use of this differential MBCPT

scheme. The monochrome sequence used in this simulation contains 16 frames, each of size

256x256 pixcls with 8 bits per pixel, which results in a bit rate of 15.3 Mbits/s, given a video

rate of 30 ffames/s. As Table 2 shows, the average data rams of our system is 1.539 Mbits/s.

The compression rate is about 10 with a mean PSNR of 38.74 dB where PSNR is defined as

PSNR = 101ogle.,-. _(255)2
" )Z (=,,-_,J)

Fig. 14 shows the data rate of the sequence frames with side information, 4 passes and

total rate. It is clear that the data rate of pass 1 is constant as long as the quanfization mode

remains the same. Side information and data from pass 2, even pass 3, is also. The data rate of

pass 4 is bursty and highly uncorrelated. As pass 4 data is not essential to the reconstruction

of tee image, the rate profiles as shown in Figure 14 and Table 1 suggest the use of a reserved

channel of some sort for passes 1-3 and the side information, and a perhaps more unreliable

channel for pass 4 data which comprises more than 30% of the total traffic. Such a situation
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canbeaccommodatedin avarietyof systemssuchasatokenringnetworkoracircuitswitched
networkwitha packet-switchedoverlay.

Fig. 15showsthePSNRfor eachframein thesequence.Noticethatthe standard deviation

of the PSNR is only 0.2 dB, which implies a substantial uniformity of quality, at least in teIms

of objective performance measures. If constancy with regards to some subjective criterion is

desired, it would be necessary to incorporate this in the dctemlination of the thresholds and

the decision mechanism for the quad tree. In the simulation, line same threshold has been used

throughout the sequence. If further flexibility, say for higher visual quality is dcsired, a varying

tlzreshold can be used for different frames. Tlmt may generate a more variable bit rate.

From fine difference images of this sequence, frames I-8 seem quite motionless while frames

9-I3 contain substanti:d motion. \\re adjusted the traffic condition of the network to force some

of the packets to get lost and thus check file robusmcss of the coding scheme. Itcavy traffic

w_ set up in the motionless and motion period separataIy. TI'e average packet loss percentage

was 3.3% v,hich is considered high for most networks. Fig. 16 shows images which suffered

pac.t.et l<,._>;esfrom pass 4. As c,'m be seen, the effect of lost pack,zts is not at all severe, evcn if

the lo_t packet rate is unrealistically high. This is bcc'0.use the perform:race from the. first three

passes is rcl'ative.ly good and the packet from the fotll_h pass ig not essential for reconstruction.

Fig. 17 s_'o',vsthe case when packet loss occurs in pa_s 1. Clearly there are visible defects in

fi',e moS_.:_ period. \Vlnat's worse, the error will pre[)a2ate to t/_e fcdlowing fr_es. Apparently,

d:c rcplcr:ishing scheme used here is not sufficient iaz areas wi_il motion. It is believed that

ff_is inter:sis:ahoy can be. eliminated with a motion ccn_pcnsater algorittuu which would fir_d the

appropriate a;c.a for replenishment and error concealmc,,',t which limits the propagation of error.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The network simulator was used only as a channel in this simulation. In fact, before the real-

time processor is built, a lot of statistics can be collccted from the network simulator to improve

upon the coding scheme. These include transmission delays and losses from various passes under

different network loads. For resynchronization, the delay jitter between received packets can also
be estimated from the simulation. The environment for tomorrow's telecommunication has been

described and requires a flexibility which is not possible in a circuit-switched network. With all

the requirements for applying packet video in mind, MBCt_ has been investigated. It is found

that MBCPT has appealing properties, like high compression rate witt_ good visual performance,

robustness to packet lost, tractable integration with network mechanics and simplicity in parallel

implementation. Some additionM considerations have been proposed for the entire packet video

system, like designing protocols, packetization, error recovery and resynchronization. For fast

moving scenes, the differential MBCPT scheme seems insufficient. Motion compensation, error

concealment or even attaching function commands into the coding scheme are believed to be

useful tools to improve the performance and will be the direction of future research.
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Abstract

A method for effieientk', ending natural image's using a vector-

quantized variab:e-blocksized transform source coder is presented. The

methc_.L Mi>:tu're P.to_k Cc<tinq (.MBC}, incor_<,rate:_ _ariable-rate coding

by' ush G a mixture c.f dscr,te cos!no tran<fo:m (tiC'id source coders.

Which c,+ders are sc'.<cv-d to cede an> g',ve:l image region is made through

a thres!,,,',t ,iri',,.n di.-t<,rti n eriterior, In Gb pal*r, .MBC ia u_-d in two

dKfer,::' a.>;,l!ca:i.n s. Jh," L:_<e med.cd is c.onc_r*a_-d ,_i:}'l singb-pa..',s Io','.-

rate im:,4c d.vta _:::i.:_<k,n. The seccn,_ is a natural extension of the

L:_<c :;.,th, d ,_!:ich ,z];-,s fc,r In.v-rate pr, gr_'_i','e trarsmis<ion (PT).

,qinc,: the _;.:e ::;.::h,,d a*!:q,ca c:_i!y to progre--#i',," o:dirg, it offers the

ae4h,ptic ad_a_tagc_ _f ;,:,gr,:--D,e eodi:Lg _ithout inc,',r>orating exee:vsi',, _

chax:.d uv,:rh, zd. h:_aqe cnmpre-_ion rate.- of approximately 0.5 bit/pal

are demcnstre_:v I fc:r !:,,:!1 :::urm,-i_rerne an] color in;ages.

1 lntro.ducticn

:/a'._ra] ir:__g_s contain regLo.ns of high a:_d low detail. The

regi<,::s ,,f Lig'._ det,dl are mar,- difficuh to code elan thc,sc of lo,," detail.

Since the dJffe:-nre bet;_cen num]:*,r of bils required to code the__ r,_o

tiT, as -f r,:t;i.):,: "._hh :'.:cci.',.V.,!e di,{orth:,n levels can be quhe large, it is

des!table to u>e u ',ari:d b rate source c,>_in_: rncthc<]. One ",_a',' to do this

is !,, <,it.: :: _r::::.f,:.:;:, c.br vhich h_s n:or_ :}.rm u:," blc<k>!ze. Rag!on<

r>f high ,'btM[ :.:. r,,,!_,:i v.!th >la:._INr b'.r<ks, whi!e rtg, i,,:_s c,[ [o,_ detail are

c,£.d v. ith :_r<+:: !,], ,;- Ifa s[r::ih,r number of bhs are u4d "o ec<Se each

of "k,' d!ffur,;, t },]:.<;> :.'_, _ari::bb-rat, coding is r.a'hic'.cd \'(hen tr>'$ng

to mayih:-:izu th_ qua]h, uf the re,construct,d image, bntur us_ge of coding

bits ea:_ },e :dt:_[:;.:,i _[th the u_ of _cctor quantnation. The goal is _o d,_-

sc:i!:c a mu:h.:.! 5..: :,:d!:_g hnagcs udng l-x, th _eter qua!et]zatie, n and

nmltii,!e-I !eck:h:e trar.sf.rra co_ing A bb<k-thr_ho]d technique is us,-d

to select the bl,',c;siz; u<,d to e<x!e an'," partlcular r,'fion of the image.

}f<,:h ",,.rear q:;arttka",:ion and transform ec_/h:g are blc<k coding

met!to J.:. 1;1. ck cc.,![:_ mcthc.<ls are _er) useful when designing low-ra_e

]]rqage c_;n],re,>i n 5: toms, <:,! are ueud a]n;c,st exc;usivelv when ceding

at lov, rates (<'.Lit/pal). Traditiorta] methods presented in the literature

use e}tber of _h<-e :ec}::iques: but have rarel:,' u___ both together until vet?

recently. One of the ear];,r publication to do this appeared in 1984 [11.

When using tradkiona! _ector quantizers for coding images, small

bkKksi::es are used to limit the size of the required quaatizer eodebo_k.

But, wh,m coding na_rM images with a very small number of bits it is

desbab}e to use a.s large a blocks)no as po_ib]e Io take maximum

advantage of the hEh inter-pixel correlations. In genera] this blc<ksize is

usually' larger than vector quantization techniques can comfortably handle.

One method to overcome this problem incorporate_ subs-am, pied ,rotor

quantizatiml [2], but little h;_ been done to use traditional _ector quantb

zation with variable-rate coding.

Small eodebooks are needed because the best performing vector

quanthatbn t,'chniques (i.e., the LBG method [3]) are elusterlng techni-

ques _tmse cod,books are very unstructured. As a result, the eodeboeks

are diflqru]t to construct and use. If a eodebook is dmigned to be less

compntational]> intensi',e, such e_s with lattice quanthers [4], or pyr.4mid

vector quanGzcrs _.3], the attamabb distortion per ec<ie_,ord increases foi a

given ceding rate.

Transform coding techniques easily alb,', for the use of large hi,k-

sizes so high data compression ratios can be at!:dned. But. it is difficult

to keep gc<,d high-detail rc_olution when using large transform blocksizes

[5]. This is true since most methods code only the lo_-frequency high-

energ) tran_-form eocflJcier.ts [7]. As a result the high-frequency coef-

ficients are often ignored. Since the>e cc.efficicnts carrying most of the

informat{on about the image's finer detail image quality suffers. Even

when the image coefficknts arc xector qu_nd:.',',i so more co,.mdents can

be coded for a gi',en a_erage rate, it can _-t]]] b,' dill, cult to get good high-

deeM] reso] uticm

B) usiI_g more than or,e bloekdzc, sore,: of the inherent problems

e_c, ciated -th Inv.-rate traneforin co,',ine car: k,,: o_erconl< Especially

x_he:: _ectc, r quantizers are used to code the lr:*nsfc.rm co,:fi]cients. The

',rotor quantizer eodebc-oks us,_d here are c.f ', ,,,, dimcnsior.edi,.', to keep

their bnp!emeu!adon simple. This is done b) )hn4h G the nunil*.r of

coef.qrlenls cod:d whhin any given bk<k. For *he {xa:n?b:> given below,

the ',ect<r quantizcrs cc_Je at most three cocfScbnts a_q a _ector for

rnonochrome images, and r',h_e coefficients (thr, e transform pals) far color

images. Ne_er rnurc than four transform, pea arc coded _ithin any block,

no matter is ",]ze.

.\f:," a }+lc.c_c is c,y_ed uslzlg t:':e:-e c,,fl]cJent-]i:r'_ited _ransform

c-h:- the distortion is :a:ea:_ured, to see if it r::,,.t, ;t prede_cr;nlnvd coding

t]_rr._ho]d. If a !?.ock cod, s p:,©r)), it i< <!iv[d,.! into fm_r s:na!ler blocks

and recc<h:d ur:!il a <tistor',iora _hreshold i< :::,:r_ _r lke ntir,[;::n:u b!ocksize

is a{:ain,:d.. 'l}us, keeping the o','erMI image !:,tegrit) };]_!1 h) usb_g the

sr,_a',ler hie<ks to more intet;>ely code the high-dots I rcgi,:u_s.

In >,.orion 2 the thr<-.hoDi drh_.r_ MI!*/ codLng algorilhn_ is dis-

cn:s,:.d. A]s,_, the required o',vrhead sc:_t to the reccNer _o describe the

final block s'_ructure of the coder is prese;lh'd. Sectk,n 3 is a presentation

of the .MBC progressive transmission (MEC/P'[) nmdiflcation. In sections

4 and 5 the transform coder and the xector quantbers used in the example

are sho_n. :\nd fma!ly, several exampbs are l,rcscnted.

2 The Threshold Driven Structure of MBG

As mentioned above, each bl_k of the image is coded using only

small number of transform coefficients. 'Ihe diffe[ence between the

o_JginaI image and the coded image block is mea-_ured, and if the

difference d,>es not fall below a predetermh'_ed threshold, the block is

divided into four smaller blacks and recoded. A new threshold is then

applied to see if any' of the_e Hocks need {o be divided further. This

divide-and-t,-st algorithm is continned until the entire image is coded with

distortion that is less than the block ti_reshoid levels or the smallest

blocksize is reached,

The monochrome images are coded using the maximum absolute

difference distortion measure.

d = ma.x,lx -yl]

where the range of i is taken over the image block being coded, and )'i is

the coded value of pixel x i. For color images the ruaximum nle._n square

difference is used,

d = max,_(x,-y,)T(x-y,)/3

where Yl is the coded value of color pal x,.

1This work we-s supported b?" the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

under grant NAG 5-916.
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To demonstrate the MBC method consider the coding of an

e×alnple image _gnlent. In the following it is a.s-¢un:ed the image is coded

with a starting blc<ksize of 16x16 and a smallest blocksize of 2x2.

Yir._t. a 16x16 block is coded, using the DCT method described

below, and the di_tortic, n le',el for t}.c bbKk is mea.surcd. If this distortion

is greater than [l_e predetermined maximum level for 16x16 blocks,

dmin(1Gxl_3), the b!ock is dhided intu four $x8 blocks for additional

coding After each of the 8×S blocks is coded their resulting distortion

levels are com;_arcd _ith the Sx$ distortion leveh drain(g×8). This

pre<e:-s is cenlb_<d until the only image bh,cks not mt, eting their given

distortion thre:ho!d are those of size 2×2. Since 2×2 is tim smal]e_t

albwed b!<>cksize, the.-e tJh_<ks ate _ransmitted de facto, making no further

attempt to improve tLdr dbtortion level.

Each lr',,:16 block can be completely coded, using all IJlocksizes,

b<fore rno'.b:g o.q!o t,_e next lgxi6 bbck mr all the 16x!_3 b?ocks of the

entire in,age can be coded before moving to the 8xS blocks. For MBC,

this secvience is irn:::,ab:rial. ]'he !anr method a_Io_¢s one to develop the

progrc_si,.e t,:chniq!at.- inlrc_Xucod [n t!lr next ;ecti<,[l.

Con;ider tLc ,:,:_.:::pb coding of a 10x I,'3 hnage bb_ck shmvn in

Figure 1. For darh) ?n d:e 5,d!o',_ing material, Jet the fo:tr sub-blocks of

an arbitra:', b',ock b_ :tumbered e_ sho_n iu. Figure 2, and let the black

di=tortion tLr_siiolcb be:

d::ch_(!6 x 16)=12,

,i::-.::,(S :.: _):- 12 a::J

After cc_!in.; thi.. cxa:rl,k ! tdei(,) N, sa.v, $U So this block must be

d:_khd at,,! : ",_J<,i :_ f, :v ",3 El,<'.,:< Let tb: four coded ,S.:S blocks

ha','.: ,tis_,:,:!! :x k,,.k- _ :It ,':: :_ Fi<,:re 2. _,f !: h l_, -1, and 13. Sir.:,_ one

o[ _7:,.'<e ":, ; ?:,i .- ff..?i :> ":< !>h:-,:!), h !::1.-: Lc di',;d,.d un<t r,c<,d,xl

a_ four ',x ; _:!,.:_ ],c:i::e. :!>? i_ ; di<crI[.::. ',_;,.'.s _;f th}-, $,<S b]c.eks

_' 10. S. I_ _: i ' :_ ,,::: :_" _,:,:_ :La: ,.,r;', cq_,e,_f z)_e 4×4 bk.cks f,_!s to

u:e_ d::zh:' ',<;,. ! .it :!,,,'L _ :,_< &i c.¢ f,,ur 2,2 hi>:;:...

i! ," ;::" .,' c :< [: ,:. -, i- ,i,:i!!:t,'d a.- a q:!nl tr, o ¢tr!icturc in

Fi_c:, 5. E,:: : ::c ;:

,,:. lr':.:!_; ki,_:.t:.

5::: 4 _, ! hb.:1, s an,_

_(:r __,,2 [)Ic,:k5,

for a t,:d ,,[ l; !,:-,:'--: rf ,>}-] in/,>:::,at[on 'aLi.:h are counccted together

th:,:,u'c}_ 2},: ;:., c5 _ ><<:',.) ",c[:-.ter sch<.qe. 'i% _ua:,_ntee the rc,_b, cr

r,:conH: i,:t_ 1!. [-: _:. ,: ::r _[), ,_ _::t ::',Xp OY C,!q [:,.£}rt_tati, n is sent

a!or, c ".,::X :},, tie ,:, f:t . :t ::::zrrn:ti,Srl. (r,e bit uf side information

is :>!,:de,! f,r ,,:::_ :: :s ,:,f -!:, -':,:,:>r clan 2,:2. If a b',cck is to b,::

di',hb:d, h: .d,, - _ : :-, : if :_:. t_ lit _,q::,.is _,.t to 0. To t£i t):,:'

r,:,,:_]'.er ;:, , : .:.::, f r::. ,t it'., ,:,.!,i t,'..<ks. 9 bits ,f s:de i:_rorlna_<n

are n_,:d-,[

! .U i !!'_ zvL!! tl

"I'!l( :-,r': }i: 1 [: ; [ ; ,, _[e.:k is ,fi,.[ded it:to 5".:S b'.,cks. T}ie r'.:xt

f"L:: [hs :.! ::,:,' , :i. :h. - ,':,:J <:,:' 5!,<k [s dhidcd. "['he Iast four bits

i:',fi_at,' ',],< ;it, :, _:.i:! ",I ![::'-: is di',id:d ',:_t,r, 2x2 blc,c;< Notice

th,: 2, -' :',, t. , f :: _ . ,:-,:; :[-_ are p[ar,:d ','.lib the bit re:q,, gcu,.:rated at

the -i, _ .',,: :,, _,:, z" :m::_l,:_ ]¢ r:,v ],..d to ,:ode the:n

if : ,:- :],: 1:,:::i,.:: ,,f pe] _, and d is the r;nmi:,er of bits used to

c,:.,!- .- : ,: . "L:" >; ; u.-. :!.ca :[:e a_crage c+,'iing rate '.'2r the bk,cks of

t}is i".-'" : :, = 4:_ -,,._ In the '.r_st p<..ss (,:, th) tl:,::c are no o_crhcad

bits. _b_ r-:li • " i ]It: :,,:rage cc.Jbtg rate for the entire MBC s_stem is

:=_ p r,. an,! _._,pi=l. (la,b)

_h_:" 7;; i_ ::_,:w.' f: :i :: o->d.l ',_]th n :h pa-¢s blocksize

I?,r,: ;s <,., :,:,_-,-:; :,:, force the coding meth:,d of one blocksize

onto arx 4h,:: 5'..,,:7_ :v :< i_ :he c:_¢e for the examples of this paper. Some-

time_ ths me)L,: d,::: :::,:::a[ at, in fact. b_ [mpo._tble. Consider tile ca.-e

_here b',,<ks of _ize !6,:16 are cod," _ith. -_'_5, six DCT coefficients. The

8x8 and 4x4 b],,ck5 c_ :_1.! !-: ccded in a similar fc_l;ion but, of course, it is

]mposs]b!e Io I)CT e,..b tire a '2x'2 blocks with six transform cocfl]cients.

"[his indlc,,tes d.* 2,2 b'.,:,:ks must be coded with a different method.

Lik,:abe ",.- ir:drat,d ab',v,.. :here is no rea--ou to keep the distortion

threshob 2 1, ".,!s c,.::>:a',:t, h is even pos--ible to change the distortion

mee; are f:: ,.: ,: 5[. :-:; ze. \ad. since Ihe different blocksbes el_compass

r.differ<,t s; ,:;c:: .q..,:<, ra:gesh may be desirable to do this.

5 l':ogr_-si','e Transmi_ion MBC

P:c, gr,._[',,: t:a:.D::ti';;{¢<_ h;'.-':, gro:_,n out of need to transmit images

o',er eha:,r:.k- ,,k,,,5,: bar;,!.,hhh is dramatically smaller than _hat is a'.ail-

ab]e for _he t[m,_'[) :..con_-tr..<tion of full-field imager 5. Since slow-scan

reception of images is nona,mthetic, the need to update the image on a

frauae-by-frame b,-_is (or progr_..si_e be_is) has arisen. In general, most

methods fous_d in the literature are concerned _qth perf,:et reconstruction

of the image 1he in:age is transmitted on a continually improving b,'i-sls

u.til it is completely transmitted so that it can be reconstructed uithout

error. This requires the transmi_ic, n of tar more data than is needed to

atlain a visually plea.sing reconstruction of lhe image (as is the ce__e

ronsktered here). But. much of this literature is directl> applicable to the

tow-rate transmi__ion of imag_ since almost every PT method

reconstructs a visually acceptable field within a limited number of pa_ss_

[e.g., 121 .

In the previous section a singb an example 16x16 block was coded

by pay.sing tim>ugh all of the necm.sar._ bl,:<ksizes before moving on to the

next 16xlfi bk-rk. But, ;f the entire image is pc__se.d through for each

blccksize and the difference image is _e for additional coding a.s is

necessary' in the next pa._. the MtYC methc4 can be used as a PT coder. If

each pass is immediately transmitted, the receher can be reconstructing a

crude representation of the in:age using these !arger blo<ksize cee_lcients

while the coder is proce-_ing the r.,'xt pa-<,. All p,'_cs after the first ne,:d

only code the bnage resid isls. q-be rmiduals coding information received

[u subsequent pas_es is added to the -a!ready waiting- image of the

reeei',er. The image is u_ated using smaller blooks so it. acquireS n:ore

clarity' with each pa.ss. Si_;ce thc.-se Me<ks are of smal!er size, each pa_%

updates higher-frequenc._ image comp<,:_ertts than were coded in the

pre', ious p;=;_es.

Since the first pass [s c,:_*M '.,;oh_er) few bits the receiver h<___an

inlage, ehh< 2qh a ,:rude image, a!m,,.: imr:'rd]atel.'. 5incc the..,uer,::7_-i',e

peases are ce, dh:g th.: dhTerenee if'tag," i_s_,>'.,'_ c_f _he c, rL_h:aI there {5 no

_,rhm5 peel; ,-m in m,,da: ".g the h:,.-," \_I?,C n:,':Er_t for }'T re,cling,

Since ,:,:5]>' ima_o regions that rode ;>o<,r!__ a:,e urxtatcd iit succes-

sive pa-,_s, on',) t},c,e r_::i,.:!s ef the image _}_)eh he->! addhioxal ,:odi::g

_]]l co,;'.[:mc to use coder r_'<ourc_. r}i[s m,an: tLe :egic, ns of the nn<=ge

_ith lee, d,t_.l are coded quickly, and r,m_Mn _xed. e_-_ the rest of the

h:ia',:,: eont]i:u,_ tu chang,: e_ _he infc;mat}on f,_r each new p,'=s is

rccc[', ed.

The hiqh d<ai? regio>s of an in:age ,:re cc,,J,-<i m,)re than r,::ce

w]:cn ush_g the .MBC/P'[ meth<>d. Not on'.?, do the hizh detail resions

requite a g:,,at_.r chant,el ,:apathy to t:anslnJt L_,eir cc_cionts because

smaller b}ocksizes are being used but, i_ they" abvo require channel rwsntlrces

in c;,ch ,_f Ihe presto:is p<._-s_. ]he rate for a M_C/'PT cod_,r is calculated

q']::4 (]a), __ut Ihe p:_s fractions ate no ',ar_,'r o'mslrain,-d i,) add to ,>Iye,

in fact

z_.,P,'_v"""1. and p,>p, fir :<). (2)

'fht2s, app[>'ing this to eta) shows iF,at is it 7-yse:ble t,, }',a',e

l_ree_2/_T',R_c. But this ca:: 'c_ cfL<,:" %.,- the fact that MP.C/P'I' may

converge to the original image more quickly and :u<il!ire f,-wer h]orks since

the bus)" s,<tic,::, of the image are co'b:-d with infc, rmation that is taken

fr, m one than. a s[ngb pe--< ..ks is sh,),_n in ¢cction 5. an MB<:/PT in:age

can require fewer coding bits to tra:_m{t than image of sirndar qua!ire

::_:_tg the :qBC n:ethed

,t The Trans%rm Cotcr

If a large block do:_ not aJequatd.v o>le a ghen image region, it

is divided into smaller blocks and rec_]ed. So there i_ no strict ad'.antage

hi using a large nuntb÷r of e_×._cient, to code an.v particular bh:<kshe. Ia

fact, there is a _rade(,ff t_t',veen exper.ding mote effort coding the larg, r

blocks so %wet sma[}er blocks are uv.-d, and codh;g the larger blocks

minimally so to let the thr_hoM a;go;hhm a..,4ign more sn:Mbr blocks f(>r

coding.

For the examples of this pap.et it _as chosen to code each block

with on]>' four DCT transform cc'.e_eicn_s, including the dc and three

lowest order frequency coefficients (Figure 4). This _ done, not so much

to atlain the best overall coding rare. but. so strike a median between PT

coders which code a minimun_ of in[orn'lation about a gi',en block [8] and

those _hich code a large amount of information per block [9]. This accom-

plishes t_o things. Firsll',, it shows an image can be adequately coded in

a re}art;ely small number of pa<.ses (four for the examples here) using a

small number of transform coefficients at each p_¢_. and secondly, it shows

that this can be done using a simple coding algorithm for each pass In

addition, when using the _me tran.fform coder for each pa_ it is also

possible to use share the same vevtor quantizer between all of the passeS.

This sa_es quantizer dc_-ign effort.
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5 The QuanGzers

The fo[IovCng four paragraphs describe the quanthcrs used to code

the examples discusseJ in section 5 of this paper. The remaining para-

graphs discuss the de_ails of LBG quanthers used.

Whe:_ the MBC me_,hod was used t, code monochrome imag_.

the dc transform coefficients were coded with an S-hit linear scalar

quantizer (LSQ), and the ac transform coefficients were coded ms a singb

3-dimensional vector using an LBG vector quantizer whose codeb<,ok was

of size 256.

When the MBC/PT method was used to code mono<hrome

images, tl_e quantizers for the first pass were different than those of

subsequent ;?e_ses. The these }ater pa__es code difference images tilat ha_e

nearly zero means blocks, while the first pa-__ deals wkh the c:iginal image

which is r:nt zero mean. "ihe de coeffidents for the first pe-_ _ere coded

with an 8-bk LSQ. tn subsequent passes, the dc c_fficierrts _ere coded

with a 5-bit op'Am_:] iaplacian scalar quantizer (OLSQ) [10]. 'The non-de

coefficients were eroded the same for all pas._ using an I.BG vector

quantizer v. hose eodebouk contalned 256 vectors,

2"he H:ree non-de coefficients of tl_e YIQ images, _hen using the

method MI';%, were quanGzed with a _ector quantizer _};ose codeb<,_k

contained i02.1 ',octets. "The dc Y-components were quan'ized _hh an S-

bit LSQ and t)_e dc i- a:xt O- eompe:'_ents were ceded with a ",-bit OLSQ.

As ',!h "he ic.:-x,'hrome MBC/PT meH_c..t, the 'Y[Q .MBC/PT

images w!:er¢ o:,1,.,_ dif:'erently in the first, pa<_ t'nan in the subsequcpt

p;_s,:s. ,% '.:.p.s '.! e c.-,y,: f, : MB,"_', th,: de Y-eo:nt<,nent a__s que;:4hed ,,kh

a_ S-i it l.S'.! ,',] F.,: "'.e I- al:d Q-ce,;:4,cn,:nts _,:rc quan_izc.d ',,i_h a 5-}5k

©L.c.Q I:z a':b;,',:b:,':.: i:',_'s, tL,. dc coemci,:r:r.q ,_cre qu2::tizcd v.kh a:l

LBG ',,.::;:.: q,:_:nti::,: 'a',.c,_e ccdd: t. eo::tah:ed 64 vector:. 'Ii,e :,of: dc

co, fEci,.:.,s ,',:. q:a:.ti.,d ',_hh the same I.BG ',rotor q',:anther. ',_hcs, _

cc..!e}>_.:;: c:,:A:.., a fie4 ",,,:tars, for M! pa.-_cs.

; -' rIt c t,,: , t.) :: , the same _ector qqe.nli_cr (or the ac

trn:.sfo::._ cr'.:'_, i,.'::s of ca<}_ i,,_:::, ;;c, mar'e: t};e bb>r.ksizc. This rule v, as

C}IC,*°-P; },:;7\'!_'2 t!:e ac coefi-lc[el'a[s for all peases wer,: fou:_d to be

distr!i:,::,::i ;:_ a r.::,i! .: ff=d.k.._. The ool?" a,!j_astm,e:tt to L-e made ,,_ lo

a: o,' .r, : t?..- dZ(_-rc.,,-s !:l t),e c-'.,r<c.e,,t _:.:ia:_o-s. w:',,, .._, bad to be

adjust, d fTr each Da_s to t'_ar_ =D" a uni',,.,rs,:d n_a;ci5 thr" c_ a _- "

va:i2no'.

]_1.' <4_?, I/;!s v,_r?,<,ce re:rid;in!', tcch'nbtuc, ::w.,re trah';mg _,ect_ :_

co"?{ i.: t>'.-:, f:,:::: :: :i:.5'" im:..g.v, so r,.,,.r {m_.gc_ _.:_, needc'd u_,

(e, c t a'; ..... a :-..': i::.;m[l_ s,:t, TI,: tra{ni:,g set _a_ bM:" using sca[i:cg

factors :).:_: ",', .... _ t ) [( :,[ .:1 [) _, :cl._ ac c_. , , i ¢ _c hi, _%g21" : "" _ elf CZC}I [Gic-. _ i:?[O d[':[_
.... _a " ""

.... , r c --p.n;. _r,,- :di:g t..._ ._vd are s!:o',_n in 2a!,tes I and 2. Ine fir:<

;'ecic: q:,:::'5:<: ,:_:b _, ' ,* a.< ',vr=s Mdi:a'ed aL<'..e h,GJ 1(24 .ca-

_. _ , r,,, t!,c 'Yi(/ ec,,brs and 25G 3-di:nensiona] _ectors rc, rGH7_?',,:. T," I ',c_'.c, r5 .... _

the !:::::<chr.:,m. c,,'.,.rs. "I!:+':, x_¢':_ b'4i]t us];',g a tr,:.ining se" taken f::::'.

three ira,:::, ; _'r"e +,.u. :_'.;_ re:u:: Q:e o_,e coded for this F.ap-?r.

'fL_- _:a] ',c(:tc.: q::antieers _ere choee::, to be nc, n_dapti_e. This

iS, t!.[' c :!'.}. ': 'v,,"-: LOt r.t:,di_.ed to more effc,zdvelx r:auantlze out-of-

b,c,u:,[] s,eur,:, '.,::":; ;_ "..;.,. o:,der raG',as from image to in:age [e.g.. 11],

'lhis ',_:'-_ d,rne for t','.o :,_a._c::s. Sc, me:kvc-_ e}:,: o',erheaA requir,_d to

irnpbement such a technique can be o_er[': exp.ensi',e and the return

acquWed fr,::a it nH'limM. The extra effort needed steed against the

design gem t,-, cans'.ruc: a "simple to imp!ement- vector-quantized

adaptive tra:_sfnr:n s,.,urce coder.

6 Results

ZJ] of the exampbs, as listed in Tables 3-6, use the 512×512 RGB

woman/'h,_:t picture of the UCLA database. The mooochrome examples

use the green (G) color field, while the YIQ imagr_ are made using the

RGt_ to "_'IQ transfer:nation matrix of [12]. All the examples u_ a

starting blocksize of 16x16 and a final blc'<:ksize of 2x2-. Th_-e tabbs list

the number of blocks coded for _:ach blockslze, and the thr_holds used to

test the quali_y of the coding pe__ses. Also, the MBC/PT tables Iist the

average coding rate that has accumulated after each pass.

This rate is based upon the average of the coding bits a._ spread

across tl:e <:;tire image, v, ithout concern for what fraction of the image is

coded within an)' particular pass. These rates tepr_---.ent the coding rate

that is required to code the image if the coder where to stop with that

particular pa_s. Since the remaining pa_es are yet to be coded, the image

percentage code<] within the indicated pass must be updated to include the

image percentages coded in all of subsequent pa.%_..s. For example,

consider the MBC/PT rate of Table 4 when stopping at 4×4 bio.:ks. In

,kis ca__e, the rate is .35_ bits/pal, and the percentage of blocks coded v,'ith

_:4 blocks is 25.25 percent.

To code the monochrome image with MFIC/PT only requires an

extra .Oll bits/pal o',er MBC. The overhead needed to code an':' given

image is a function of the LBG codebook, and the codebook is a function

of the training set used. A differently constructed codebook could offer

different r_ults. It is interesting to note that the YIQ MBC/PT method

rex_uites l_-_.s coding rate to obtain tire same image qualhy (PSNR) as is

oblained when using MBC alone. It is clear that MBC/PT does not

require excessive overhead to add the desirable PT featnre.
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Table 1.

Vector quantizer scale factors for monochrome imag(_.

Blocksize scale factor

16x16 60

8x8 ,35

4x4 20

2x2 10

Table 2.

\rector quantizer scale factors for YIQ images.

Bloeksize scale factor

16x16 80

8x8 35

4×4 '20

2x2 10
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"Fable 3.

Mo_:chrome MBC ra_e (bits/pel)

rain b[ocksize #b!ocks c/limage ES.NH, rate threshold

10x16 s3:_ 52.0,5 23.1t dB 33

8. xS IO;S 25.59 26.22 33

4x4 2950 18.01 29.61 33

2_'2 2556 4.36 31.0l .479

_'[o[l(hrome

"Fable .t.

MBC/P'r rate (bits/pel)

rain bk<ksize #b!,:,cks 54.bnage PSNR rate Ihreshold

16x16 10'-': It,0.00 23.13 dB .063 33

8xS 19 '..} 47A8 26A2 .170 33

4x4 3520 21.48 29.76 .358 33

2:,<2 2472 3.77 30.94 Ago -

Table 3.

YIQ MBC rate (bhs/pe!)

mh_ bl,:,ck<ize _tqc_k< 5rcimaSe PS,";t_. rate thrcsl',o[d

!ri'!5 SO0 57.62 2/09 dB t2

5,:5 974 _3_3 26.77 !2

4:¢4 2;_1 14 J2 2906 11

2 <2 2;'_ ._.:{ 2'_ ()U .6!!1

'f;OM 6

':b! }.I!",('/}'i :a:e i},!ts/p,:!)

:r.[n !P<;:::,: =)i,,:k_ ':_[rnaq,, PS2';}I rate thr,.s}o',d

it,'l(; !iC': !,:i'.,.,'0 u:. 12 d]_ .lI0 t2

5,,: 17oJ /2.[)7 2< :9 .220 12

", " -S_:J 1752 29C? Y)2 11

r _2 !1"} 2.75 296,1 .")16 --

16x16

l.

10

10 8

6

Figure I. Example coded !6x16 block
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Figure B. E_arple Tree Structure
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Figure 4. Lowest order DCT coefficients
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